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Orange store, was next called upon and
gave a few facts regarding what the
Orange had done to procure seed
wheat for this section for the coming
year. He stated that they now had
one carload of wheat, of 1200 bushels
on the way from the west, and had an
option of 24 hours on another car,
which it would seem should be accept
ed, if he could receive the backing
of the Houlton Chamber of Commerce,
not only for financing it, but for dis*
tribution among the fstrmes. After
a few suggestions and remarks by
several members as to the prospect of
disposing of another car, Mr. Frank
P. Clark arose and most generously
offered to furnish the money, about
$4000., for purchasing this car, and
he was loudly applauded for his gen
erosity.
Every member was enthusiastic
over the idea, so much so, that it was
suggested that if possible a third car
should be secured, which, at a meet
^
of the directors was authorized,

Meeting
Chamber
efCommerce
H

Warning that the nation is “ con
fronted with the danger of starvation
in the next twelve months’’ and that
“ the energies of our farmers are par
alyzed by price fixing and fear of
price fixing,” President Jacob Gould
Schurman,
of Cornell University,
spoke at the Fanners’ Week Program
at Cornell University on “ food crisis
and the farmers.”
President Schurman deplored at
tempts to regulate the price of farm
products, but urged legislation to end
profiteering in the sale of food-stuffs.
He warned that the nation is using up
its grain reserves and said he believed
the stage has been reached when com 
pulsion should supersede appeals to
save food.
“ Does the government want to
^
^
w taas ^
stimulate
agricultural production?” he
All of those present were thorasked. “ Then strike the shackles off
oughly convinced that it was the pa
the fanner and ieav^ him as free as
trlotic duty of everyone present
other products. In the name of com
to use all possible means to have
mon sense, of justice and of patriotism
farmers throughout A r o o s t o o k
I make this appeal to the President
county raise more wheat than ever
and Congress. Food will win the war.
before.
Give the farmers a fair chance to win
After the meeting one prominent
farmer was heard to remark: "I had it."
j (Read the above again and then go
intended to plant 10 acres to wheat
to A.\G. Merritt and order your seed
this year, but after hearing the re,
tmo
Mr. Barnes and the neces wheat for this year’s crop.)

One E ver H «ld

i m

iting of the Houlton
ef Commerce was held at
Nall on Thursday evening,
supper*** ssrved by

venal abundance of
was enjoyed by
A k ftq g i number present. The tables
■‘O wn 1jiffidifly decorated with candles
...-tiitiMftll'ftHfam, Which were present} Y&dftftfftihmhrick. added very much to
surroundings.
: Jitter rigors had been lighted Pres,
called the meeting to order and
^
Chamber
W * n
daring the
jp g , Jod thanked the members
p p lie vnhmbls assistance rendered
'^dM ii t i p i ,
J ie report et the Secretary and
, - W tm m ttf showed a pood balance of
Ogvland, sand the organisation
* 'm n todriahing condition.
election of directors followed,

, s

tip f * , 't

L. ft Black, 7. A. Peabody, G. W.
Ueidlde, 8. fc. White, T. J. Pox and
jjklk McMann, who selected the folv . 1lM *8g officers for the ensuing year:
A , PMbod,
* ,*‘I'JjL'?
ft* L. Cleveland, L. A.

^ :.v v;.8eeptary, Chna. HT Fogg
« i n M ., ftmfth
w#H cheoea remarks Exfttroduced Mr. Pea
_ ' the presidency
_ r a m im . ‘
f p lo dy ealfcd upon Hon. Chas.
ipardftuil the proposition
hspftmade regarding the
ffitiftrirndr raising wheat
. . J1.
_
consumption, but
parties. *
hli clear and toreout the canoes of
shortage null the
m

nJarks
sity
of of
raising wheat, I have decided
s ity o fr ,

to double the acreage and plant 20
acres.”
’
This is the right spirit and if every
fanner in this section would do like
wise, it will go a long way toward
relieving the food situation.
The Houlton Chamber, through its
Board of Directors, will take further
action relating to this problem, but
assistance is needed by every farmer.

Bvcry farmer should plan now to
plant Just as much wheat this year as
he possibly can and the next time you
. . >1
atAMI■Pi\A A
ri*
come to Houlton NOTIFY A. Q.
MERRITT AT THE GRANGE 8TORE
HOW MUCH SEED WHEAT YOU
JOAN U8E.
Resolutions of the Houlton Chamber
of Commerce
WHEREAS the Houlton Chamber
of Commeroe, and each individual
member thereof, has been called to
mourn an irreparable loss in the untlmtly death of our esteemed fellow
townsman, the late lamented John B.

food,

f t . # * ** atitiad the
jdtiMtloii, gJaattsting

^n-v
yfypm the Wbwdjf e y o<
Cram hlo hJMfflfetye

mfare faelsisthey Ha4icflA.
tft*ti odtj for seed | And whereas we recognize to the
hAtiMtad that the fuii the loss to our whole State, as its
... ad gait
means
realize that they cannot in
U> ho turned over future call upon former Associate
5 ? # # # far "potato ground Justice Madigan for the service his
tiidt If every farmer splendid abilities had been rendering;
10 seed the oomfng yet we, his neighbors, proud to be calbir-approached /hat he ie(j his friends, in memory of the real|IB to row wheat on at iy great .man who has gone before,
the land whiQh was fail In our attempt to measure in words
I # ■* dotog he would our great bereavement,
fjftl'Wp well* Off himself, but
And, as a body, in annual meeting
benefit to the assembled, we perpetuate as a part

>■<*,**

werp listened of the records of our organization, this

hy every mem* expression of our profound sorrow at
:v
'
----------------d p i seldom has a speak-\he
passing of a Charter
member of
[dim attention of his hear* ithis Chamber of Commerce, a Direc
interest at was given tor throughout all its history, and to
pjsn*■ -.

The Food
Crisis and
The Farmer

e$ch ,and every one of us a true per,

agent of tho sonal friend.

» Still Making Home
By the wsy, Miliaria is a good
*

place to. buy Coffee------

lift Genuine Mocha and
$1.00
Java Coffee

Wholesome

1.00

I lb Maleberry
m

1.00

lb Pan-American

.98

8 lb Fancy Blond

work in this county, and in a general
way act as district representatives of
Mr. Merrill and the food administra
tion board. Their offices in each in
stance will be a clearing house for all
instructions and bulletins issued by
the state administration. The county
administrator will act as the real
executive of all work In the county
and delegate all matters that come
through to the different county agen
cies. He is to co-ordinate and co-relate the work of these agencies and
avoid duplication of effort and work.
Aroostook county, with the vast
territory which it covers and the
many problems, peculiar to its condi
tions, as well as every other county,
presents cases which now will be act
ed upon by the county administrator.
In the selection of Hon. Chas. P.
Barnes as Aroostook County Food Ad
ministrator, a wise selection has been
made. A farmer by birth, who has al
ways had more or less to do with this
important factor in the lives of us all,
a lawyer by profession, combined with
his good business ability, makes a
combination which will fulfill all the
many requirements demanded by the
government.
The community as well as the coun
ty can be assured of a fair adminis
tration to all concerned, working for
the welfare of the individual, the
County and the nation.

i AROOSTOOK’S AUTO SHOW

RAISE WHEAT-PLANT WHEAT

Houlton Motor Exhibit to Surpass all
j
Previous Events. Big AccesNo section of the whole United
sory Division
States is better located, as far as
climate is concerned, than is Aroos I Big crowds with big business is
took, for raising the staple article of the outlook for the Houlton Auto
Show which begins March 20.
Altho
wheat.
it
is
a
motfth
hence
there
is
wonderful
The needs of wheat for the Allies
are such that it is absolutely necessary enthusiasm throughout the trade.
that the farmer should not only raise Even now the Houlton hotel men are
wheat for his own consumption, but being beseiged from every section of
|New England with inquiries for acthat he.should have some to sell.
Experience has shown that, the c ommodations.
wheat raised in this section is just as j At the regular monthly meeting of
good as in any other part of the United the Houlton Motor Car Dealers Asso.
States, and two factors should be con held last week the report of Show
sidered. One is that wheat requires Manager, J. Dal Luther caused a sen
less care than potatoes, and if you sation. It was announced that more
don’t sell it this year, it is just as good than four times the number of acces
for use or sale next, but with the pre sory dealers who exhibited last year
sent demand for wheat there is not have made requests for space. Over
140 different makes of passenger cars
much danger of it not being sold.
The Houlton Grange and Chamber and nearly 20 motor trucks have con
of Commerce have secured 3 carloads tracted for space. Scores of others
of seed wheat, one of which has start are clamoring for a chance to exhibit,
ed east and the other two will soon j The Show building has a total of
be on the way, all of which will be over 30,000 sq. ft. of display space and
handled through the Houlton Grange, although original intentions were to
where orders should be placed at use the upper floors only, plans are
once, if farmers want to be sure of now beitng considered to make the en1tire upper and lower floors available
getting some of it.
From the enthusiasm shown at the for display space to meet the demand.
C. of C. meeting last week, there will I There will be over 100 different
be a great demand for seed wheat, models ranging from small runabouts
Besides the
not only in southern Aroostook, but to costly limousines.
all over the County, so that the “ early gasoline cars, a steamer and two
bird” should “ get busy” and notify electric vehicles are to be shown,
Mr. Merritt how much seed wheat he i Apart from the interest in automo
biles, the beauty arrangement and
wants.
With the new Grange flour mill surroundings will be a distinct sur
which is now being erected, wheat can prise. The decorators have worked
be made into as good flour as any out a novelty that can only be des
where in the country, and not only cribed as Camouflage raised to the
will it be able to take care of all the Nth power.
the special
wheat raised in this neighborhood, | Outstanding among
but from other sections, and from pre features of the show is the musical
sent conditions, there is no question program, including a Symphony or
about the demand for wheat and flour. chestra of ten pieces, a Jazz Band and
a group of entertainers seldom seen
Think this over Mr. Farmer and
or heard outside the high grade thea
place your order early.
tres.
Houlton’s first time War Show will
COUNTY POOD
set a mark hard to equal for size,
ADMINISTRATOR style, beauty and completeness in
The administration certainly did a future peace time shows.
wise thing when they decided that in
The Way To Do
stead of having a Food Administrator
“You are wearing a very unbecom
for the entire state with absolute con
trol, they decided on county adminis ing hat,” said Alma to Ethel.
“Then,” said Ethel, as she turned
trators, who have entire control of
to
the looking glass, “I am going to
the situation for each county.
face
the matter and make it the sub
County fobd administrators will
hereafter handle much of the detailed ject of thorough reflection.”
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A roostook Draft
Men Classified
By Board
The District Draft Board announced
the following classifications last W ed
nesday in Aroostook county of men
from this section who have claimed
exemption from military service on
account of agricultural or industrial
grounds:
Currie, Wm. J., Houlton, 1-A.
Fitzpatric, Ronald, Hammond PI.
Gillin, Lawrence P., Hmlton, 2-C.
Grant, Luther M., Cary, 1-E.
Hagan, James B., Houlton, 3-J.
Hand, Byron E., Houlton, 2-C.
Henderson, Andrew, Linneus, 1-E.
Henderson, Benj., Littleton, 1-E.
Henderson, Clifford W., Houlton, 1-E
Henderson, Gordon L., Houlton, 3-J.
Henderson, Henry, Littleton, 4-C.
Hovey, Roland H., Houlton, 4-C.
Lowrey, Murray, Houlton, 2-A 4-C.
McCarthy Elijah, Houlton, 1-E.
McGuire, Silas S., Houlton, 2-D.
McNaughton, Ray E., Houlton, 2-D.
Mills, Linton H., Monticello, 1-E.
Mooers, Findlay M., Houlton, 1-E.
Newman, Herbert L., Weston, 1-A.
Reed, Ralph, Haynesville, 1-A.
Rush, Stephen D., Benedicta, 4-C.
Russell, Harold J. Linneus, 4-C.
Sewell, Willie L., Smyrna, 1-E.
Shorey, Ray F., Oak field, 1-E,
Small, Waldo T., Houlton, 1-A.
Smith Garrett, Littleton, 2-C.
Spain, Fred H., New Limerick, 2-D.
Smith, James A., Littleton, 1-E.
Spain, Leo T., New Limerick, 1-A.
Stockford, Frederick L., Moro, 2-C.
Stoton, Walter A., Cary’.s Mills, 1-E.
Willett, Chas. I., New Limerick, 1-A.
Wilson, Douglas, Houlton, 1-A.
Vail, Lexus I., Hodgdon, 1-S.
Movements of men to
first draft, beginning on
not be completed within
five days, as originally
will extend over March.

complete the
Feb. 23, will
the following
planned, but

Beattie, Ora M., Patten, 1-E.
Brewer, Don, Cary, 1-E.
Brackett, Varney, P., Weston, 4-C.
Drew, Pearl, Dyer Brook, 4-C.
Hagan, Fred P., Houlton, 3-J.
Helms, Frank, N., Houlton, 1-F.
Henderson, Darcy, Linneus, 2-C.
Ireland, Hanford S., Westfield, 4-C.
Irish, Alva T., Weston, 1-E.
Jones, Stanley R., Oakfleld, 2-D.
Jarvis, Guy N., Island Falls, 1-E.
Jarvis, Samuel E., Island Falls, 2-C.
Lowrey, William C., Monticello, 4-C.
Linton, Ray, Howe Brook, 1-F.
Lawler, Stephen P., Benedicta, 2-C.
Miller, Geo. H., Ludlow Station, 1-E.
Melvin, Barnol C.,'Monticello, 2-C.
McGibney, James I., Patten, 1-E.
McGary, Percy E., Houlton, 1-F.
McGary, John, Linneus, 1-E.
McCordic, Frank, Littleton, 2-C.
Morse, Fred P., Patten, 1-E.
Noyes, Hartley A., Houlton, 1-A. 3-J.
Osnoe, Fred C., Benedicta, 1-E.
Packard, Geo. K., Bridgewater, 4-C.
Perry, James R., Sherman, 2-C.
Pipes, Olie R., New Limerick, 1-E.
Pipes. Chas. W., New Limerick, 2-C.
Rhoda, Earl P., Houlton, 1-E.
Robinson, Cecil, A., Sherman Mills, 3-J
Rideout, Norman, Linneus, 2-C.
Rush, John H., Benedicta, 3-J.
Skehan, James W., Houlton, 2-D.
Sleeper, Richard A., Sherman Mills, 2-C
Somerville, Albert A., Houlton, 3-K.
Stanley, Sidney A., Houlton, 2-D.
Scott, Walter A., Cary, 1-E.
Stone, James, Littleton, 3-J.
Stewart, Harry D., Houlton, 3-J.
Soule, Fritz C., Smyrna Mills, 4-C.
Smith, Thomas F., Houlton, 1-F.
Smith, Frank L., Littleton, 2-C.
Sherman, Charles W., Smyrna, 2-C.
Slater, Albert T., Houlton, 1-E.
Smalley, George W., Houlton, 4-C.
Tracy, Clifton M., Houlton, 1-E.
Warman, Percy L., Houlton, 1-E.
Welch, Forest E„ Bridgewater, 4-C.
Wilcox, Reuben, Cary, 2-C.

which there is an immediate opening
for her under conditions that will en
able her to support herself decently
and without suffering or hardship.
2-C— Necessary skilled farm labor
er in necessary agricultural enter
prise.
2- D— Necessary skilled Industrial la
bor in necessary industrial enterprise.
3- J—Necessary assistant, associate
or hired manager of necessary agricul
tural enterprise.
3-C— Necessary sole managing, con
trolling or directing head of necessary
agricultural enterprise.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT

February Term, 1918, to be held at
Caribou, February 5, 1918.
Hon. Warren C. Pkilbrook, Justice
Presiding.
Actions tried at the February term
of the Supreme Judicial Court, 1918,
at Caribou, Maine.
Joel Chandler Versus Don C. Syl
vester, An action on a case injury to
horse. Verdict for defendant. Motion
for a new trial filed.
Eli Nadeau Versus The Caribou
Water, Light and Power Company.
An action on a case for damages, in
jury to hand. Verdict for plaintiff for
$2,412.50. Motion for a new trial filed.
Gladys Sirols versus Ellab F. Shaw.
An action on a case, injury. Verdict
for defendant. Motion for a new trial
filed.
Fred Harvey versus Simon Harvey.
Action on a case. Verdict for plaintiff
for $191.67. Motion for a new trial
filed.
Mclver and Watson versus Nepoleon Bell and al. Action of broken cov
enant. Verdict for plaintiff for $443.47. Motion for new trial filed.
McEachern and Tribou versus A.
J. Brown. Action on account. Ver
dict for plaintiff for $27.76.
C. R. Thomas versus T. C. Deevea.
Action on account. ^Verdict for de
fendant.
t
Continental Jewelry Company ver
sus George Michaud. Action on ac
count. Verdict for defendant
Charles C. DeLong versus H. E.
Humphrey & als. Action on account.
Verdict for plaintiff for $1.43.
Rosa Anna Fournier versus Al
phonse Gage. Action of Trespass.
Verdict for plaintiff for $1,541.87. Mo
tion for new trial filed.
Fred W. Theriault versus Bdwazti
C. Frazier. Action on account.
Edward A. Castle versus H. H.
Noiles. Action of Trespass. Verdict
for Defendant.
The following divorces were grunt
ed.
Elsie V. Eastman from Myron B.
Eastman. Cause non-support.
Cus
tody and care of Reta E. Eastman
given to Elsie V. Eastman.
, Henry H. Norsworthy from Nettie
V. Norsworthy. Cause adultery.
Annie L. Coombs from Nathan
Coombs. Cause cruel and abusive
treatment.
John Sweeney from Mary Sweeney.
Cause desertion. Custody and care
of Mary Sweeney given to John
Sweeney.
^ Joseph T. Michaud from Gabrielle
Michaud. Cause adultery.
Mable B. MacFarlane from George
MacFarlane. Cause cruel and abusive
treatment.
Ida May Hatt from William Hatt.
Cause desertion. Custody and care
of Bertha Louise and Gladys May Hatt
given to Ida May Hatt.
James F. Wilson from Jennie L.
Wilson. Cause desertion.
Custody
and care of Dorothy M. Wilson given
to James F. Wilson.

POTATOES

Local buyers are paying $1.65 per
100 lbs. which is about $2.76 per bar
rel.
The usual shortage of cars con
tinues which has much to do with the
low price, as.buyers are unable to sell
on the market
x
Although the foregoing list is a very
The Produce News says:
small part of the total number of men
Market continues sick, with price*
in Aroostook county who have filed still declining.
There has been a
claims for exemption from military steady decline for the last few weeks
service on agricultural grounds, it will and receivers are wondering where it
be noted that comparatively few of the will end. Potatoes coming now era
men have been placed in the deferred mostly free from frost and of good
classes for agricultural reasons, indl* quality, especially those shipped with
eating the attitude of the board to be in the past week, but there is an en
that only those men who are absolute tire absence of demand.
Even tho
ly necessary in large agricultural en lower prices do not stimulate con
terprises will be exempted from ser sumption. The snow is pretty well
vice, and that others will be called.
cleared off up-State and loading is
A movement not included in pre freer than for some time.
Roads,
vious announcements will begin March however, are still quite bad and it wiH
4, moving 10.077 men to Fort Orgle- be a few weeks before shippers cam
thorpe, Ga., and Camp Funston.
send out the full quantity they desire.
Provost Marshal General Crowder Offerings are liberal, but inquiry is
Thursday notified governors that clas light. Receipts show some increase
sification of selected men had been over last week.
There were 30 and 40 cars at $$rd
completed and that in the future local
street,
mostly from up-State, early la
boards’ duties would consist only of
supervision of the drawing of the the week, but this quantity was In
units from their respective sections creased toward the close by more
liberal receipts and the accumulation
and reclassification.
State stock of good quality free from
The Meaning of the Letters
frost selling $2.16 per 100 bulk and
Very littte
1-A—Single man without dependent $2.25 and 2.3$ sacked.
Maine stock is offered at $2.66 and
relatives.
1-B— Married man, with or without 2.70. Most Maine potatoes are going
children, or father of motherless chil to New England points, which causes
dren, who has habitually failed to them to give that section the prefer
ence in shipping.
support his family.
Practically no Western stock Is on
1-E3—Unskilled farm laborer.
the market and not a large quantity
1F—Unskilled industrial laborer.
of Long Islands. The latter are sell
2- B—Married man, without children,
whose wife, although the registrant is ing mostly around $5 per 165-lb. sack,
engaged in a useful occupation, is not with $2.35 per 100-lb. being paid to
mainly dependent upon his labor for the farmer on the Island. Taken alt
support, for the reason that the wife together, the potato situation Is far
is skilled in some special class of work from encouraging and is liable to
which she is physically able to perform continue so unless something can bo
and in which she is employed, or in done to stimulate consumption.
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work in this county, and in a general
which there is an immediate opening
Grange store, was next called upon and
way
act as district representatives of
for her tinder conditions that will en
gave a few facts regarding what the
Air. Morrill and the food administra
able her to support herself decently
Grange had done to procure seed
tion
board. Their offices in each in
and without suffering or hardship.
wheat for this section for the coming
stance will be a clearing house for all
year. He stated that they now had
2-C—-Necessary skilled farm labor
instructions and bulletins issued by
one carload of wheat, of 1200 bushels
er in necessary agricultural enter
the state administration. Tilt* county
prise.
on the way from the west, and had an j
con- administrator will act as the real
option of 24 hours on another car,
Warning that the nation is
2-n- Necessary skilled industrial la
T h e District Dra f t B o a r d a n n o u n c e d
The Best One Ever Held which it would seem should be accept- fronted with the danger of starvation executive of all work in the county the following classifications last Wed- bo1 *n ne<’essary industrial enterprise,
------------jed, if he could receive the backing in Gie n,' xt twelve mon,l)S au(i tbat and delegate all matters that conn* n e s d a y in Aroostook county of men
^ ^ Necessary assistant, associate
The annual meeting of the Houlton ,of thG Houlton cham ber of Commerce, “ the energies of our farmers are* par- through to the different county agen from this section who have claimed or hiretl manager of necessary agriculChamber of Commerce was held at |no(. on,y fQr flnancing it> but for dis- aIy*0(1 by Prk‘t! flxin« an(1 ft-ar 01 cies. lie is to co-ordinate and co-re- exemption from military service on tural enterprise.
Watson Hall on Thursday evening, tribution among the tonnes. After Price fixing,” President Jacob Gould late the work of these agencies and
3-C- Necessary sole managing, con
account of agricultural or industrial
a few suggestions and remarks by Schurman,
of Cornell University, avoid duplication of effort and work. grounds:
Feb. 14.
trolling or directing head of necessary
A delicious supper was served by several members as to the prospect of «Poke at the Farmers’ Week Program
agricultural enterprise.
Aroostook county, with the vast
Currie, Win. J.. Houlton, 1-A.
tbe ladles of the Congregational disposing of another car, Mr. Frank at Cornell University on ‘food crisis territory which it covers and the
Fitzpatric, Ronald, Hammond PI.
church, hud the usual abundance of P Clark arose and most generously and the farmers.
many problems, peculiar to its condi
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
Gillin, Lawrence P., Houlton, 2-C.
tempting daisies was enjoyed by offered to furnish the money, about! President Schurman deplored at- tions, as well as every other county.
February Term, 1918, to be held at
Grant, Luther M., Cary, 1-E.
the large number present. The tables $4000., for purchasing this car, and tempts to regulate the pi ice of farm prf,sentH eases which now will be act
Caribou, February 5, 1918.
Hagan. James P., Houlton, 3-J.
were prettily decorated with candles he was loudly applauded for his gen- products, buf urged legislation to tmd ed upon by the county administrator. ]
Hon. Warren C. Philbrook, Justice
Hand, Byron E., Houlton, 2-C.
j profiteering in the sale of food-stuffs.
and the flowers, which were present eroslty
Presiding.
In the selection of Hon. Chas. P. j Henderson. Andrew, Linneus, 1-E.
ed by Chadwick, added very much to
Every member was enthusiastic
warned that the nation is using up Barnes as Aroostook County P"ood Ad- J Henderson, Benj., Littleton, 1-E.
Actions tided at the February term
the attractive surroundings.
over the idea, so much so, that it was its grain reserves and said he believed ministrator, a wise selection has been ( Henderson, Clifford W., Houlton, 1-E I
*be Supreme Judicial Court, 1918.
After cigars
lighted
Pres.. suggested that if possible a third car the stage has been reached when com„ . . had been
..
.
farmer bv birth, who has alHenderson, Gordon L., Houlton, 3-J. at Caribou, Maine.
Black called themeeting to order and should fee gecured( which) at a meet. pulsion should supersede appeals to
Joel Chandler Versus Don C. SylHenderson, Henry, Littleton, 4-C.
ways had more or less to do with this
qpoke ofthework that theChamber
ing Qf th0 directors was authorized, j save food.
vester, An action on a case injury to
Hovey, Roland H., Houlton, 4-C.
important factor in the lives of us all,
of Commerce had dene during the
.. .
.
.
houeht
“ Does the government want to
.
. . . . . .
- .................
and a tmra car nas Deen oougni.
I .
. ..
.
9,,,
a lawyer by profession, combined with
Lowrey, Murray, Houlton. 2-A 1-C. horse. Verdict for defendant. Motion
stimulate
agricultural
production?
he
J
J
.
...
9Mt year, and thanked the members
for a new trial filed.
AU of those present were thor
McCarthy Elijah, Houlton. 1-E.
his good business ability, makes a
lor the valuable assistance rendered oughly convinced that it was the pa asked. “ Then strike the shackles off
Eli Nadeau Versus The Caribou
McGuire,
Silas
S.,
Houlton,
2-D.
combination which will fulfill all the
at all times.
triotic duty of everyone present
tanner and leavy him as free as many requirements demanded by tht*
McNaughton. Ray E., Houlton, 2-D. j Water, Light and Power Company.
The report of the Secretary and to use all possible means to have other products. In the name of coinAn action on a case for damages, inMills. Linton IL, Monticello, 1-E.
government.
Treasurer showed a good balance of farmers throughout A r o o s t o o k m°n sense, of justice and of patriotism
I
jury
to hand. Verdict for plaintiff for
Mooers, Findlay M., Houlton, 1-FL
The community as well as the couneaah on hand, and the organization county raise more wheat than ever I make this appeal to the President
$2,412.50.
Motion for a new trial filed,
Newman, Herbert L., Weston. 1-A.
l i a very flourishing condition.
before
and Congress. Food will win the war. ty can lie assured of a fair adminisj
Gladys
Sirois
versus Eliab F. Shaw.
Reed. Ralph, Haynesville, 1-A.
The election of directors followed,
After the meeting one prominent Give the farmers a fair (bailee to win tnation to all concerned, working tor! Rush, Stephen D., Benedieta, 4-C. (An action on a case, injury. Verdict
and were:
j for defendant. Motion for a new trial
farmer was heard to remark: ‘T had
; h** w e l f ar e o f tin*
indi vi dual
Gu*
Russell, Harold J. Linneus, 4-C.
L. S. Black. F. A. Peabody. G. W. intended to plant 10 acres to wheat
(Road the above again and then go
j filed.
!
Sewell.
Willie
L..
Smyrna.
1-E.
i ' o u n t v and the nati on.
Richards, S. L. White, T. J. Fox and this year, but after hearing the re to A.\G. Merritt and order your seed
J
Fred Harvey versus Simon Harvey.
i Shorey. Ray F., Oakfield, 1-E.
J. B. McMann, who selected the fol marks of Mr. Barnes and the neces wheat for this year's crop, )
I
Action
on a case. Verdict for plaintiff
Small, Waldo T.. Houlton. 1-A.
lowing officers for the ensuing year: sity of raising wheat, I have decided
AROOSTOOK’S AUTO SHOW
|
tor
$191.67.
Motion for a new trial
Smith Carrett, Littleton. 2-C.
Pres., F. A, Peabody
to double the acreage and plant 20 RAISE WHEAT-PLANT WHEAT H o u lto n M o t o r E x h i b i t to Su rpass all | Spain, Fred H.. New Limerick, 2-D. |tiled.
Vice-Prests., E. L. Cleveland, L. A.
No section of the whole United
P re v io u s Events.
Big Accesj
acres.”
| Mclver and Watson versus NepolSmith, James A., Littleton, 1-E.
Pierce
sory D ivisio n
:
This is the right spirit and if every States is better located, as far as
eon Bell and al. Action of broken corSpain.
Leo
T.,
New
Limerick,
1-A.
Secretary, Chas. H. Fogg
Big crowds with big business is
farmer in this section would do like- climate is concerned, than is Aroosjenant. Verdict for plaintiff for $443 Stoekford,
Frederick
L.,
Moro,
2-C.
Treasurer, Olin M. Smith
wise, it will go a long way toward took, for raising the staple article of the outlook for the Houlton Auto
Stoton, Walter A., Caryls Mills, 1-E. 47. Motion for new trial filed.
In a few well chosen remarks Ex- relieving the food situation.
Show which begins March 20.
Altho | Willett, Chas. I., New Limerick, 1-A.
j w heat.
McEachern and Tribou versus A.
•resldent Black introduced Mr. PeaThe Houlton Chamber, through its j The needs of wheat for the Allies ft is a month hence there is wonderful
J.
Brown. Action on account. Ver
Wilson, Douglas, Houlton, 1-A.
body who accepted the presidency jBoard
Directors, will take further are such that it is a b so lu te ly necess ary enthusiasm throughout the trade,
dict for plaintiff for $27.76.
Vail, Lexus I., Hodgdon, 1-E.
with fitting remarks.
'action relating to this problem, but that the farmer should not only raise Even now the Houlton hotel men are
C. R. Thomas versus T. C. Deeves.
Movements of men to complete the
Mr. Peabody called upon Hon. Chas. 'assistance is needed by every farmer, wheat for his own consumption, but being beseiged from every section of
Action on account. "‘ Verdict for de
first draft, beginning on Feb. 23, will
New England with inquiries for aeEvery farmer should plan now to that he. should have some to sell,
•P. Barnes regarding the proposition
fendant.
not be completed within the following
Which had been made regarding the plant just as much wheat this year as | Experience has shown that the c ommodations.
Continental Jewelry Company ver
five days, as originally planned, but
feasibility of the farmer raising wheat be possibly can and the next time you wheat raised in this section is just as i At the regular monthly meeting of
sus
George Michaud. Action on ac
will extend over March.
ant only for his own consumption, but come to Houlton NO TIFY A. G. good as in any other part of the United the Houlton Motor Car Dealers Asso.
count. Verdict for defendant.
also for sale to local parties.
M ER R ITT AT T H E GRANGE STORE States, and two factors should be con- held last week the report of Show Beattie, Ora M., Patten, 1-E.
Charles C. DeLong versus H. E.
Brewer, Don, Cary, 1-E.
Humphrey & als. Action on account.
Mr. Barnes, in his clear and forc- HOW MUCH 8EED W H EA T YOU sidered. One is that wheat requires Manager, J. Dal Luther caused a sen
less care than potatoes, and if you nation. It was announced that more Brackett, Varney, P., Weston, 4-C.
Verdict for plaintiff for $1.43.
ftle way, pointed out the causes of CAN U8E.
Drew, Pearl, Dyer Brook. 4-C.
Rosa Anna Fourniei versus Al
Mm present wheat shortage and the Resolutions of the Houlton Chamber don’t sell it this year, it is just as good than four times the number of accesfor use or sale next, but with the pre- HOry dealers who exhibited last year Hagan, Fred P., Houlton. 3-J.
phonse
Gage. Action of Trespass.
■Mde of the men in Europe for food,
of Commerce
sent demand for wheat there is not have made requests for space. Over Helms, Frank, N., Houlton, 1-F.
Verdict
for
plaintiff for $1,541.67. Mo
la a very concise way he stated the
WHEREAS the Houlton Chamber
40 different makes of passenger cars Henderson, Darcy, Linneus, 2-C.
tion for new trial filed.
<Mt« of tho food situation, illustrating of Commerce> and each individual much danger of it not being sold.
The Houlton Grange and Chamber and nearly 20 motor trucks have con- Ireland, Hanford S., Westfield. 4-C.
Fred W. Theriault versus Edwani
lie arguments by citing figures of snp- member thereof, has been called to
of Commerce have secured 3 carloads traded for space. Scores of others Irish, Alva T., Weston, I E.
C. Frazier. Action on account.
Bly and demand.
mourn an irreparable loss in the uni
__
. , ___ ..
.
* 7 ........ ' " “ r
of seed wheat, one of which has start- are clamoring for a chance to exhibit. Jones, Stanley R., Oakfield, 2-D.
Edward A. Castle versus H. H.
He spoke, from the standpoint or timely death of our esteemed fellow;
A
iU
,
Jarvis.
Guy
N.,
Island
Falls,
1-E.
eil east and the other two will soon
The Show building has a total of
Xoiles.
Action of Trespass. Verdict
tbe farmer and from his knowledge townsman, the late lamented John B.
be on the way, all of which will be over 30 000 sq. ft. of display space and Jarvis. Samuel E., Island Falls, 2-C. for Defendant.
ef farm conditions gave facts as they Madigan.
Lowrey. William C.. Monticello. 4-C.
The following divorces were grant
were. He said that oats for se e d , And whereas we recognize to the handled through the Houlton Grange, although original intentions were to Linton. Ray, Howe Brook. 1-F.
where orders should be placed at no- the upper doors only, plans are
ed.
would he scarce and high, and that the fUu the loss to our whole State, as its
Lawler, Stephen I’., Benedieta, 2-C.
Elsie V. Eastman from Myron B.
erdlnary farmer used oat* as a means citizens realize that they cannot in once, U farmers want to U am. <»f n(MV being considered to make the 011- Miller, Geo. H., Ludlow Station, 1-E.
getting s o m e o f it.
tin* u p p e r and l o w e r floors a v ai l ab l e
Eastman.
Cause non-support.
Cus
ef raising clover to be turned over future call upon former Associate
F r o m tin* e n t h u s i a s m s h o w n at the f or d i s p l a y s p a c e to me e t tin* d e m a n d . Mdvin, Barnol ( ’.. .Monticello, 2-C.
tody
and
c
a
n
*
o
f
R
e
t
a
E
.
Eastma*
after a year or two for potato ground justice Madigan for the service his
C. of C. m e e t i n g last we. it. t h e r e will
There
will be
o v e r U'd dif f erent i.McGibney. James I.. Patten, J-E.
given to Elsie V. Eastman.
that he thought that if every farmer spiendid abilities had been rendering;
be a g r e a t d e m a n d f o r
seed whe at , m o T T s r an g i n g f r o m s mal l r un a b o ut s i UeCary. lN*r<y E.. Houlton. 1-F.
Honrv H. Norsworthy from Nettie
who had gound to seed the coming yef we bjs neighbors, proud to be calRe s i d e s
the ! \i <•( lary, John, I J a m m s . 1 E.
V. Norsworthy. Gause adultery.
season could be approached ^hat he jed b}s friends, in memory of the r al- not o n l y in s o u t h e r n A r o o s t o o k , but to r o ' t l y l i mo us i n e s .
all o v e r the Co u n t y , so that t he " e a r l y g as o l i n e
ears, a
- t e a m e r and
t w o 1M* t’ordic, Frank, Littleton, 2-C.
•Uini** 1,. Coombs from Nathan
WOUld be willing to sow wheat on at ly great man who has gone before,
|.Morse Fred I’ .. 1’ a t ten. ] - E.
b i r d ” s ho ul d
“ get b u s y ” and
no t i f y e l e c t r i c \ e h i d e s are to be s h o wn.
Coombs. Cause eruel and abusive
least one half of the land which was fan in 0ur attempt to measure in words
Mr. Me rr i t t h o w mu c h s e e d wheat, h**
Apart, f r o m the i nterest in a u t o m o  ! Noyes. Harr ley A.. Ho uP-m, 1-A. 3-J.
treatment.
M seeded, and by so doing he would 0ur great bereavement.
wants.
biles, the be a u t y
a r ran ge me nt
and Dtsiioe, Fred C., Benedieta 1-F.
John Sweeney from .Mary S w e e n e y .
•ot only be as well off himself, but
And, as a body, in annual meeting
sur- j Paekanl. Geo. K.. Bridgewater. 4-C.
W i t h the n e w
G r a n g e flour
mill s u r r o u n d i n g s will be a di sti nct
Cause desertion. Custody and care
would be of Inestimable benefit to the agsembled, we perpetuate as a part
! Perry. James R., Sherman, 2-C.
of Mary Sweeney given to .John
country. His remarks were listened Gf the records of our organization, this which is now being erected, wheat can prise. Tin* decorators have worked Pipes, Olie R., New Limerick, 1-E.
to with rapt attention by every mem- expression of our profound sorrow at be made into as good flour as any- out a novelty that can only be des Pipes. Chas. W., New Limerick. 2-C. Sweeney.
Joseph T. Michaud from Gabrielle
ler present, and seldom has a speak-' the passing of a Charter member o f , where in the country and not only eribed as Camouflage raised to the
Rhoda. Earl P., Houlton. 1-E.
Michaud.
Cause adultery.
this
Chamber
of
Commerce,
a
D
irec->
i
l
l
it
be
able
to
take
care
of
all
the
Nth
power.
er ever held the attention of his hear
Robinson, Cecil, A., Sherman Mills. 3-J
Outstanding among
the* sI>m ial
..
T innens 9 r
Mable B. MacFarlane from George
ers with such Interest as was given tor throughout all its history, and to |wheat raised in this neighborhood,
MacFarlane. Cause cruel and abusive
each and every one of us a true per- but from other sections, and from pre- features of the show is the musical :
^ - *
‘ ’ J
‘’ “
Mils speaker.
sent conditions, there is no question program, including a Symphony or. j nusn, jonn 11., neneau ta. 3-J.
treatment.
sonal
friend.
Mr. A. G. Merritt, agent of the
about the demand for wheat and flour, chestra of ten pieces, a Jazz Band and Skehan, James W., Houlton, 2-D.
Ida May Hatt from William Hatt.
Sleeper, Richard A.. Sherman Mills, 2-C Cause desertion. Custody and care
T
Think this over Mr. Fanner and a &rouP
entertainers seldom seen
or heard outside the high grade thea- Somerville, Albert A., Houlton, 3-K. of Bertha Louise and Gladys May Hatt
place your order early.
Stanley, Sidney A., Houlton, 2-D.
Itres.
given to Ida May Hatt.
Scott,
Walter A.. Cary, 1-E.
I Houlton’s first time War Show will
James F. Wilson from Jennie L.
|COUNTY FOOD
set a mark hard to equal for size, Stone, James. Littleton, 3-J.
Wilson.
Cause desertion.
Custody
I
ADMINISTRATOR style, beauty and completeness in Stewart, Harry IX, Houlton, 3-J.
and (are of Dorothy M. Wilson gives
By the way, Millar's is a good
Soule, Fritz
Smyrna Mill:.. 4-C.
to James F. Wilson.
J The administration certainly did a future peace time shows.
Smith,
Thomas
F..
Houlton, 1-F.
—— place to buy Coffee-----wise thing when they decided that in 
Smith, Frank L.. Littleton, 2-C.
T h e W a y T o Do
stead of having a Food Administrator
POTATOES
3 lb Genuine Mocha and
Sherman,
Charles W., Smyrna. 2-C.
“ You are wearing a very unbecom
for the entiro state with absolute con
Local
buyers
are paying $1.65 per
Sweet and Wholesome
Slater, Albert T., Moulton, 1-E.
$1.00
Java Coffee
trol, they decided on county adminis ing hat,” said Alma to Ethel.
100
lbs.
which
is
about $2.75 per bar
“ Then,” said Ethel, as she turned Smalley, George W., Houlton, 4-C.
trators, who have entire control of
1.00
rel.
3 lb Maleberry
to the looking glass, “ I am going to Tracy, Clifton M., Houlton. 1-E.
the situation for each county.
The usual shortage of cars con
1.00
4% lb Pan-American
County food administrators will face the matter and make it the sub- Warinan, Percy L., Houlton, 1-E.
tinues
which has much to do with the
Welch, Forest E., Bridgewater, 4-C.
hereafter handle much of the detailed ject of thorough reflection.”
.95
3 lb Fancy Blend
low
price,
as buyers are unable to sell
Wilcox, Reuben, Cary, 2-C.
on the market
Although the foregoing list is a very
The Produce News says:
small part of the total number of men
Try Some qf our
Market continues sick, with prices
in Aroostook county who have filed
still declining.
There has been a
Specialties
claims for exemption from military steady decline for the last few weeks
Saturday
service on agricultural grounds, it will
and receivers are wondering where it
be noted that comparatively few of the will end. Potatoes coming now are
men have been placed in the deferred
mostly free from frost and of good
classes for agricultural reasons, indi
quality, especially those shipped with
eating the attitude of the board to be in the past week, but there is an en
that only those men who are absolute
tire absence of demand.
Even the
ly necessary in large agricultural en
lower prices do not stimulate con
terprises will be exempted from ser
sumption
The snow Is pretty well
vice, and that others will be called.
cleared off up-State and loading is
‘HEN you need Floral Decorations,
A movement not included in pre freer than for some time.
Roads,
vious
announcements will begin March however, are still quite bad and it will
Set
Pieces,
or
Put
Flowers
of
any
Y • a C a n D e p e n d
On Us
4, moving 10.077 men to Fort Orgle- be a few weeks before shippers can
kind, for any occasion, be sure and
thorpe, Ga., and Camp Funston.
send out the full quantity they desire.
call on us to supply you.
IJ We carry a
Provost Marshal General Crowder Offerings are liberal, but inquiry is
OU can find no back numbers in our
Thursday notified governors that clas light. Receipts show some increase
full assortment in blooms of every kind.
stock — no forgotten styles—every
sification of selected men had been over last week.
article is new and u p - t o - d a t e .
completed and that in the future local
There were 30 and 40 cars at 33rd
boards’ duties would consist only of street, mostly from up-State, early in
Many
people
depend
upon
us
to
i
supervision of the drawing of the the week, but this quantity was in
furnish them with the newest articles in
units from their respective sections creased toward the close by more
Jewelry, knowing that anything bought of
and reclassification.
liberal receipts and the accumulation
us is the last word in Jewelry mode.
State stock of good quality free from
The Meaning of the Letters
frost selling $2.15 per 100 bulk and
Very little
1-A - Single man without dependent $2.25 and 2.3$ sacked.
In our Job Department no job
C| Plan on using ('hadwick Seeds for your
relatives.
Maine stock is offered at $2.65 and
is too small or too difficult
garden this coming season.
1-B— Married man. with or without 2.70. Most Maine potatoes are going
children, or father of motherless chil to New England points, which causes
dren, who has habitually failed to them to give that section the prefer
support his family.
ence in shipping.
1-E -Unskilled farm laborer.
Practically no Western stock is on
1F Unskilled industrial laborer.
the market and not a large quantity
2- B --Married man, without children,of Long Islands. The latter are sell
whose wife, although the registrant is ing mostly around $5 per 165-lb. sack,
PUm s a l
engaged in a useful occupation, Is not with $2.35 per 100-lb. being paid to
— Who has served you for 26 years —
n a t s s D sv e lmainly dependent upon his labor for the farmer on the Island. Taken all
Conservatories
16
High
St.
H
o
u
l
t
o
n
,
M
e
.
J E W E L E R 8c O P T O M E T R I S T
• f t l f M a tla fl
support, for the reason that the wife together, the potato situation is far
M
a
r
k
e
t
S
q
u
a
r
b
,
HOULTON,
MAINE
is
skilled in some special class of work from encouraging and is liable to
•a# Balarolaa
which she is physically able to perform continue so unless something c an lie
and in which she is employed, or in done to stimulate consumption.

The Food
Crisis and
The Farmer

Annual Meeting
Houlton Chamber
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ways made it their practice to buy inT H E T H IR D LOAN
aeronautics long before we became fearless, upstanding, and enterprising el of decency, to please a decent pub
expensive ones. They figure that they
There is much speculation relative •involved in the war and it is largely as a matter of course. It wants them lic
are not an easy kind of property to
What the attitude of the people Jour own
as people that we are to be fair in criticism and trustworthy
These facts have always been obvi
HOULTON TIMES
keep. Under these conditions, they wjn be toward the third Liberty Loan, ; now about to pay for the mistake in the presentation of news. And only ous enough. Now they are in the way
a l l t h s hom e n e w s
those papers who answer to this de of a wider appreciation, as the great
would not buy an umbrella costing which will, according to recent an- which has been made.
Published every Wednesday Morning more than $1. Formerly this grade nouncements, be open to subscriptions TH E WAR AND THE NEWSPAPER mand have a chance of survival for news of the day attracts a wider and
long.
had good material.
There was no SOme time in April. Due to untoward
more alert attention to the manner of
by tl»e Times Publishing Co.
The war has laid its hand upon
Until the war focused uncommon its handling. The real effect of the
style and fine quality about it, but it conditions, economic and otherwise,
CHAE. H. FOGG* Pree. A Mgr.
would wear.
the situation confronting the Govern - pretty much everything. Scarcely a attention upon the newspapers, only war on the newspapers has been so Car
themselves
have to bring not so much a heightened
Now there may be dollar umbrellas nient in connection with floating the single individual or National activity newspaper men
Subscription In U. S. $1.50 per year
having good material but they
are third loan is entirely different from has remained unaffected by it. What known how truly sensitive their publi quality as a heightened public re
in advance. $2 00 In arrears; In Cana
hard to find. Those for that price are that under which the first two loans has been its effect upon the newspa cations have been to the public con spect.
da $2.00 In advance, $2.50 In arrears.
science. The average reader leafs
apt to have a coarse cover and very were taken up. Not only has
the pers?
Single copies five cents.
As the influence of the war every- over his well-filled paper and wonfragile ribs and joints, so that
they w inter been a trying one for
those
No tuboorlption cancelled until all
AGE NO BAR
soon go to pieces.
who have had steady employment, in where else has been an immense ders how and where such a volume of
arrearages are paid
stimulation,
the
question
would
natunews
can
be
obtained.
Y'et
the
news
If you want $3 shoes, you can still creased costs both in food and fuel
Everybody in Houlton is Eligible
Advertising rates based upon circula get them. But they are a very differ and clothing falling more or less rally be construed, what speeding of that appears in a single edition is but
Old people stooped with suffering,
ent article from the $3 shoes you could heavily upon people, but in recent enterprise, what sobering of judgment, that smallest part which a metropolition and very reasonable.
Middle age. courageously fighting,
buy 10 years ago. The $20 suit of weeks many have found their working what stricter cleaving to the truth tan daily has seized upon for its motCtH«iunl'*ft»t/™* upon topics of gener clothes you can buy today is a very time arbitrarily reduced and wages has the war forced on the papers? to- “ All the news that’s fit to print.’’
Youth protesting impatiently;
al interest are solicited
Children, unable to explain;
different thing from what you used to cut proportionately. The result is The answer is, the war has left them Every newspaper man knows how
All in misery from their kidneys.
that both in resources and in spirit pretty much where they were. It has much of the other kind comes to his
get.
Entered at the post office at Houlton
There jnav be exceptions, but on many find themselves differently situ had, however, the effect of opening the notice; yet he knows also how well
Perhaps a little backache first.
for circulation at second-class
Urinary
disorders, dropsy may
the whole it is poor policy to insist ated than when they faced the previ eyes of readers to merits that have that motto would suit any properous
postal rates.
always been there.
paper in the land. In his heart every j quicklyfollow.
upon buying at a fixed price regard ous Liberty Loan campaigns.
It happens, of course, that editors editor knows how easy it is for him to i Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak
less of quality. If an article is made
It is estimated that 10,000,000 peo
Legal Newspaper Decisions
have
caught their due meed of the cull out the wrong kind of news. He kidneys.
loan,
1. —Any person who takes a paper re of cheap material, or with poor work ple subscribed for the second
exaltation
of the National spirit. Per- 1has only to put himself in tune with) Are endorsed by thousands,
manship,
it
cannot
possibly
wear.
gularly from tin Post Office— whether
and, as it is probable that the third
dlrootod to his .address or another, or
The merchants of Houlton would loan will be for a larger amount than sonal bickering has disappeared from the public taste to learn that task, j Here’s Houlton testimony,
whether he has Isubscribed or not, Is greatly prefer to sell substantial goods
the last one, a greater number of their comment, and an earnest plead- At times he may come into contact j Daniel McElroy, retired farmer, 13
responsible for the pay.
Party cl if- with human nature on its less happy ; Willard St., says:
“ Doan’s Kidney
because
these
are
the
only
kind
that
people will need to subscribe in or ing has taken its place.
2._If any person orders his paper dis
ferenees
have
vanished
in
a
united
side,
(
’hiefly
there
are
two
classes
of
Pills
have
been
an
old
stand-by with
continued, he must pay all arrearges or will give satisfaction. They have to der that this loan may be propor
the publisher may continue to send It keep cheap goods to an extent, be tionately successful. In fact, it is es passion for Country. Even so, credit pests for every editor—the man who is me for many years and I can say they
until payment Is made and collect the cause many people demand them and
timated that the number of subscrib for all this scarcely belongs to the seeking to hide from publicity, and the act just as represented. I have used
whole amount, whether it is taken from
would buy out of town if they could ers must exceed li>,000,000. In view of newspapers. It could hardly do other- man who is seeking to bask in it for them on different occasions when my
tho office or not.
3. — The Courts have decided that renot get them. But the best trade is what has taken place it will
proba wise with an institution the essence his own advantage. Out of the mouths kidneys have needed attention. Somefusing to take newspapers and periodi a well-made article of good quality bly be necessary for banks and capi of whose being has been to mirror the and the activities of these comes most times when I caught cold it brought
cals from the post office, or removing and that will give good service.
talists to subscribe in larger blocks times, in the dissemination of news ()f the news that is not fit for circu- on trouble with my kidneys which
leaving them uncalled for. is prlma facia
and opinion. For that matter, and for lation. At times newspapers have been caused me to get up many times durfor the third loan than they did for
evidence of fraud.
DEVELOPMENT
OF
I
that reason, the American press has blamed for “ suppression" of the news, ing the night. When suffering this
If you want to stop your paper, write
either the first or second. The restric
WATER POWERS
! always moved on a high level. In or- Often enough that suppression it a way, I use Doan's Kidney Pills, which
to the publisher yourself, and don’t leave
tions placed upon the first two loans,
It to the post-master.
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Raise More Food
Help End the War

Many A ro o sto o k Farmers ordered
Fertilizers last year containing Potash.
Because of the scarcity of Potash the
Fertilizers were not delivered. Don't
take any chance on this season5s supply
but buy Lowell Potash Fertilizers NOW .

W e are selling Animal Fertilizers con
taining
Potash and
we
them to be
and high grade.

Great Remedy

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.

CASCARA L? QUININE

LOW ELL

A N I M A L

F E R T I L I Z E R S
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My university education was inter- present war found me in Vienna. On WAR SECRETARY A
leadership. There was no contest, tied to take care of themselves with
rupted, for I soon plunged deep in the the advice of Dr. Adler, the Austrian
In 1911 Baker was elected Mayor of savage* men or beasts.
They have
MAN OF PEACE Cleveland
REVOLUTIONIST work of propaganda, which left
no Socialist leader. I lelt Austria-Hunby the largest plurality ever worn practical, comfortable clothes
The troubles of Newton D. Baker given a candidate for that office. He until they hate the sight of a tall colln conversation with someof his time for anything else. I continued, gary, and was in Servia when |hat
began
twenty-four hours after he en was reelec ted in 1913. His popularity lar and a billycock hat.
most intimatefriends,Trotzky gave
however, to apply myself to the study country was invaded by the AustroThey can
tered the Cabinet of President Wilson is somewhat remarkable, as he was cook. They can eat anything or subfollowing
sketch
of
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life
a
of
sociology,
political
economy,
and
Hungarian
troops,
and
was
present
at
the
as Secretay of War, or, to be more ex- generally regarded as a dreamer. How- sist on nearly nothing, for they are as
week or so before leaving New York history, and soon became a convinced the Servian parliment, the Skupshtina,
|Sct,
on the day that the amicable Pan- ever, he seemed to have a faculty for healthy and adjustable to conditions
Marxian Socialist. When the Russian when the vote for the first war credits
to return to Russia:
jcho
Villa romped into Columbus, New making his dreams come true.
Social Democracy split up into two was taken.
of feast or famine as the beasts of
I was born thirty-eight years ago in
When Baker was called to the War the field.
sections on the issue of tactics I did j returned to Switzerland, and was Mexico, and proceeded to shoot up
a little Jewish colony in southern
I things, there has been “ something Depatment there1 was a very well-! Moreover and this, to my mind, is
not identify myself with either
the later summoned to Paris
toedit the
Russia, in the Government of Kher
Mensheviki or the Bolsheviki, but con- Russian Socialist paper there. When doin g" for Cleveland's former “ fore founded belief that he1 was a dreamer, the i lost important phase of the matson. When about fourteen years of
tinued to work for the general cause, a Russian division of troops mutinied most private citizen" over since. lie No cme knew just where the idea was ter...the men are thinking and talking
ofe I entered the gymnasium of Cheris normally a man of peace, in fact conceived, but all seemed to feel it.
about where they will go after the war
nigov, and, like most of the impres for the overthrow of Czarism and the ami killed the general, l addressed a his father intended that he should be a
Tin1 impression was founded in fact. and the place in 50 per cent, of the
cause
of
socialism.
Since
the
division
severe
letter
of
criticism
of
the
French
sionable youth of Russia, soon became
physician, and he obtained a diploma People in Cleveland believed the same
<as(‘s is most emphatically not home,
interested in the revolutionary move in the party was not based on funda Government to Jules Guesde, a Social from John Hopkins. Instead of practis
thing when he made his first race for sweet home.
ments., Here in America schoolboys mentals, but only on a difference of ist member of the cabinet, for the sav ing this profession, however, he turn
Mayor largely upon the promise that
Once in billets in France a newseem to spend most of their time in opinion as to the method to be applied age punishment that was meted out ed to the law, studying at Washington
if elected he would give the city a draft of rookies included a young Eng
to
the
Russian
troops.
This
so
dis
in
gaining
the
same
ends,
I
used
all
■ports, baseball and football. In Rus
and Leo. He began to practise in his great municipal electric-light plant to
lishman who had been down Mombasasia, the boys—and the girls, too for my efforts to effect a reconciliation pleased the French Government that native town, Martinsburg, W. Va., and
that matter—use their leisure for between the two wings. However, I 1 was ordered out of France. 1 then it is not related whether or not he was compete with the local lighting mo wav, and who knew something of the
Even his friends advised great hunting country. The Tommies
reading books like Buckle's “ History leaned strongly to the radical side. In went back to Switzerland, but Switzer ’eminently successful", but he was nopoly.
against so rash a promise. He per fairly pounced on this chap and pump
other words, I was a Menshevik of the land feared complications with the
%o f Civilization," Marx's “ Capital,”
Gzaristic Government and would not next heard of on a trip abroad. He sisted. He was elected. He built the ed him dry. What about the climate?
Kautsky’s “ The Social Revolution,” extreme left, or a near-Bolshevik.
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speaker
and
as
a
let
me in. I was detained at Barce made himself heard especially by Mar-(plant. Today it is so firmly establish The natives? Was game easy to get?
and our own great classics that throb
writer
soon
drew
me
into
the
very
lona,
where I was to be deported to in A. Foran. of Cleveland, on the trip [ ed that no man with a thought of his Could the country be farmed? Was
with the passion of revolt. Our pastdome. An argument over Ireland and j political welfare would suggest its there metal? And so on.
If about
ttaM la chiefly attending underground center of Socialist activity. I wrote Cuba, where I knew no one, and where i he Irish was the cause, and the young ;
abolition.
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I
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Socialist meetings and spreading the
lets, and carried on personal propa stranded. Later, the Spanish Govern (Vest Virginian so impressed the
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if
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propaganda among workingmen in the
ganda chiefly among the city popula ment decided to let me go where 1 Cleveland lawyer that before the ship with Foran and Johnson, how did Bak to eat an elephant.
city and peasants in the country.
tions.
pleased, provided only I left Spain. sighted Sandy Hook the two were er come to know Woodrow Wilson?
I remember a conversation I once
I was no exception to the rule. The
lriends. A little later Baker received
Recognition of Baker as a national heard between one Coffee Byers and
Naturally, I did not escape the gen Every country in Europe practically
revolutionary cause gripped me early
was now closed to me, and so I turn an invitation to become Foran’s part figure began in Ohio when Judge Har his chum, Taters Smith. They thought
in life and has never relaxed its hold. eral fate of Russian revolutionists. 1
ed my gaze across the Atlantic, and ner in the law business. He accept mon was being mentioned as a Presi they were safe from eavesdroppers,
There was indeed a great deal of work was arrested and imprisioned, and as
dential candidate in 1912.
Harmon and Coffee, just back from six days’
arrived at Ellis Island at the end of ed.
te do. When I was little more than I did not give up my work for the
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and
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December,
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leave, made a rather shamefaced con
.twenty years old, the Russian revolu cause after my release I became what
There in New York 1 lived with my gining of 1889 and became a member j Baker advocated it. Baker consider- fession of disloyalty to old England.
tion biased np into a mighty flame. the Russian authorities called an “ ille
,the
flrm of Fora"; JI,'TfSh<! * M Harmon improgresnive and opposed 1 was tucked away in a shelter and
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Cturlstlc system, determined to put
not long in winning the admiration of j fight to the national convention, where hawf. Too many ouses. Too blinkin'
When the revolution broke out in nod expect my stay there to be very (
' an end to the wrongs it inflicted upon
t ie legal servants of the big commer- he won. By this art he rendered a many busses. A cove ayen’t safe. No
full force in 1905 1 was made president long, however, for a revolution is
the long-suffering Russian people.
eial interests while retaining tin1 es- : service for Wilson second only to that fresh air."
of the first Soldiers’ and Working bound to bieak out in Russia in a
teem of his associates.
^of Bryan.
Which, 1 take it, epitomizes the
men's Council in Petrograd to succeed short time, and as soon as that hap- I
Tom Johnson, who had left Ken- j
opinion of a large part of the British
the first incumbent to that position. pens I shall hasten to my home conn- '
tucky for Ohio opportunities, loomed
soldiery, and probably of the French,
I remained president until the defeat try and help in the work of Russia's
o ) tin* political horizon about that WHEN SAMMEE COMES MARCH alt ho of my own experience I don’t
j time, and in 1901 became Cleveland’s
of the revolution, when I was arrested liberation.
ING HOME AGAIN
know about them.
and sent to imprisonment and exile in
My book, "The Bolsheviki and World Mayor and the best press agent tin1’
War is turning sexual conditions
Siberia. From there I succeeded in Peace." expresses in full my convic- j
town ever had.
topsy-turvy, rapidly loosening conven
making my escape, and went to live lions on the world-war. It is the re- i
Out in Cleveland they tell a story to , tional bonds, breaking old domestic
COUNTY ROAD MEETINGS
Is tht.ttifM— ths sodden cramp —
in Switzerland.
suit of wide and 'deep study, and the ,’
Sis dangerous chill — the aching
the effect that Baker was a political ties, and breeding in the sexes a spirit
The state highway commission is
fbvoat -**.the throbbing sprain —
In Switzerland I founded a Socialist program laid down there is the only j accident. It is related that during the of independence of one another that arranging for a series of meetings as
the sodden jMn from many other
paper called Prada (The Truth), which solution that I can set1 to .the pro!) Johnson campaign Foran was sohed-i threatens an overturning of many es- shown in the schedule below. These
i‘ ills are quickly baited by
was published both in Russian and in lems that confront humanity.
uled to address a big rally. He was tablished habits and customs when meetings are for the purpose of dis
German. I also established an inter
unable to go and sent his junior part- Sammee comes marching home. Be cussing highway matters of mutual
national news service for the dissem
mu’.
cause of the exigencies of the times interest to the state highway commis
MAKE A BRIDGE OF SHIPS
ination of truthful news of current
The chairman of the meeting, some women are entering employments sion and the towns, and we shall be
political and revolutionary events in
TO PERSHING” what embarrassed at being required heretofore thought to be fitted only for pleased to have as large a representa
Russia.
“ Make a bridge of ships to France," to present a man so small of stature men, and in which, even after peace tion at each of the meetings as pos
the “ flfst aid " for human ills for
In 1910 I went to Germany, where was the message from Gen. Pershing1and so insignificant in political height comes, many of them will unquestion sible. Please look this list over care
•Ml 100 years. Whether you need
my revolutionary activities incurred and every man of his command, deli-|as a substitute for Foran. excused ably continue.
ftt iatsmally or externally, you'll
fully and arrange to attend the meet
flsd this soothing» healing, pain
the displeasure of the Prussian au- vered to the American people by Maj. himself by saying that Foran had sent
And for the men there will be the ing which suits your convenience the
lialToyiag anodyne an ever ready
thoritles. I was arrested and senten Frederick Palmer, chief censor on his “ boy" to represent him.
j "call of the open"— if one may judge best. Do not forget the dates.
ced to Imprisonment, but escaped. Gen. Pershing's staff, in an address at
m f M o r c o f
‘Come on, boy, tell what you know," of war's effect upon the British who
We are holding the meetings at this
Three days before the oilbreak of the the National Press Club in Washington the chairman is charged with having have been long at the front—and the time in order to clear up any question
recently.
sa:d in a curt tone.
j sense of independence that comes there may be in the minds of munici
“ Build ships and let ((very woman
“ Foran's boy" did tell them. He , from a return to an almost primitive pal officers as to the transactions b e 
and child in the land think ships," jumped into the political lime-light; , mode of life outside the sphere of tween the State and the town so that
when you go to town meetings you
said he. “ We ought to be wearing bu; he remained “ Foran's boy" even |woman's aid and influence.
little metal ships in our buttonholes. in events as far removed from that i Corp. Derby Holmes regards the w ill be prepared o explain any ques
A housewife must give the first aid in colds, coughs and
Children ought to play with toy ships. night as the Baltimore convention.
I reversion to the primitive as some- tion of this kind that may be raised.
ether ailments. Her promptness In applying the remedy often
The woman who turns from knitting
Baker told so much that he knew or |what startling, lb 1 finds that the hab A meeting will be held at the Court
eaves a serious illness. Her experience with remedies has led
to encouraging a ship's riveter to do told what he did not know so well that it and thought of the average man at House in Houlton, February 21. 10.00
her tokaow that PERUNA is always reliable, that she should
more rivets a day is serving her coun night that Johnson adopted him as a ^the front arc alien'd in a few weeks. A. M. to :U)0 P.M.
■ p ft on band for the immediate treatment o f coughs and
We estimate that the amount of
try.
And every time you think ships protege and made him First Assistant ( while in a year the soldier's character
celdfl, and that it is always to her
autombile licenses and fees collected
you are thinking of our men fighting Director of Law. Baker never halted Iundergoes a complete change.
in 1918 will enable us to make the fol
for you in France. Would you have until h(‘ became .Mayor of C.’eveland.
; These lmm have been taken from
m
s ic s s
uha.W is., writes:
lowing
apportionment for the main
them want for food, for clothes, for
In 1tin;: he became th*1 head of the their homes and their customary vo
We have used Petenance of roads under patrol.
ammunition to answer tin* German I City
nma In our family
Law
Department.
Johnson, cations by their Government, have
for a number of
To towns haying from nine to eleven
fi re ?
years, aud have
[speaking of him in his autobiography bet-n put in uniform, trained, and put
foundit a perfectly
miles of roads under patrol $800.00.
“
Would
you
have
them
think
you
in
the
field.
Timir
lives
have
been
said: "Though the youngest ()f ns all.
reliable medicine.
In addition to alxne for each mile of
It soon rids Uie sys
had forgotten them- you in your com  , he was really the head of tin1 Cabinet vastly simplified. The soldiers think
The experience of one
tem of any traces
improved
road on a designated state
fort at home? Would you have the 1and principal adviser of us all. As a ing is mainly done for him lb 1 has no
woman, given herewith, is
of acold, and pre
highway
under
patrol $200.00.
vents serious oonlives of such men unnecessarily sac lawyer lie was pitted against tin* big thought to take for his food or his
typical o f thousands o f let
lences.
using it
In
addition
to
above for each mile
rificed because you had not concen gest lawyers of the State. No other clothes or his lodging. He has no bills
ters that reach the Peruna
jarrh , which
of
improved
road
on a designated
trated
your
efforts
on
the
thing
that
Company
from
g
r
a
t
e
f
u
l
suffered with a
City Solicitor ever had the same num to pay. At home he had his obliga
Rood many years,
state
aid
highway
under
patrol $lo0.meant
most
to
them?
friends
who
have
found
their
ber of cases crowded into his office in tions to the tinker ami the tailor, the
serious until recently.
00.
ia the dropping in my
h o m e s incom
butcher,
the
baker,
the
candlestickthe
same
length
of
time
or
so
large
a
“ Towrard our shipyards for h-1 pow
and my head and nose
plete, and their
not to sttmpedup in the morning. I am
The above amounts will be added
er they mean during and after the war crop of injunctions to respond to, and maker. In the field In1 is relieved of
aedwiththe results, and shall oontinue to
family safety in
mb it
1 am
entire
assuntil
h until
Ii entirely
am entirely
ridcatarrh,
of catarrh.
rid of
the German general staff strains its in n y judgment no man in the state these things. The soldier has two to the amount which the town is re
lltasaahonestfcmeti___
danger without
vision. Build, build and continue to could have done the work so well." main functions. He is expected to quired to furnish under the patrol
:is ready to do for you.
PERUNA
build ships. Make a bridge of ships
Jotinson had the idealistic designs. keep himself whole and healthy and to maintenance law.
to Pershing."
It fell to Baker to dig up tin* law to kill the other fellow. It is. then, quite j| In addition to the above there will
I be set aside for road machine work,
support them. Johnson's notable tight obvious that the lives of these men 1
D m treat weight o f testimony that has accumuon tae issue of cheaper street car have been reduced very nearly to the that is, preparing the unimproved
|
Som ew hat Fishy Story
» the 44 . year? that PERUNA has been on the
simplest and lowest terms of the prim sections of road for maintenance, pro
p wsltiWywM question, to be the reliable family remi Bridget—There is a boy at the back fare and public control of the streetefly^erorieady to taka, preventing the serious effects of colds,
itive.
viding the town will furnish a like
railway system was engineered
by ,
door with a package,
grip,*od
and <
i
derangements
of the digestive organs. This
amount
$50.00.
The
men
like1
this.
The
clerk,
the
Baker.
Wresting
control
of
lake-front
j Mrs. Stately Street -What is it?
iDttbhahed from time to time and many families have
poof toi
property
from
corporatiorts
and
givmill-operative,
the
mechanic,
all
the
Iby it.
The apportionments will not apply
Bridget—Fish I think. It’s marked
f
^ f l tM a jy g e y fltefo W»WtA is tsMst fa— fot
ing i to tin people was one of many \great body of men who were employ- to roads which are not under patrol.
Csny ft
C. O. D.
j ed in city activities, have discovered The indications are that a large
Mrs. Stately Street—Well tell him tasks.
Company, Columbus, Ohio
to take it back. I ordered halibut.
Baker’s office, that of City Solicitor, that they can live in the open without amount of freight will be transported
became elective through legislative a roof over their heads; that the plain over the roads this season; therefore,
action, and he was elected to fill it in est kind of plain food in plenty, along we ask your co-operation and we will
1905, 1907, and 1909. It was in 1909 with all the fresh air in the world, guarantee ours in maintaining the
that Johnson’s downfall was accom  keeps them at the top notch of health; roads throughout the State so that
plished and Republicans swept into and they have found that perfect fuel, and other necessities can be mov
every office except one.
The lone health and an absence of the worry ed to relieve congestion on the rail
Democrat to win his race was Baker. incident to making both ends meet on roads and help win the wrar.
Baker’s loyalty to his chief prompted the miserably small pay of civil life
Very truly yours,
him to resign, until Johnson pointed make life worth living. The contrast
P. J. DEERING, Chr.
out Ins duty to the people who elect between field life and the normal
W. M. AYER,
i n
ed him. Johnson’s death in 1911 left peace-time existence is not as strong
F. A. PEABODY.
Baker as the natural choice for party with the farmer as with the city man;
State Highway Commission.
but he too finds it agreeable on the
whole.
l
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WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
I say agreeable. The probability is
The machinery by which the pur
that hardly any man in the trenches
would say, if he were asked, that he chase o f a Thrift Stamp or a War Sav
may lead to chronic Jung’ trouble, or
mean that the chronic stage already
liked
army life. But he does, just the ings Stamp is to be made as easy and
Is reached. In. either <?asa> try
which is amply and frequently j convenient as the purchase of a spool
same
ECKMAN’S ALTERATIVE
demonstrated by men on furlough. Al- i of thread or a pound of nails, in every
This tonic and tissue-repairer sup
plies the acknowledged benefits of Cal
most any healthy unw ounded man on Icommunity in the United States, is
cium treatment without disturbing the
Btomich. Contains no Alcohol. Nar
leave finds himself in a very few days ■rapidly being established.
Already
cotic or Habit-Forming Drug.
bored to death and irked beyond en- 185,000 War Savings Sstamp Agencies
$2 sits, now $1.50.
$1 size, bow 80c.
Price includes war tax. All druggists,
durance by the restrictions of nearly ] have been established and by the close
Eckman Laboratory. Philadelphia
forgotten civilization.
|of February this number will have
NOTICE
The writer predicts that after the j ^een increased by 350,000.
SpeeJ on hand for sale.
In addition to these agencies there
war thousands of men of all the na
These colts and horses are right tions at war will seek the wild places wdll be 1,000,000 “ sales stations,"
from the New York sale, bred right
of the earth, overrunning Africa, cent which do not receive direct authoriza
and will be sold right.
Fit for fun or to race. Come in and ral Asia, and South America. And he tion to make the sales from the Sec
look them over.
declares that almost all of the men in retary o f the Treasury, but obtain their
Hors as and colts trained. Get your the European armies are now qualified stamps from authorized agents and
fast ones ready for the ice.
1 sell them over their counters at their
Terms
reasonable,
satisfaction for frontier existence, for, he says:
cashiers' windows, and other places.
They
have
learned
to
shoot.
They
guaranteed. Located at the “ Radigan
I
Gto V\|p '*
have overcome their horror of death.
Fifty thousand post offices now have
JOHN N. WILLARD
Through the experience of many hand- War Savings Stamps on sale and 29.Houlton, Me.
to-hand conflicts they have become 000 hanks and 8,000 individual firms
24 Military St.
Telephone 14-12.
50tf resourceful, defensive fighters quali- and corporations have been appoint
ed agents. Nine thousand interstate
corporations having places of business
in several States will constitute 115.000 additional agencies.
W H E N Y O U C O U G H , J U S T T H IN K
An intensive campaign is now on
A N D T A K E ON S U G A R
for the establishing of War Savingsocieties which can be organized by
10 or more persons in any community,
school, club, church, factory or office
and can be affiliated with the Nation
A t all D ealers in M ed icin e
25 and 50c Dottles
al War Savings Committee at Wash
J v V W V W W W V W W V W W W W M A A W r tr tr tr tr tr trtrtW v W r tA tV W W V ’ ington upon application.
T H A T A N N O Y IN G ,
P E R S IS T E N T C O U G H
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The most efficient roof
♦

_

!,

_

for factories, warehouses, office buildings,
hotels, stores, w ages, barns, out-buildings,
etc. Made in shingle form for residences.
C trkm -ktd ii weather-proof, clean, sanitary and fire-

retarding. It is not affected by fumes or gases, and does
not rust or corrode. Neither does it melt under the hot
jun. Because it is lighter than other types o f roofs, it
requires less to support it.
C trkun-iad is economical. Its first cost is low. It is in*
expensivetolay, and it costs practically nothing to maintain.
Guaranteed 5,10 or 15 years, according to thickness.
There art manyroll roofings, but there is only one Certaintm/. Remember the name by its meaning— Certainty o f
quality and Guaranteed satisfaction.
"
For sale by best dealers, everywhere.
Certain feed Product* Corporation
MilttflftHftffl ftf

Cwii fti Irtd Roofing—Paints— Varnishes
' Cities ia America.

;v

B a lla r d ’s G o ld e n Oil
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she photographs admirably and rises
ADJOURNED MEETING
' POST OFFICE HOURS FOR
in superb fashion to every opportunity LABORERS FROM PORTO RICO
There will be an adjourned meeting
FRIDAY
of the policy holders of the Aroostook
AND VIRGIN ISLANDS FOR
afforded her in a remarkable role.
County Patrons Mutual Fire Insur
Office hours at the Houlton Post “ The Sreading Dawn,” in which she
FARM AND RAILROAD
ance Co., at Grange Hall, Houlton. Ofl|re for Friday, Feb 22, (Washing
appears, is an adaption of the story j
Wednesday, March 6, 1918, at 10 ton’s birthday)
WORK
by Basil King which lately appeared
o'clock A. M.
The Department of Labor is arrang
Window' will be open 8.30 to 9.30 A. as a tremendously popular story in
Mrs. Myrtle Carpenter of Union 28 ERNEST T. McGLAUFLIN, Sec.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn went to
ing to bring into the United States
M.;7.30
to 8.30 P. M.
|Corner
was
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Robt.
Boston Friday, on a short visit.
the Saturday Evening Post. It pro 110,000 laborers for railroad and farm
Collections and delivery by city vides Miss Cowl with the part of a
CHURCH SERVICES
Pasta these dates in your hat: Houl- Dickinson a few days last week.
work, from Porto Rico and the Virgin
Methodist Episcopal Church
carriers forenoon only. No delivery society belle of the Civil War period.
C. A. Powers of Fort Fairfield, was
ton Fair, Aug. 27, 28, 29 and 30.
Islands, according to Louis F. Poet,
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Minis:er. by It. F. I). carriers.
L. H. Powers and wife, left, Satur in town Tuesday doing business with
“ The Spreading Dawn,” details the assistant secretary of the Department
Public worship at 10.30 A. M. next
Food Administrator, Chas. P. Barnes.
day for Boston for a short visit.
story of a romantic girl who meets of Labor.
The Royal Neighbors will give an Sunday.
AT THE DREAM
Osgood sells all the better makes of
with a heartbreaking disappointment
Mr. Post declares there is no neces
The Sunday School will meet at
The many admirers of George Be in her love, only to have her faith
entertainment and play entitled “ Our
Alarm Clocks and Snow Glasses.
sity for importing common labor from
The mild weather of last week was Betty,” on Feb. 28, at 8 P. M.. W ood noon and has organized Bible Classes han. the celebrated portrayer of Ital restored in a remarkable manner. The Mexico or China. Porto Rico is an
for men and women
ian charcters, will be pleased to learn a( tion begins with a prologue. Geor
as acceptable as a good rain after a man Hall. Admission 15c.
|agricultural territory and yet has a
The
Junior
League
will
meet
at
that he is to be seen at the Dream on gina \anderpyl is prevented from
Rev.
S.
E.
Frohock,
of
Camden,
.Me.,
drought.
density of population exceeded by on
Buy Maine Tourmalines and other will occup the pulpit of the Free Bap 3.00 1\ M.. and the Epworth League Wednesday, Feb. 20, in his latest suc marrjing her lover by an aged aunt ly three States. A considerable sur
cessful photodrama. “ A Roadside Im- who threatens her with disinheritance.
Genuine Stone%of Osgood. His is the tist Church, morning and evening, at 6.15.
plus of workers exists on the islanff:All are invited to the union service pressario,” a powerful drama of the In explaining her attitude the aunt renext Sunday the 24th.
largest stock.
It can furnish luO.OOO laborers, aaff'
Every man will want a good looking at 7.00 in the First Baptist Chv.rch life of an Italian musician, who. m Jveals an experience of her ow n. and
Dr. At G. Walker, was a passenger
the Virgin Islands can send 10,090*'
oKFrtfftor’s train for Boston for a few shirt “ in the good old summer time.” under the auspices of the Women’s travelling through the country enter this experience is the real story of more.
taining the’ children with his music the play.
and its not too early to select one Christian Temperance Union.
digs visit.
Arrangements are being made to
Prayer meeting for young people and and the antics of his tame bear finds
Hamr Osgood' make your Pendant, from C. B. Esters new samples.
Some sixty years before
Patricia bring over ;>0,000 men as soon as ton
his long lost daughter in a home of Mercer (Jane Cowl) was the reigning nage is available.
L. H. Powers had a number of fine adults at 7.30 P. M.. Tuesday.
Scarf Pin or other article just to suit
The
Calendar
Club
will
hold
a
Soc
wealth
and refinement.
ly
bred
dogs
shipped.
Monday,
to
New
your own ideas.
beauty of her time. She married her
“ Spreading D a w n ” is Romance of
Mrs. J. W. Simpson of St. Andrews York, where he will enter them in the ial in the Dining Room of the Church
soldier lover, Anthony Vanderpyl
Some Problem
’Sixties
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Gll- Dog Show to be held there this week. on Thursday evening which all .he
(Orme Caldarai. just before he left
"What is the biggest problem you
In “ The Spreading Dawn.'' which is for tho war.
Lieut. E. S. Powers of the Quarter members and friends are expected to
lin on High St.
have faced since the days of your
the
attraction Thursday, Feb. 21.
attend.
You can save $5 to $10 if you buy masters Dept. National Army, who
Friday, Fob. 22, Pallas-Paramount j youth?
Goldwyn Pictures present, another
a suit or overcoat at Green’s during has been taking a special course at
offers House Peters, the idol of thou- I ‘‘Living them down."
Congregational Church
famous
actress as their star. She is
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
has
been
ordered
to
his 10 days sale.
sands of fans, in “ The Heir of thi
Preaching service at 10.50 A. M
Jane Cowl, reputed to be one of the
Dr. John L. Johnson of Mars Hill, Washington. D. (\ and expects to
Ages a thrilling drama dealing with
'Ipl'l51
Song service at 4 P. M.
greatest emotional stars in America,
was in town Saturday, the guest of soon go across.
brother love, in which fire and flood
and lately distinguished as a dramatist
Chistian
Science
Services
held
Mrs. L. B. Johnson.
Church of the Good Shepherd
play an important part.
I ^ e £ r e s h in < ^ in it s
through her co-authorship of the two
each
Sunday
at
11
A.
M..
Sincock
What is your next Suit going to
Rev. H. Scott Smith. Priest m
“
The
Mystery
Ship"
universals
ser
^ ^ ood n ess
Broadway s u c c e s s e s , “ Lilac
Time,"
cost? See Ben Green “ while the see Hall. Feb. 24th, subject: Mind. On charge.
ial
ol
thrills,
punch
and
adventure
and “ Daybreak." It was Jane Cowl
the 1st Wednesday evening of each Holy Communion
ing is good.” 10 days only.
8 a. :n.
who created the role of Mary Turner, heads the hill for Saturday. Feb. 25
Wm. C. Clifford and wife, were in month at 7.30 a Testimonial meeting Morning Prayer. Holy Communion
heroine of “ Within the Law," and Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber in thi
Bangor several days last week where is held. All are welcome.
and Sermon
10.30
leading roles, have gained the admira
Fred N. Willette. one of the large Sunday School after Morning Services played the leading part in “ Common
Mr. Clifford had business.
tion
of local picture goers by their
Brink Maple Spring water and en buyers and growers of potatoes in
Evening Prayer and Sermon 7 p. n. Clay."
wonderful
work in this splendid photo
This is not only the first appearance
*T RADE
| If
M Ma r k .
joy gbod health. Send your ordci o to this section, shipped on Monday what
play.
Other
pictures on the program
of .Miss Cowl as a Goldwyn star, but
is probably the largest car of potatoes
J. G. Donovan, Westfield, Me.
CLASSIFIED ADS
also her screen debut. It is said that include the latest “ Animated Weekly”
S. C. Cummings, of Haynesville, was ever shipped out of Aroostook. The
showing all the news, and "The Mys
a business caller in town Wednesday, car contained 500 bbls. and was ship For S a le - -Eaby Sleigh and Fur Rote.
terious Iron Ring" a three part Secret
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T I T I O N FOR
In quire 5)7 Court St.
p
ped direct to North Carolina parties
leaving Thursday for Patten.
Service
drama.
D IS C H A R G E
A n e w c r o p of*select
Would you like something odd or and will go all rail in charge of a fire For S a le - -Seed Oats Sweedish select
tile m a t t e r <>t
1
h
German
influences in this country
e
d y o u n o j le a v e s of*
special in a Ring. Osgood will make it man.
54
variety. A. G. Cottle.
In
I J n nkr up h
Ahh - n .1. V u n i c \
jand
the
length
to
which
agents
of
the
The Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. has
for you, while you wait if you say so.
Bankrupt.
W a n te d — Girl For General Housework
j Fatherland will go to thwart industry
. t i i f Ho n . C l a i v n r c Hal*-. J u d g e o f t he
The attention of our readers is cal begun a campaign for the sale of War
in familv of two. Mrs. Frank P.
in this country are strikingly shown
I
hstr
i
et
C
o
u
r
t
o
f
the
I
’
ni
t
e
d
S
t
a
t
e
s
f
o
r
Saving
Certificates,
The
local
rep
led to the advertisement of B. S. Green
Clark.
Stf
t he D i s t r i c t o f M a i n e .
in
the latest chapter of “ The Fighting
resentatives
of
the
Company,
Deputy
in this issue on Suits and Overcoats.
A BI >EX
J.
VARNEY
of
t l o d g d o n . Trail." Greater
W anted For General Housework
A s k y o u r . Q jo ceq
Vitagraphs premier
All orders for Friday’s delivery at C. P. Flinton, L. M. LaPointe and Girl
t he
county
of
Aroostook
and
Apply to Mrs. A. G. Millar.
Tel. in
serial
of
Adventure,
intrigue
and
ro
tho Houlton Cash market should be Chas. D. Kelly should receive the
S t a t e o f M a i n e , in s a i d P i s t r i e t r e s p e c t 59-13.
D e l a n o P o t t e r &Cq
f ul l y r e p r e s e n t s , t hat o n t h e 18th d a y o f mance at the Dream on Monday, Feb.
boston m ass
ordered on Thursday to insure prompt support of every citizen of this town
TEA IMPORTERS&BDASH0S
in this patriotic enterprise to which For Sale— one pair of heavy team P e r e m h o r . 1017, last p a s t , h e w a s d u l y 25th. Other selected dramatic, com
delivery.
Of BV/NKtR, H IU . COFFEE ]
horses, six years old, sound and e c - a d j u d g e d b a n k r u p t u n d e r t h e A c t s o f edy and topical subjects will be shown.
'iifiii.liitlltllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllIttBIIH
The 4.15 P. M. train on the Cana they are giving their time.
climated. For particulars apply to C o n g r e s s r e l a t i n g t o B a n k r u p t c y , that
TIMES Office.
28 h e h a s d u l y s u r r e n d e r e d all hi s p r o p e r t y
dian Pacific R. R., now makes connec
THE PUBLISHERS of the Boston
WORST W INTER ( N YEARS
WOMEN W A N T THE BEST
and
rights of property.
and has
f ul l y
tions for St. John and Fredericton, Evening Transcript receive a great
To L et— One Furnished and Tw o U n  c o m p l i e d w i t h till t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s o f
Snow, wind and exteme cold caused j Woman is more finely constructed than
N. B.
many letters from distant points re
furnished rooms. Inquire Mrs. Omar s a i d A c t s a n d o f t h e o r d e r s o f C o u r t more colds this winter than in years, man and she requires the best to be hiul
Foley's Koney and Tar proved its worth tin medicines when he* system becomes
Tho Houlton Cash Market is show questing back papers containing some
Dow, 37 Elm St.
16 t o u c h i n g hi s b a n k r u p t c y .
in thousands of homes.
Mrs.
Edward [disordered. Foley’s Kidney Pills helped
Strevy,
R. 37, Clinton, O., says: "I thinkjclean.se kidneys and blood of impurities
W h e r e f o r e he p r a y s , T h a t he may be
ing a good assortment of all kinds of article published in The Churchman
W an ted — A Capable Girl For General d e c r e e d b y t h e C o u r t t o h a v e a ful l dts- . Foley's Honey and Tar is the only medi- i that cause aches and pains in muscjps
manta, in addition to Fresh Fish and A field department of the Saturday
housework at Davidson. Apply to c h a r g e f r o m till d e b t s p r o v a b l e a g a i n s t cine for coughs and colds and recom- jand joints, backache, rheumatic pains
med it highly.’ ’ Fine for children.
and puffness under eyes.
Oysters.
Victor Gilpatick, Davidson, Me.
Transcript.
They frequently are
TH E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.
THE H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO. .
hi s e s t a t e u n d e r s a i d b a n k r u p t c y
Acts,
Hubert Smith, of Ft. Fairfield, was obliged to reply that the demand for
A Capable Girl W anted in a Family of e x c e p t s u c h d e b t s a s tire e x r e p t e d by
in town Wednesday, stopping here such articles has been so great that
two. for general housework.
No l a w f r o m s u c h d i s c h a r g e .
P a l e d t hi s li'th d a y o f F e b r u a r y . A. P.
en-route to Boston where he had busi the edition has been sold out. The
washing. Apply E. TIMES Office .
1018.
ness.
only way to be sure of securing what
A E D E N .1. V A R N E Y .
For Sale— at a Bargain.
One Jewell
Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings many people call the best religious
Bankrupt.
heat regulator, now installed and
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
are proving very popular. We carry and church survey published in New
in good working order.
Applv at
P i s t r i e t o f M a i n e , N o r t h e r n P i v i s i o n , ss
them in stock and make them while England and by far the best publish the TIMES Office.
[—...... ........:
o n t hi s 16th d a y o f
F e b r u a r y . A. P..
— At New York Prices —
yoi^wait.
ed in any daily newspaper in the W a n te d — A Young Lady as Stenog 101K. o n r e a d i n g t he f o r e g o i n g p e t i t i o n ,
Mrs. Mattie Powers, of Brookline, world is to become a regular sub
rapher and bookkeeper, who can it is !
1
j
demonstrate the piano. Hagerman’s O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t , T h a t a h e a r i n g
was In town few days last week the scriber to the Saturday Evening Tran
Piano Parlor, Frisbio Block.
he h a d u p o n tlie s a m e o n t h e 20th
day
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Geo. E. script.
1

OF LOCAL I NTEREST

DOUBLE ARROW

FORMOSA

OOLOONG

Raw Furs Bought
r

Dunn.
W a n te d — Girls and Women to Enroll
at once for sewing course, instruc
Patrons of the Hodlton cash market
ANNOUNCEMENT
tion valuable and very reasonable
•ra requested to get their orders in
To the Voters of Aroostook County:
in price. 20 Highland Ave. Tel.
early In the day In order to hasten
247-1.
Dip
I desire to announce that I shall be
deliveries.
Prank McNair and Charles Carpen
ter left Friday evening for a week’s
stay In Boston where they will visit
relatives.
Ben Green is closing out Hart Scbafner and Marks, suits and overcoats
at bargain prices. See him during the
next 10 days.
Miss, Harriet Putnam, left, Friday
morning, for Boston, where she will
enter the Deaconness hospital to train

for a nurse.
The Merchants’ Association will
have charge of the Grand 4th of July
celebrition in Houlton, and everyone
should plan to attend.
The Houlton firemen have displayed
a service flag in front of their quarters
on Water 8t., that carries two stars
tor members who are doing their bit

to France.
And next comes the saving of wool!
C. B. Haters will make you a suit min
us the vest, thus not only saving the
woolens hut 10 per cent, on the price
of your suit
There will be a special meeting of
Mourunont Lodger this Wednesday
•efeaing. An official visit of the
Deputy Grand Master. Work in M. M.
Degree. Refreshments.
If your snpply of printed Butter
paper Is getting low, phone 210 or call
and older'a new supply at the TIMES
office. They furnish the paper and

do the printing.
Dr. G. P. Clifford, Ralph Hutchlnson and Paul Lawlor, left Thursday,
tor Portland, Me., as delegates to the
Boya' Conference, from the Methodist
Bplacopal Church.
All those having empty water bot
tles from Maple Spring should be
sent to J. O. Donovan, Mars Hill and
those desiring water shculd order of
Mr. Donovan, Westfield.
Frank L. Bamford who has been
employed in Fort Fairfield for the past
4 months has returned to Houlton and
has resumed his duties at the French
A Son drug store.
C. B. Esters informs the public that
unit styles with belt are prohibited by
the Commercial Economy Board of
the Council of National Defense, to
save wool. Think it over. Does it
mean anything to you?
Harry F. Mansfield, supt. of the B.
A A. paint crew went to Derby, Fri
day, where he has a crew employed
painting the interior of the Company’s
hotel in that place.
Don't let that old carcass of furni
ture suffer any longer with broken
buck, dislocated joints, and defaced
surfaces, made good by the Furniture
Surgeon. William Mcllroy, No. 12
Kelleran St.

Every young man, every old man
as well us middle aged men, and fath
ers of boys should not miss reading
the article on page 6 of this issue.
"What is the use of Saving?”

a candidate for the nomination for
Sheriff of Aroostook County, on the
Republican ticket, at the primaries in
June.
With four years’ experience as
Sheriff, and twenty years’ experience
as Deputy Sheriff, I feel that I can
ipanage the affairs of the office of
Sheriff to meet with your approval.
The position and salary demand un
divided interest, and, if nominated and
elected, I am in a position to devote
my entire time to the duties of this
office.
I wish to thank my friends for their
valuable support in the past, and to
state that I shall greatly appreciate
it again next June.
Houlton, Maine, Feb. 18, 1918.
MARTIN LAWLIS.

Rooms to Let— Newly furnished, steam

heat, electric lights, use of hath. 1
minute walk from Post Office. Dr.
Hughes house, so-called, corner
Highland Ave. and Pleasant St.
Before you purchase a Farm or House,
be sure to call on C. O. Grant, Real
Estate Agency. Market Sq., and ex
amine his fine list of desirable pro
perties.
48tf
Wanted— A foreman to take charge
of our repair department. A stock
man, painter, and several automo
bile repair men. Extra good wages
with steady employment.
Bath
Garage Company, Bath, Maine. 6tf

pl M a r c h , A. P.. 1018, b e f o r e s a i d C o u r t
tit
B a n g o r in
said Pistriet.
Northern
P i v i s i o n til Ri o ' c l o c k in t h e
forenoon;
a n d t h a t n o t i c e t h e r e o f b e p u b l i s h e d in
t h e H o u l t o n ' I' i mes, a n e w s p a p e r p r i n t e d
in s a i d P i s t r i e t , N o r t h e r n P i v i s i o n , a n d
t hat till k n o w n c r e d i t o r s a n d o t h e r p e r 
s o n s in i n t e r e s t , m a y a p p e a r at t h e s ai d
t i m e a n d p l a c e , a n d s h o w c a u s e , if a n y
they h a v e , why the- p r a y e r o f s a i d p e t i 
t i o n e r s h o u l d not he g r a n t e d .
A n d it is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
That the
D e p u t y C l e r k shal l
send
by
mai l t o till k n o w n c r e d i t o r s c o p i e s o f s ai d
petition
a n d t hi s
order, a d d r e s s e d
to
t h e m at
their p laces o f
residence
ns
stated.
W i t n e s s t he H o n o r a b l e C l a r e n c e Ha l e ,
J iu l£ r o f f h e
said Court, and the
seal
t h e r e o f , at B a n g o r in t h e N o r t h e r n D i v i 
s i o n o f s a i d Di s t r i c t , on t h e Ib'th d a y o f
F e b r u a r y . A. P. , ISIS.
<L. S.>
W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N ,
D e p u t y Clerk,
A true c o p y
f petition anil o r d e r t h er eo n
Attest:
W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N .

Wanted— a Small Convenient Rent of
Peputy Clerk.
5 or 6 rooms, in a good location for
small family before April 1. Any
SUFFERER FTNOS RELIEF
one having same will please notifv CONSTANT
“ I have been a constant sufferer from
TIMES Office.
kidney trouble and was down sick in
bed," writes <\ F.. Reynolds, 412 Herrick

Old'Line Accident and Health Insur St., Elmira, N. Y. “ I commenced taking
Foley Kidney Pills. In a few days I was
ance Company has excellent pro up
out of bed.” Recommended for rheu
TESTIMONY FOR PROHIBITION position to offer whole or part time matic
painri, backache, biliousness, sore
Agents
in
Maine.
Write
National
muscles, stiff joints, 'tired out” feeling.
Mayor Overholser of Oklahoma City
THE H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.
Casualty Company', Detroit. Michi
referring to the effect of prohibition
gan.
I8p
in his city is quoted as saying:
|
“ I was formerly like a lot of other To Let— Large Furnished Room on
business men. dead against prohibi- J bath-room floor with heat, electric
tion. I am not a total abstainer yet j lights, large closet, also smaller
room, gentlemen preferred. Prices
and don’t mind taking an occasional
drink when I can get it without! reasonable. 20 Highland Ave. Tel.
18p
creating a scandal. But so far as the ; 247-1.
policy of prohibition is concerned, I
C A U TT O N
go the limit with anyone. The results ;
Houlton, Me.
of the dry program in Oklahoma CityFeb. 15, 1918.
are simply wonderful. Every argu- j
ment that was ever made, or can he I After this date 1 refuse to pay any
. „
.,
,
, i bills contracted hv
by anyone but un
made for the saloon has been simply I
Phone 19 6 W
knocked into a scrap-heap by the cold j 38p
F. A. CAMBL’ LLTON.
7* f
record of Oklahoma City. Vice and vir
B O S C H E E ’S G E R M A N S Y R U P
tue cannot be reduced to dollars and
Why use ordinary cough remedies, i
cents. Unrestrained vice for profit
"CORN-LESS DAY” FOR
bas never been a financial asset to any when Boschee’s German Syrup has j
community, nor has virtue been a been used so succeSsulIv for fifty-t ,v<FEET, EVERY DAY
years in all parts of United Stales j
financial liability.
for
coughs,
bronchitis,
cold
settled
in
Use “ G e t s - It ," th e G r e a t C orn D iscovery!
"However, if we wish to reduce vice
M a k e s C o r n s Peel R i g h t O ff !
to terms of crime, poverty, misery and the throat especially lung troubles, j
degradation, and virtue to honor, com  It gives the patient a good night’s rest
I,(Mill at tin* i l l u s t r a t i o n
below.
Sta
petency, happiness and the highest free from coughing, with easy expec
ideals, the account will show a profit toration in the morning, gives nature tin- t w o fingt-rs p e e l i n g o f f a o o r n a s
t h o u g h it w o r e a b a n a n a p e e l '
A n d ti n
of the thousand fold in favor of the a chance to soothe the inflamed parts m
a n is s m i l i n g whilt* h e ' s d o i n g i f!
Tinenforcement and evermore decency. throw off the disease, helping the pa m o n n - n t " G e t s - l t " l out-ln-s a o o r n o r c a l 
Under no circumstances would I ad tient to regain his health. 5t) and 90 l us t he g r o w t h is d o o m e d . It f a k e s but
Tincent bottles. Sold by Broadway Phar t w o s e c o n d s t o a p p l y " t u - t s - I t . "
vise a change to a license policy.”
o o r n - p a i n is c a s e d at o n c e .
Y o u c a n sit
macy.

Houlton Hide &
Wool Co.

1

HOULTON, MAINE

t1
i_________ 1

{

Bring Furs Saturday

!

Second-Hand Furniture and Men's
Clothing
F or w h ich I will pay cash.
—----- --------------»----------------

Bring it in or send postal and

I w ill call

BOULTON

Cogan Block

J

Children's Hospital Training School

G en eral

T r u c k in g

BOYS AND GIRLS OF SOUTH
ERN AROOSTOOK
A campaign for Boys’ and Girls’
Agricultural Clubs will he started in
a few days in Aroostook County. This
campaign is looking for you. Per
haps Dad gave you a calf, a pig, or a
few hens last fall, which you have
been feeding. Why not join a club
this spring, raise a pig, grain is high
but pork is still higher and Uncle
Sam need . a lot of pork, s-om chick
ens, a r-!( * of potatoes or a irden.
Contests will be held this fall and
liberal prizes offered in all projects.
1777 boys and girls were enrolled
in Boys and Girls Agricultural Clubs
last year In Maine. Let us put
Aroostook at the head of the list this
summer.
Mr. J. H. Philbrick, County Agent,
Houlton, Maine, will be glad to find
you a pig or help yov in any way.
Write him for further particulars.

C A R D OF T H A N K S

We wish to extend our thanks to
those friends and neighbors who so
kindly assisted us when our home was
destroyed, and to express our heart
felt gratitude and deep appreciation
for the many kindly remembrances
which have come to us since, from
so many different sources.
GEORGE QUINT ANI) FAMILY.
Your Five

Hundred

T h o ro u g h

train in g

gym n astics.

in O rth op ed ic

S u rg ery,

Standard C u rricu lu m .

■ ■ ■-=
M assage

and

A ffilia tion w ith a m etro-,

politan h osp ita l, assures an au gm en ted gen eral train in g.
For inform ation apply Su perin ten den t ol hou se.

CHILDREN’S

HOSPITAL

P O R T L A N D , M A IN E

26

FARMS
X o. U 9

io o acres land. 25 cleared.

rem ainder tim ber and

pulp

W O O

N O . 1 7 1 1 6 0 acres, S o acres cleared and sp len d id potato
land, the rest has heave grow th o f hard w ood and tim ber.
S tock , m ach in ery, hay, oats, 250 barrels potatoes.
O ne m ile

Muscles

The fiVe hundred muscles in the
human body depend on pure and rich
blood for their health and contractile
energy which is the ability to labor.
If they are given impure blood they
become enfeebled, the step loses its
elasticity, the arm its efficiency, and
there is incapacity to perform the
usual amount of labor.
What a great blessing Flood’s Sar
saparilla has been to the many toiling
thousands whose blood it has made
and kept pure and rich! This medic
ine cleanses the blood of all humors,
inherited or acquired, and strengthens
and tones the whole system. It is im
portant to be sure that you get Hood’s
Sarsaparilla when you ask for it. No
substitute for it is like it.

= for Nurses

from m arket, four m iles sroin H ou lton .

$ 1 6 ,0 0 0

N O . 1 7 6 160 acres large set b u ild in g s in g o o d con d ition ,
stock , in clu d in g $800 team, all necessary m ach in ery.
80 acres
cleared, rem ainder

heavy grow th w ood and tim ber.

$ 8,000

T h ese and many more of A ro o sto o k s best farms
at y o u r d e s k o r wa l k a b o u t , d a i n o . t hi nk,
l o v e a n d w o r k w i t h a b s o l u t e oast-.
You
c a n a p p l y “G e t s - I t " c o n v e n i e n t l y a l m o s t
a n y w h e r e yo u c an t ake y o u r sh oe
and
s t o c k i n g o f f f o r a m o m e n t o r t wo .
"HetsI t " d r i e s at o n c e ; t h e n put y o u r s h o e an d
s t o c k i n g mi a g a i n .
T h er e 's no
further
ex c us e for suffering from co rns and cornp a i ns .
" G e t s - I t " is s o ld a t till d r u g g i s t s tyoti
ru-cd p a y n o m o r e t h a n 25 c e n t s a b o t t l e )
o r s e n t o n r e c e i p t o f p r i c e b y E. L a w r e n c e
& Co. , C h i c a g o , 111.
So l d in H o u l t o n b y O. F. F r e n c h & Son,
Leighton
Feeley.

Jackins & Jackins
H am ilton-B u rn h am Block — Phone pj P W
A g en ts for the Fam ous Zell w ood
F lorid a Farms

W A R S T A M P S —“ I t ’s a fin© b a b it ”
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] Miss Reed and Mrs. Carll of HartTATTERED F U G S
I
RED CROSS NOTES
|
“ SOME KNITTER”
•land, N. B., are the guests of Mrs.
By Pauline Worth Hamlin of The
Four new Singer Sewing machines | Harry T. Wilson for 15 years con! Alex. Bubar, Commonwealth Ave.
i
Vigilantes
i have just been placed in the Red j nected with Co. L, N. G. S. M . , but now
| Among the first troops in the front
j Cross headquarters here by Walter in civilian life has recently “done his
trenches in France wras the 16th U. S.
All over this country there are now Yetton, presented by Mrs. A. L. Lum- bit” in completeing a sweater for some
Infantry of which Lt. R. E. Clark of
bert, Mrs. F. A. Powers, Mrs. Geo. B. soldier in France.
flying faded, tattered flags.
Large quantities of pressed hay is
Friends of Isaac Sawyer of Linneus, this town is a member.
If we do not respect the Flag our Dunn and C. H. Pierce, which will be
Mr. Wilson became ,Qtereated
The Hatheway Drug Co., known
betat hauled In for storage and ship- (will be sorry to learn that his buildselves whom shall we expect to re much appreciated by the workers.
the work wh|le watch|ng b|a wi(e
xnenL-the market demand for some ings were burned Friday, including everywhere as the Rexall store, have spect it?
Last Tuesday saw the largest sum- doing one for her brother who has al
betaS brisk.
|nearly all of his furniture, his barns just installed a new and up-to-theThe Stars and Stripes are our em tar of workers out. for the season.
,.eady gone overaeag (or aervlce ^
Herbert Teeling is again “pulling being located some distance from the minute soda fountain. It is of most blem. Shall it appear that we con
he conceived the idea of making one
modern design and is made from hand
the lines” over his old team of horses; house were saved.
sider dirt and tatters symbolic of our
JUDICIOUS BUYING
by himself, and he ‘‘set up” the sweat
somely
marked
Onyx,
and
adds
great'to the toad deparlment for the town
Wise and Small have just completed
country? Never! Our flag should be
As an indication of the manner in er and did the entire work including
* o f HOttlton.
|work on a large an convenient show ly to the attractiveness of the store. as white as the snows, as blue as the
which the Houlton Grange handles the sewing, and the completed work
A number of young men in this
Donald Murray of Portland, was the room for automobile accessories at
skies, as red as our blood and as whole grains etc., the agent received a wire is a fine piece of work of which any
i w t of hi. parents, Mr. and Mrs. their garage on Bangor St, making a section who enlisted early in January, as om. hearts ^ ,t be tr|lly symbolic
from his shipper with whom he holds woman knitter might be proud.
John Murray. Riverside St., several light and attractive place for-display- for the U. S. Navy, have received or- and when a flag becomes bedraggled
contracts for 1918—offering him the
days ladt week.
ting their small wares.
ders to proceed to Portland, and a take it down. If you cannot put up
following bonus on his contrats if he
The taalUar cry of the blue-jay was
Dr. H. L. Putnam arid wife, left, dozen or mere left Thursday for that another be happy in the consciousness
MERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION
saw fit to accept them as follows:
bewS swvwei dupe taet week, a har- Friday, for Florida where they will place. Among those who went who that you honor it far more by not fly
On bran $150 per car; on oats. $360
-gf tipffMg,
IWbOUitad- by enjoy a rest of about two months, Jare well known here, were Harold
Rules for 1918
ing it at all than by flying it when it per car; on corn $264, which would
m hot
jen-route they will visit their son, Good of Monticello. Wallace W. Grant,
is faded, ragged and dirty.
in the aggregate give profit of $23,000.
Close every evening except Monday
0gpt (j. ftaMbr, wmugar of the Corp. Donald Putnam of the Signal.of Smyrna Mills.
It is needless to say that Mr. Merritt and Saturday, July 3rd and 4th, Fair
FMMq GltWBOTS’ Assn., left Corps, stationed at Camp Devens.
j The invitation to the men of HoulWORLD’S RECORDS BEATEN did not accept the offer, but the Week and Dec. 16th to 24th. Grocery
Outurdiy evening for Baltimore, Md., I Mark Gray who has been at home ton to visit the Red Cross headquarGrange store would benefit bv it.
stores open night before Thanksgiv
TWICE AT CARIBOU
•oa a frutfstTir trip.
|on a short visit with his parents, left, ters on Water street, Tuesday or Fri
ing.
day
afternnon
has
been
accepted
by
On Monday, February 11th, the
Mr. 8amoel Lane who has been at Thursday evening for Portsmouth. N.
Memorial Day, close all day.
SOME
PRICE
a
number.
It
certainly
is
an
interest<
-world’s
record
for
ice
racing
was
brok
tbs Madtga11 Hospital was moved to H., where he holds a fine position in
July 4th, open all day.
Another Holstein youngster has sold
bit
tatt week, and is gradually the office of the industrial department j ing sight to see 50 ladies working on envtwice during the meet, on the river
Majestic Rag
gttatag In strength.’
[of the Portsmouth Navy Yard.
|garments of different kinds d o w n above the dam. Hal L. defeated Stin- for a small fortune.
Fair week, open evenings, close 2nd
Mlke Disey of Presque Isle, will ■ Miss Violet Robinson left, Saturday, j stairs and an equal number on Surgi- j Ky x>|ck in three straight heats, also Apple, son of Rag Apple Korndyke day (Wed.) from 12 to 6 P. M.
leave soon for Washington, D. C., for Gardiner. Maine, where she will j cal dressings upstairs.
Why don’t lowered the record for
mile over, 8th, went under the hammer at the
Thanksgiving, close all day.
wbeiq he will act as telegrapher in act as Supt. in one of the hospitals* you go down and see the work they jce aH well as lowering the world’s Liverpool ring, Syracuse, New York,
Christmas, close all day.
j until such time as she is called to are doing?
record for three heats in succession. for $35,000. This is the second high
the sturice of the government.
Close
each Wednesday at 12 o ’clock
~
n.l.n XMT
est price ever paid for a bull at auc
Results of the Race
Gharles
W. nanannAi*^
Davenport' and Government service, having volunfrom
July
10 to August 28.
tion, the record being $53,200 for a
young' daughter were passengers on teered for overseas service.
BOWLING
('LASS A.
Advertise
only in local papers, local
Mondgy morning’s train for Old Town1 The State*Highway Commission Will
Hal L.
I l l Time first heat UN1., half brother of this bull, King Orms“Dux” 1180— Elks 1168
school
papers
and Houlton Agricul
by
Jane
Rag
Apple,
who
was
bought
where they will visit relatives.
j hold a meeting at the Court House on
2 2 Time second heat
Monday evening’s game on the Dux Stingy Dick
at the Worcester, .Massachusetts, sale tural Society Premium Book, Score
The Houlton Merchants’.Assn., have Thursday, Feb. ‘21st, at 10.30 A. M.. to Alleys in the last half of the inter |
Cards and Auto Show Book. Nothing
tamed their cards for 1918 with ached- discuss Highway matters.
Agents club series saw the Dux looming up
Time third heat 28 la t .June.
eta for closing hours which is prac- from the different towns will be pre- as strong contenders for the club 1 Loth bores were in perfect condi
John T. Shanahan of Buffalo, bought given away as a Premium not containAd
tically the same as in former years, sent, and anyone having anything to championship as they took the big tion and every heat was a race, the the young sire after spirited bidding ed in the merchant’s own line.
Rockabema Lodge I. O. O. F., at bring up before this body should be share of the spoils for the evening Stingy Dick horse being not over a in which George E. Pierce, another vertising in Programs not allowed.
R. A. PALMER, Pres.
their annual roll call last Thursday on hand,
and tied up the series, and the stand- second behind in any heat and the Buffalo Holstein breeder, was the com 
G. R. ERVIN, Sec’y.
evening, hung in the lodge room a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Goud, of Van 'ing today is an even break with 8 last heat was the closest finish of any. petitor. Mr. Shanahan made the pur
targe and splendid picture of their Buren. who were injured in the wreck points to the credit of each club.
j Hal. L. is certainly a wonderful ice chase for his Niagara Maid farms at
Into brother, Allan F.#McFarlane.
'on the B. & A. Feb 5th, and who were j The scores were unusually small horse and in good condition to defend East Aurora. New York. Oliver Cab NEW FISH AND
HotSjfon Connell’K. of C. Will give ^ken to the home of Mr. Goud’s and no records for high strings or his title as the world’s champion for ana, Jr., Elmer Center, New York,
GAME COMMISSIONER
41 gmqp latter Ball on the Monday
Caribou, have so far reeov- high average, were in any way en- i ’ i mile over ice.— Republican.
was the owner of the bull.
Hon. Willis E. Parsons of Foxcroft,
---------------------foUowta* Matter Sunday, preparations ered from their injuries as to return dangered. Still the games were full
who Thursday assumed the office of
of
excitement
from
start
to
finish.
j
JAMES
A. MOOERS
for wl0eh are procreating. Music will home Iast weekF AGS
commissioner of inland fisheries and
Chadwick for the home team and i Qn Saturday last the dead body of When the cold is making ice cream of game, succeeding Hon. H. B. Austin,
by Bryson’s orchestra. j Presque Isle evidently does not in
tend to be outdone by her sister town, Rideout for the visitors were top lin- j j ames A. Mooers was found upon the
the marrow of your bones.
in a statement says that a warden
i Fort Fairfield, in the matter of an up- ers for the evening. The final game floor of a camp owned by Albert Hogan When you're shaking like a jelly and faithful to the state, working for its
to-date hotel. At a meeting of the will be rolled next Monday on the of Ludlow, where he had fallen while
your feet are dead as stones,
interests as he would for his own or
Merchants’ Assn, and Board of Trade, Elks alleys, followed by a luncheon.
-taking off his shoes from all appear- When your clothes and boots and blan a big corporation, keeping politics out
held last week, the proposition for a
Summary of game;
'ances while preparing for bed.
kets, and your rifle and your kit,
of his business, would be retained and
new hotel to cost $100,000, was con Eux
373 396 411 1180 j iy[r Mooers has worked and lived Are soaked from Hell to Breakfast, the service was not crippled by his re
sidered, and an option on a suitable E*ks
3^3 390 385 H 68 aiona jn ^ is camp all winter cutting
and the dugout where you sit
moval. Where new men are selected,
lot has also been secured. A hotel Grand .Tournament .Arranged With WOO(l He was last seen alive Thurs- Is leaking like a basket, and upon the it would be done with care and with a
like Fort Fairfield’s is a valuable as
Silver Trophy Cup as Prize
jday. Death from heart failure
or
muddy floor
view of getting the best man for the
set to.any town.
The following letters will explain a shock was the probable cause and The water lies in filthy pools, six position, he said.
According to the New York World fully the coming bowling tournament the medical examiner says, in his
inches deep or more;
“ I have no political policy to an
the United States is likely to witness which is already causing a strong in- opinion*, death ensued some time Fri- Tho’ life seems cold and mis’r&ble and
nounce. other than that I shall endea
a circusless year for the shortages of terest in bowling circles, and a good day.
all the world is wet,
vor to familiarize myself with the work
j Mr. Mooers was an old and respected You’ll always get thro' somehow if
transportation have endangered the contest may be looked for.
of the department at once and get
If you are interested in the
Houlton, Me., Feb. 13, 1918 citizen and had lived here for a long
great ring shows and already in
you’ve got a cigarette.
closely in touch by field work and per
matter of uniforms, Benoit's
Inumber of years. His age was 63
some instances railroad authorities To the Bowling Committe,
For every 25 cents sent to the sonal visits with the true conditions
It the place Where you can
Iyears.
have refused to make contracts. One Meduxnekeag Club and Elks Club,
TIMES Tobacco Fund, a package of in every game county in the state in
get satisfaction.
j He is survived by two daughters, cigarettes retailing for 45 cts. is sent
organization that for some years has Houlton, Me.
order to give the best service pos
Gentlemen:
•
Mrs. Leo Ellis of this town, and Mrs. by us.
traveled
by
motor
seems
to
have
the
For years we have special
sible.” said Commissioner Parsons.
The Silver Trophy Cup which was [ Andrew Coleman of Bangor, also one
advantage over its competitors. How
ised in uniforms, liveries, etc.,
Previously acknowledged
$94.75
ever the shows have received their offered as a prize in the Triangular son, Perley Mooers of Bangor, beuntil we have today become
Ree'd since last issue from Mrs.
FORT FAIRFIELD CHAMBER
warning in time and can if they see Bowling League, and which became sides sisters and other relatives in Alberta Klenke ’
known as the uniform house
.‘
OF COMMERCE
r-.fit return to the old style of the years the property of the Moose Club by this section.
of Ifafpe.
*
I
when the circus caravans drove across virtue of three consecutive wins, is j Funeral services were held this
On last Monday afternoon, a good
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Tell us the particular line
country from one show town to an now in our hands and is in nowise ^Tuesday from the home of his daugh
ly number of the representative busi
(From
the flies of the TIMES 1898) ness and professional men in Fort
to which you are interested.
fulfilling
its
mission.
ter.
Mrs.
Leo
Ellis.
Green
St.
other. The big shows may decide to
Send us on a sample uniform,
Hay is bringing only $6.50 per ton Fairfield to discuss the feasibility of
After talking it over with the mem
put in the summer in some of the
or Complete description, state
large cities, but there will doubtless bers of the Bowling Committee of the ! LADIES’ AID HELD ANNUAL in the local market this wreek. A few’ organizing an association for the inl
loads of oats have been sold for 27 and also for the stimulation of a
quantity required, etc. and we
be enough of the smaller ones take defunct Moose Club, we have decided
MEETING
cts. per bushel. Eggs have taken a greaterpublic spirit in both business
win furnish estynate; yes,
the road to give Young America the to lay the following proposition be
if necessary, we will send an
fore your Bowling Committees, and ! At the annual meeting of the big jump and are worth twenty cents and civic affairs relating to the com
usual circus thrills.
the Methodist Episco- per dozen.
experienced map to talk the
if it meets with your approval an Eadies Aid
munity and even other parts of our
|pal Church, the following officers were
matter over, tqke exact meaagreement can be reached:
Potatoes are running at $1.00 per county.
There May Be
sunsments, and be of any ser
To offer said cup as a trophy to be elected for the ensuing year:
bbl.. a few going at $1.10 with pros
The meeting was called to order by
Mrs. Mabel V. Smith
vice he cap.
contested for each year by the two President
Bread Cards and
pects of a further advance.
Eben
Hopkins, who appointed C. C.
Mrs. Dora Ellis
aforesaid clubs in a series of games ^lst. Vice Pres.
Harvey,
editor of the Fort F a irfie ld
J.
K.
Plummer
returned
from
a
Meat Cards, But
Mrs. Ida Gellerson
to be decided upon by mutual agree i 2nd. Vice Pres.
hunting trip, Saturday, and brought Review, as temporary chairman.
V
-"
j
3rd.
Vice
Pres.
Mrs.
J.
O.
Jarman
You *11 Never
ment.
The choice of a name for this or
Mrs. Etta F. Porter back a caribou, the first one to he
There is one modification to the ISec.
Need a Card
brought in this season.
ganization
was the first thing to re
|Treas.
Mrs.
Carrie
McGary
above offer w'hich we think only just
To Get a
A letter received from one of the quire the attention of those assembled^
Household
Committee—Mrs.
Ber
and fair, viz; That in all contests
FRANK It LOW * CO.
members of Battery B. says, Douglas After a brief discussion the name,
B. F. A. C ig a r for the Cup, wherever held, members nice McGary, Mrs. Ellen Mooers, Mrs.
'N U T U N B , MAINC
Yerxa
and Walter Swett are confined Chamber of Commerce, was decided
Swaim,
Miss
Bertha
Case.
of the defunct Moose team shall, if
Just a Nickel
Decorating Committee—Mrs. Carrie in the hospital threatened with ty upon. The following officers were
they desire, be admitted to the alleys
And What a Bargain!
then chosen and elected: Hon. C. A.
McGary, Mrs. Annie Mcllroy. Mrs. phoid.
to witness the games.
Powers,
president; Principal G. Her
Mabel
Smith.
The benefits that come from having
The Cup, as you know, is a prize
bert
Foss,
vice president; Dr. W. G.
Reception
Committee—Mrs
Annie
drop harnesses for the horses of the
which any club might he proud to
Chamberlain,
secretary, and C. W.
fire
department
were
shown
in
the
own, and the reason which prompts |Mcllroy, Mrs. Ada Lewin, Mrs. Ida
Perry,
treasurer.
A board of directors
quickness
to
the
call
of
Wednesday
this offer is two-fold: Love of the 1GelIerson- Mrs Ellen Mooers, Mrs.
PRICES
morning. Mr. Edblad gave the alarm consisting of the officers named and
game
and
the
desire
to
find
-a
good
,
Bernice
McGary.
I DAILY A T
home for a valuable trophy.
j Entertainment Committee—Mrs. Ida and before he had gotten back to the the five following gentlemen was
10 and 15c
2 - L N
Yours very respectfully.
j Gellerson, Mrs. Ada Lew in. Mrs. Mary scene of the fire, the engine and hose elected: W. S. Davidson, of the L. K.
Including War
C. G. LUNT
j Chambers.
cart passed him. The harnesses ar Cary Hardware Co., D. W. Haines, P.
jr-M O
Tax
BURNS MCINTYRE
* Flower Committee—Mrs. Whiteside. rived last week and are fine ones and H. Reed, E. S. Hopkins, H. S. Dean,
ERNEST ANDERSON
| Press Committee—Etta F. Porter. will greatly assist the department in manager of the Plymouth hotel,, and
Howard E. Smith of the F. F. Dry
Bowling Committee Moose Team ' Work Committee— Mrs. Mary Cham- responding quickly to alarms.
; Goods Co.
! bers, Mrs. Chas, Smart, Mrs. John
I
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
(The harnesses referred to above
Houlton, Me.. Feb. 18. 1918 ; Cosseboom
BIO^BE BEBAN in
are still in use Feb. 1918.)
Mr. Chas. G. Lunt,
The Ladies’ Aid have given up their
DONT KILL THE HENS
“ A ROADSIDE IMPRESSARIO’
Chmn. Bowling Com.. Moose Team.
|regular work, and are doing splendid
According
to an order issued by the
CARY LIBRARY
Pallas - Paramoun t
Houlton, Me.
[work for the Red Cross,
United
States
Food Administration and
Books on Agriculture Ac.
Dear Sir: —
j
MRS. ETTA F. PORTER. Sec’v.
authorized
for
public information in
TMUR8DAY, FEBRUARY 21
We are in receipt of your good letthis
state
by
Federal
Food Administra
Diseases
of
Cattle
Dodd
ter
of
Feb.
13,
offering
the
“
Silver
6 PART SPECIAL PRODUCTION
SALVATION ARMY WAR FUND Cattle Breeding
Warfield tor Dr. Leon S. Merrill, trading in live
Trophy Cup” which became the prop
i Electricity on the farm
Anderson or freshly killed hens and pullets any
DRIVE
erty of the former “ Moose Club” as a
where in the United States is forbid
The proverbial generosity of Houl-1 Elements of agricultural chemistry
AMERICA’S GREAT EMOTIONAL
result of winning in the former
den.
Feb. 23 is fixed as the date after
and
geology
Johnston
“ Triangular Bowling League,” to the ton people has been the means of se
■ACTRESS COMES TOTHE SCREEN
which
fresh stock cannot be disposed
Diseases
of
poultry,
issued
by
Me.
winners of a match between the Elks 1curing for the Salvation Army War
of, and additional stocks may not be
Club
and
the
Meduxnekeag
Club.
1
fund,
a
very
gratifying
amount
and
a
j
Agricultural
Station
p r e s e n ts
h
Wilcox 1purchased.
At a conference of a committee ! most successful campaign which ends j Farm animals
Bailey ! The telegram received from WashFarm and garden book
from which the Elks Club and a Com- the night of Feb 22.
Robinson
inRton follows:
Facts
for
farmers
mittee from the Meduxnekeag Club i With the demands which have come
Fat
of
the
land
Streeter
it w*as agreed:
, and the many that will come each
“ Leon S Merrill, Orono. Me.
Roberts
First, to accept with thanks your j .veek, until the war is over, none is Fertility of the land
“ The following rule has been
Bridgeman
kind offer of said cup. Also, your more deserving, or w’orthy of the sup- Fruit cultivators manuel
adopted in connection with special
Bailey
stipulation—“ That in all contests for j port of any community than the Sal- Garden making
ruleg and regulations covering
The Romance of A Generation
the Cup, wherever held, members of i vation Army.
Garden primer
Tabor & Teal
dealers in poultry and eggs. Rule
fro m T he SATURDAY EVENING <4
the defunct Moose team if they desire, | Seventy-five per cent of the money Gardening for pleasure
Henderson
14—The licensee shall not between
POST S to ry by B a s il K in £
Henderson
be admitted to the alleys to witness raised will be expended for the bene- •Gardening for profit
Feb. 11, 1918, and April 30, 1918,
Herbert
the games.”
fit of the men in France, and the re- \Hints to horse keepers
purchase, ship or sell or negotiate
I
Bailey
Second, to hold a series of games mainder in the cantonments in this j Holy earth
the sale of any live or freshly
Roe
(five man teams), as follows: Feb. county. The money is expended un-: Home acre
killed hens or pullets, provided,
I!
Johnston
28 at Dux Alleys; Mar. 5 at Elks Al- der the direction of trained men, : Horse book
however, that this shall not pre
Jennings
lyes; Mar. 7 at Dux Alleys; Mar. 12 organized for years, and will reach a ; Horse and his diseases
vent the purchase, shipment or
Lyon
at Elks Alleys; Mar. 14 at Dux Alleys; class of men wffiich no other agency j How to keep bees for profit
/ / / / , . , / / / . . , / / / , . , / / / „ , / / / , , . / / / / / , . „ / / / / „ / / / / / , ✓ / / / / / , / / / / / , f , / / / / , ,? s / / / S s , . "•
sale between Feb. 11 and Feb. 23,
can meet. The Salvation Army main- j How to keep hens for profit
Mar. 19 at Elks Alleys.
1918, of hens or pullets w hich were
Valentine
Third, that scoring shall be by points tains 161 Huts in France, 46 ambulan
FRIOAY, FEBRUARY 22
either killed or shipped prior to
Powell
How to live in the country
ces,
700
workers,
77
hotels
accommo
one
for
each
game,
and
one
for
total
Feb. 11, 1918, to markets for sale
HOUBK PITERS in
Harwood
New earth
pin fall. Winning of a series of games dating 300,000 soldiers weekly.
as food and provided further that
“TH E HEIR of the AQES”
Powell
to give the winning club possession
If you have not been approached. Orchard and fruit garden
nothing in this rule shall prevent
Wilcox
of the Cup one year; winning of the you may give or send your contribu- The potato
the purchase, shipment or sale of
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23
three series to give permanent pos tion to any of the committee, making 1Poultry book, by many expert breedlive hens or pullets for egg pro
ers
4th chapter
session.
checks payable to W. F. Titcomb,
„ % of “TH E MYSTERY SH IP”
duction purposes. Effective Feb.
“ANIMATED
NEW8
i I m a t s d WEEKLY**
\
Massey
Thanking you again for your kind Trea., or any member will call for Practical farming
11. 1918.
“MYSTERIOUS IRON RING”—3 parts
Practical garden book
offer, and cordially inviting the “ mem your gift.
(Signed)
Hunn &. Bailey
bers of the defunct Moose Team” to
The committee is composed of Frank
“ Food Administration."
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Bailey
witness said games, we are
Dunn, chairman; W. F. Titcomb, Trea Principles of agriculture
By restricting the killing o f chickens
“TH E FIQHTING TRAIL”
Roe
Yours very truly,
surer; Adjutant Reynolds, Sec., T. Success with small fruits
,
t h e se r ia l Suprem e
Todd which should be heavy layers the Food
For the Bowling Com., Medux. Club P. Williams, H. E. Thomas, M. B. Mc Young farmers manuel
“CUflftBNT EVENTS”
NEWS'
Numerous Government bulletins, Administration hopes to increase the
F. O. ORCUTT Kay, T. C. S. Berry and Chas. H. Fogg,
OOMBDY
OTHERS
DRAMA
pamphlets
etc., on the above subjects production of eggs and allow’ them to
For the Bowling Com., Elks Club
wb.o are now endeavoring to go “Over
he put in storage at reasonable prices.
will also be found in the Library.
' THEO. J. FOX the Top” for $500 for Houlton.
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Miss Reed and Mrs. Carll of HartTATTERED FLAGS
RED CROSS NOTES
|
“ SOME KNITTER”
land, N. B., are the guests of Mrs.
Pauline Worth Hamlin of
Four new' Singer Sewing machines | Harry T. Wilson for 15 years conAlex. Bubar, Commonwealth Ave.
Vigilantes
i have just beep placed in the Red (nected with Co. L, N. G. S. M., but now
Among the first troops in the front
j Cross headquarters here by Walter in civilian life has recently “done his
trenches in France was the 16th U. S.
All over this country there are now Yetton, presented by Mrs. A. L. Lum- bit” in completeing a sweater for some
Infantry of which Lt. R. E. Clark of
bert, Mrs. F. A. Powers, Mrs. Geo. B. soldier in France.
flying faded, tattered flags.
I
quantities of pressed h&y is
Friends of Isaac Sawyer of Linneus, this town is a member.
If we do not respect the Flag our Dunn and C. H. Pierce, which will be
Mr. Wilson became interested in
The Hatheway Drug Co., known
M a t kaftled ta tor storage and ship-, will be sorry to learn that his buildselves whom shall we expect to re much appreciated by the workers.
the work while watching his wife
jaenV the market demand for some ings were burned Friday, including everywhere as the Rexall store, have spect it?
LaS? TU? day 8aW„ th e.large8t nUm' * oinS one tor h<>r brother who has al
Inearly all of his furniture, his barns just installed a new and up-to-theThe Stars and Stripes are our em her of workers out, for the season.
ready gone overseas for service and
minute
soda
fountain.
It
is
of
most
Herbert Teeling is again “pulling j being located some distance from the
blem. Shall it appear that we con
he conceived the idea of making one
modern
design
and
is
made
from
handthe lines” over his old team of horses house were saved,
sider dirt and tatters symbolic of our
JUDICIOUS BUYING
by himself, and he “ set up” the sweat
Wise and Small have just completed somely marked Onyx, and adds greatla the road department for the town
country? Never! Our flag should be
As an indication of the manner in er and did the entire work including
work on a large an convenient show ly to the attractiveness of the store,
^as white as the snows, as blue as the which the Houlton Grange handles the sewing, and the completed work
* of Houlton
room
for automobile accessories a t ; A number of young men in this
Donald Murray of Portland, was the
skies, as red as our blood and as whole grains etc., the agent received a wire is a fine piece of work of which any
m a t of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.' their garage on Bangor St., making a section who enlisted early in January as our hearts. Let it be truly symbolic from his shipper with whom he holds
John' Murray Riverside St., several light and attractive place for.display- for the U. S. Navy, have received or- ^and when a flag becomes bedraggled contracts for 1918—offering him the woman knitter might be proud.
days tail week
ling their 8101111 wares.
ders to proceed to Portland, and a ■take it down. If you cannot put up
following bonus on his contrats if he
The famillar cry of the blue-jay was, Dr. H. L. Putnam and wife, left, |dozen or more left Thursday for that j anot her be happy in the consciousness saw fit to accept them as follows:
MERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION
lest week, a bar- Friday, for Florida where they will place. Among those who went who j that you honor it far more by not flyOn bran $150 per car; on oats. $360
by * enjoy a rest of about two months, j are well known here, were Harold
Rules for 1918
! ing it at all than by flying it when it per car; on com $264, which would
* jen-route they will visit their son, j Good of Monticello. Wallace W. Grant,
is faded, ragged and dirty.
in the aggregate give profit of $23,000.
Close every evening except Monday
<M r c . m m r ,
gor Of the Corp. Donald Putnam of the Signal of Smyrna Mills.
It
is
needless
to
say
that
Mr.
Merritt
and
Saturday, July 3rd and 4th, Fair
The invitation to the men of Houluuuihuk MSCt| Gitnrors’ Assn. left Corps, stationed at Camp Devens.
WORLD’S
RECORDS
BEATEN
did
not
accept
the
offer,
but
the
Week
and Dec. 16th to 24th. Grocery
Saturday evening for Baltimore, Md.J Mark Gray who has been at home ton to visit the Red Cross headquar
Grange store would benefit by it.
stores
open night before Thanksgiv
ters
on
Water
street,
Tuesday
or
Fri
TWICE
AT
CARIBOU
■oa a Imtit t t i trip.
jon a Short visit with his parents, left,
ing.
day
afternnon
has
been
accepted
by
On
Monday,
February
11th,
the
Mr. Samuel Lane who has been at Thursday evening for Portsmouth, N.
Memorial Day, close all day.
SOME PRICE
Hie Margin Hospital was moved to H., where he holds a fine position in a number. It certainly is an interest- ! world’s record for ice racing was brok
July
4th, open all day.
Another Holstein youngster has sold
his hflflM last week, and is gradually the office of the industrial department ing sight to see 50 ladies working on on twice during the meet on the river
for
a
small
fortune.
Majestic
Rag
garments of different kinds down ab0ve the dam. Hal L. defeated StinFair week, open evenings, close 2nd
salutaC in atrongthof the Portsmouth Navy Yard.
Mlks Dlsey of Presque Isle, will
Miss Violet Robinson left, Saturday, stairs and an equal number on Surgi- 1gy o i cK in three straight heats, also Apple, son of Rag Apple Korndyke day (Wed.) from 12 to 6 P. M.
Why don’t lowered the record for i/4 mile over, 8th, went under the hammer at the
leave soon for Washington, D. C., for Gardiner. Maine, where she will cal dressings upstairs.
Thanksgiving, close all day.
wbST* be will act as telegrapher in act as Supt. in one of the hospitals? you go down and see the work they jce as weR aH lowering the world’s Liverpool ring, Syracuse, New York,
Christmas, close all day.
record for three heats in succession. for $35,000. This is the second high
the swvtce ot the government.
| until such time as she is called to are doing?
d o s e each Wednesday at 12 o’clock
est price ever paid for a bull at auc
!
Results of the Race
Mr% Charles W. Davenport' and Government service, having volunfrom July 10 to August 28.
tion,
the
record
being
$53,200
for
a
BOWLING
|CLASS A.
young1daughter were passengers on teered for overseas service.
Advertise only in local papers, local
[ Hal L.
I l l Time first heat 2SU half brother of this hull, King OrmsMondfty morning’s train for Old T ow n 1 The State* Highway Commission tvill
“ Dux” 1180— Elks 1168
Monday evening’s game on tin* I)ux Stingy Dick 2 2 2 Time second heat by Jane Rag Apple, who was bought school papers and Houlton Agricul
when they will visit relatives.
j hold a meeting at the Court House on
28% at the Worcester, Massachusetts, sale tural Society Premium Book, Score
The Houlton Merchants’ .Assn., have Thursday, Feb. 21st, at 10.30 A. M., to Alleys in the last half of the interCards and Auto Show Book. Nothing
Time third heat 28 l a 1 June.
Is0«e4 their cards for 1918 with sched- discuss Highway matters.
Agents club series saw the Dux looming up
given
away as a premium not contain
Doth bores were in perfect condi
vie lor ekmtng hours which is prac- from the different towns will he pre- as strong contenders for the club
John T. Shanahan of Buffalo, bought
ed
in
the merchant’s own line.
Ad
tion
and
every
heat
was
a
race,
the
tically the same as in former years, sent, and anyone having anything to championshipas they took the big
the young sire after spirited bidding
Rockabema Lodge I. O. O. F., at bring up before this body should he j share of the spoils for the evening Stingy Dick horse being not over a in which George E. Pierce, another vertising in Programs not allowed.
R. A. PALMER, Pres.
their annual roll call last Thursday °n hand.
and tied up the series, and the stand second behind in any heat and the Buffalo Holstein breeder, was the com 
G.
R. ERVIN, Sec’y.
evening, hung In the lodge room a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Goud, of V anjing today is an even break with 8 last heat was the closest finish of any. petitor. Mr. Shanahan made the pur
Hal. L. is certainly a wonderful ice chase for his Niagara Maid farms at
large and Splendid picture of their Buren. who were injured in the wn eck Ipoints to the credit of each club,
hkte brother. Allan F. McFarlane.
on the B. & A. Feb 5th, and w’ho were j The scores were unusually small horse and in good condition
todefend East Aurora. New York. Oliver Cab NEW FISH AND
HoigpPn Connell ’K. of C. Will give ^alcen
tlie home of Mr. Goud’sand no records for
high strings or his title as theworld’s champion
for ana. Jr.. Elmer Center, New York,
GAME COMMISSIONER
was the owner of the hull.
•A gim^ft Master Ball on the Monday another in Caribou, have so far recov- high average, were in any way en Vi mile over ice.—Republican.
Hon. Willis E. Parsons of Foxcroft,
------;--------------foUowttp Easter Sunday, preparations ered from their injuries as to return dangered. Still the games were full
who Thursday assumed the office of
of
excitement
from
start
to
finish.
j
JAMES
A. MOOERS
F A gT
for w ith are progressing. Music will home last week
commissioner of inland fisheries and
Chadwick for the home team and i Qn Saturday last the dead body of When the cold is making ice cream of game, succeeding Hon. H. B. Austin,
Presque Isle evidently does not in
*• ta *M «d by Bryson’s orchestra
tend to be outdone by her sister town, Rideout for the visitors were top lin- j j ames A. Mooers was found upon the
the marrow of your hones.
in a statement says that a warden
Fort Fairfield, in the matter of an up- ers for the evening. The final game floor of a camp owned by Albert Hogan When you’re shaking like a jelly and faithful to the state, working for its
to-date hotel. At a meeting of the will be rolled next Monday on the of Lll(iiow> where he had fallen while
your feet are dead as stones,
interests as he would for his own or
1taking off his shoes from all appear- When your clothes and boots and blan a big corporation, keeping politics out
Merchants’ Assn, and Board of Trade, Elks alleys, followed by a luncheon.
Summary of game:
^ances while preparing for bed.
held last week, the proposition for a
kets, and your rifle and your kit,
of his business, would be retained and
373 396 411 1180 j \[r Mooers has worked and lived Are soaked from Hell to Breakfast, the service was not crippled by his re
new hotel to cost $100,000, was con “ Dux’
sidered, and an option on a suitable Elks
393 390 385 1168 alone in this camp all winter cutting
and the dugout where you sit
moval. Where new men are selected,
lot has also been secured. A hotel Grand .Tournament .Arranged With wootl He was last seen alive Thurs- Is leaking like a basket, and upon the it would be done with care and with a
like Fort Fairfield’s is a valuable as
Silver Trophy Cup as Prize
jday. Death from heart failure or
muddy floor
view of getting the beat man for the
set to.any town.
The following: letters will explain a shock was the probable cause and The water lies in filthy pools, six position, he said.
inches deep or more;
According to the New York World fully the coming bowling tournament the medical examiner says, in his
“ I have no political policy to an
the United States is likely to witness which is already causing a strong in -, opinion*, death ensued some time Fri- Tho' life seems cold and mis'r&ble and nounce. other than that I shall endea
all the world is wret.
a circusless year for the shortages of terest in bowling circles, and a good day.
vor to familiarize myself with the work
| Mr. Mooers was an old and respected You’ll always get thro' somehow if of the department at once and get
transportation have endangered the contest may be looked for.
If you are interested in the
Houlton, Me., Feb. 13 1918 citizen and had lived here for a long
you’ve got a cigarette.
great ring shows and already in
closely in touch by field work and per
matter of uniforms, Benoit’s
! number of years. His age was 63
some instances railroad authorities To the Bowling Committe,
For every 25 cents sent to the sonal visits with the true conditions
is the plsoe Where you can
1years.
have refused to make contracts. One Meduxnekeag Club and Elks Club
TIMES Tobacco Fund, a package of in every game county in the state in
get Mthhetloi.
j He is survived by two daughters. cigarettes retailing for 45 cts. is sent order to give the best service pos
organization that for some years has Houlton, Me .
: Mrs. Leo Ellis of this town, and Mrs. by us.
traveled by motor seems to have the Gentlemen: sible." said Commissioner Parsons.
For years we have special
The Silver Trophy Cup which was j Andrew Coleman of Bangor, also one
advantage
over
its
competitors.
How
ised in Uniforms, liveries, etc.,
Previously acknowledged
$94.75
ever the shows have received their offered as a prize in the Triangular son, I’ erley Mooers of Bangor, beuntil we have today become
Rec’d since last issue from Mrs.
FORT FAIRFIELD CHAMBER
warding in time and can if they see Bowling League, and which became sides sisters and other relatives in Alberta Klenke *
known as the uniform house
OF COMMERCE
nflt return to the old style of the years the property of the Moose Club by this section.
of |faipe<
♦
I
On last Monday afternoon, a good
when the circus caravans drove across virtue of three consecutive wins, is j Funeral services were held this
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Tell us the particular line
ly number of the representative busi
country from one show town to an now in our hands and is in nowise . Tuesday from the home of his daugh(From
the files ot the TIMES 1898) ness and professional men in Fort
in which you are interested.
ter. Mrs. Leo Ellis, Green St.
other. The big shows may decide to fitlfiUing its mission.
Hay is bringing only $6.50 per ton Fairfield to discuss the feasibility of
Send us on a sample uniform,
After talking it over with the mem
put in the summer in some o f the
in
the local market this week. A few organizing an association for the inl
or domplete description, state
large cities, but there will doubtless bers of the Bowling Committee of the LADIES’ AID HELD ANNUAL
loads
of oats have been sold for 27 and also for the stimulation of a
defunct
Moose
Club,
we
have
decided
quantity required, etc. and we
be enough of the smaller ones take
MEETING
cts.
per
bushel. Eggs have taken a greaterpublic spirit in both business
win furnish estimate; yes,
to
lay
the
following
proposition
be
the road to give Young America the
At the annual meeting of the big jump and are worth twenty cents and civic affairs relating to the com 
if necessary, we will send an
fore
your
Bowling
Committees,
and
usual circus thrills.
experienced man to talk the
if it meets with your approval an Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist Episco per dozen.
munity and even other parts of our
pal Church, the following officers were
matter over, tqke exact meaagreement can be reached:
Potatoes are running at $1.00 per county.
There May Be
suipmeats, and he of any ser
To offer said cup as a trophy to be elected for the ensuing year:
bbl.. a few going at $1.10 with pros
The meeting was called to order by
Mrs. Mabel V. Smith
vice he cap.
contested
for each year by the two President
Bread Cards and
pects of a further advance.
Eben
Hopkins, who appointed C. C.
Mrs. Dora Ellis
aforesaid clubs in a series of games 1st. Vice Pres.
Harvey,
editor of the Fort Pairfield
J.
K.
Plummer
returned
from
a
Meat Cards, But
Mrs. Ida Gellerson
to be decided upon by mutual agree 2nd. Vice Pres.
Review,
as
temporary chairman.
hunting
trip,
Saturday,
and
brought
3rd. Vice Pres.
Mrs. J. O. Jarman
You ’ll Never
*
ment.
back
a
caribou,
the
first
one
to
be
The
choice
of a name for this or
Mrs. Etta F. Porter
There is one modification to the Sec.
Need a Card
brought
in
this
season.
ganization
was
the first thing to re
Mrs. Carrie McGary
above offer which we think only ju s t ! 1rc
A
letter
received
from
one
of
the
quire
the
attention
of those assembled;
To Get a
Household Committee— Mrs. Ber
and fair, viz: That in all contests
After a brief discussion the name,
members
of
Battery
B.
says,
Douglas
nice
McGary,
Mrs.
Ellen
Mooers,
Mrs.
B. F. A. Cigar—
for the Cup, wherever held, members
Yerxa and Walter Swett are confined Chamber of Commerce, was decided
iM U T L A N O , MAINE
of the defunct Moose team shall, If Swaim, Miss Bertha Case.
Just a Nickel
in
the hospital threatened with ty upon. The following officers were
Decorating
Committee—Mrs.
Carrie
they desire, be admitted to the alleys
then chosen and elected: Hon. C. A.
And What a Bargain!
phoid.
McGary,
Mrs.
Annie
Mcllroy,
Mrs.
to witness the games.
Powers,
president; Principal G. Her
The benefits that come from having
The Cup, as you know, is a prize Mabel Smith.
bert
Foss,
vice president; Dr. W. G.
Reception
Committee—Mrs.
Annie
drop harnesses for the horses of the
which any club might be proud to
Chamberlain,
secretary, and C. W.
fire
department
were
shown
in
the
own, and the reason which prompts J ^ cllr° y • Mrs. Ada Lewin, Mrs. Ida
Perry,
treasurer.
A board of directors
quickness
to
the
call
of
Wednesday
this offer is two-fold: Love of t h e 1Gellerson> Mrs Ellen Mooers, Mrs.
PRICES
morning. Mr. Edblad gave the alarm consisting of the officers named and
game
and
the
desire
to
find
.a
good
,
Bernlce
McGary.
DAILY AT
home for a valuable trophy.
I Entertainment Committee Mrs. Ida and before he had gotten back to the the five following gentlemen was
10 and 1 5 c
2 Yours very respectfully
'Gellerson, Mrs. Ada Lewin, Mrs. Mary scene of the fire, the engine and hose elected; W. S. Davidson, of the L. K.
Including War
cart passed him. The harnesses ar Cary Hardware Co., D. W. Haines, P.
C. G. LUNT
>Chambers.
f - MO
T H E A T R E
Tax
BURNS MCINTYRE
Flower Committee— Mrs. Whiteside. rived last week and are fine ones and H. Reed, E. S. Hopkins, H. S. Dean,
ERNEST ANDERSON
j Press Committee— Etta F. Porter. will greatly assist the department in manager of the Plymouth hotel,, and
Howard E. Smith of the F. F. Dry
Bowling Committee Moose Team ' Work Committee— Mrs. Mary Cham- responding quickly to alarms.
Goods
Co.
! bers, Mrs. Chas. Smart, Mrs. John
(The harnesses referred to above
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
Houlton, Me., Feb. 18. 1918 [cosseboom.
OKo| BE BEBAN In
are still in use Feb. 1918.)
Mr. Chas. G. Lunt,
i The Ladies’ Aid have given up their i
DON’T KILL THE HENS
“A ROADSIDE IMPRESSARIO’
Chmn. Bowling Com.. Moose Team.
: regular work, and are doing splendid J
According
to an order issued by the
CARY
LIBRARY
Pallas-Paramount
Houlton, Me.
Jwork for the Red Cross.
j
United States Food Administration and
Books on Agriculture Ac.
Dear Sir: —
I
MRS. ETTA F. PORTER. Sec’v.
authorized for public information in
THUR8DAY, FEBRUARY 21
We are in receipt of your good let
this
state by Federal Food Administra
Diseases of Cattle
Dodd
ter of Feb. 13, offering the “ Silver
« PART SPECIAL PRODUCTION
tor
Dr.
Leon S. Merrill, trading in live
SALVATION
ARMY
WAR
FUND
Cattle Breeding
Warfield
Trophy Cup” which became the prop
.X
or freshly killed hens and pullets any
i
Electricity
on
the
farm
Anderson
DRIVE
erty of the former “ Moose Club’’ as a
where in the United States is forbid
result of winning in the former
The proverbial generosity of Houl- I Elements of agricultural chemistry
AMERICA'S GREAT EMOTIONAL J
den.
Feb. 23 is fixed as the date after
Johnston
“ Triangular Bowling League,” to the ton people has been the means of se j! and geology
ACTRESSCOME5TOTHESCREEN ?.
which
fresh stock cannot be disposed
winners of a match between the Elks f curing for the Salvation Army War ^Diseases of poultry,issued by Me.
of, and additional stocks may not be
fund, a very gratifying amount and a | Agricultural Station
q i / prerentT
f; Club and the Meduxnekeag Club.
Wilcox purchased.
At a conference of a committee ; most successful campaign which ends j Farm animals
The telegram received from WashBailey
from which the Elks Club and a C om -’ the night of Feb 22.
Farm and garden book
liobinson
inSton
follows:
mittee from the Meduxnekeag Club I With the demands which have come i Facts for tarmers
Streeter
and the many that will come each j Fat of the land
it was agreed:
“ Leon S. Merrill, Orono. Me.
Roberts
First, to accept with thanks your week, until the war is over, none is IFertility of the land
“ The following rule has been
Bridgeman
kind offer of said cup. Also, your more deserving, or worthy of the sup- Fruit cultivators manuel
adopted in connection with special
Bailey
stipulation- “ That in all contests for j port of any community than the S a l - j Garden making
ruleg and regulations covering
Tabor
&
Teal
Garden
primer
The Romance of A Generation
the Cup, wherever held, members o f , vation Army.
dealers in poultry and eggs. Rule
Henderson
fro m T he SATURDAYEVEN/NG
the defunct Moose team if they desire, j Seventy-five per cent of the money j Gardening for pleasure
14—The licensee shall not between
Henderson
POST S to ry by B a s il K in £
be admitted to the alleys to witness 1raised will he expended for the bene- *Gardening for profit
Feb. 11, 1918, and April 30, 1918,
Herbert
fit of the men in France, and the re- ! Hints to horse keepers
the games.”
purchase, ship or sell or negotiate
Bailey
Second, to hold a series of games mainder fn the cantonments in this j Holy earth
the sale of anjc live or freshly
NO ADVANCE IN
Roe
(five man teams), as follows: Feb. county. The money is expended un- j Home acre
killed hens or pullets, provided,
Johnston
PRICES
28 at Dux Alleys; Mar. 5 at Elks Al- der the direction of trained m en,; Horse hook
however, that this shall not pre
Jennings
lyes; Mar. 7 at Dux Alleys; Mar. 12 organized for years, and will reach a Horse and his diseases
vent the purchase, shipment or
Lyon
at Elks Alleys; Mar. 14 at Dux Alleys; class of men which no other agency How to keep bees for profit
sale between Feb. 11 and Feb. 23,
f /////V ,///y , s / / / , , . / / / , . , / / / „ / / / * , , / / / / . . / / / / / . . . / / / / / , , / / / , , , / / / / „ , / / / / , / / / / , , . / / / / / „ ,,!
can meet. The Salvation Army main How to keep hens for profit
Mar. 19 at Elks Alleys.
1918, of hens or pullets which were
Valentine
Third, that scoring shall be by points tains 161 Huts in France, 46 ambulan
either killed or shipped prior to
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Powell
ces, 700 workers, 77 hotels accommo How to live in the country
one
for
each
game,
and
one
for
total
Feb. 11, 1918, to markets for sale
HOUSE PETERS in
Harwood
New earth
pin fall. Winning of a series of games dating 300,000 soldiers weekly.
as food and provided further that
Powell
“TH E HEIR of the AGES”
If you have not been approached. Orchard and fruit garden
to give the winning club possession
nothing in this rule shall prevent
Wilcox
of the Cup one year; winning of the you may give or send your ccntribu- The potato
the purchase, shipment or sale of
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23
three series to give permanent pos tion to any of the committee, making Poultry hook, by many expert breedlive hens or pullets for egg pro
ers
session.
checks payable to W. F. Titeomb,
4th chapter of “TH E MYSTERY SHIP”
duction purposes. Effective Feb.
“ANIMATED WEEKLY**
MEWS
Massey
Thanking you again for your kind Trea., or any member will call for Practical farming
11. 1918.
“MYSTERIOUS IRON RING”—3 parts
Practical garden book
offer, and cordially inviting the “ mem your gift.
(Signed)
Hunn & Bailey
bers of the defunct Moose Team” to
The committee is composed of Frank
“ Food A dm inistration."
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Bailey
witness said games, we are
Dunn, chairman; W. F. Titeomb, Trea Principles of agriculture
By restricting the killing of chickens
“T H E FIGHTING TRAIL”
Roe
Yours very truly,
surer; Adjutant Reynolds, Sec., T. Success with small fruits
#
t h e se r ia l su pr e m e
Todd which should he heavy layers the Food
For the Bowling Com., Medux. Club P. Williams, H. E. Thomas, M. B. Mc Young farmers manuel
"OUftfIBNT EVENTS*’
NEWS
Numerous Government bulletins, Administration hopes to increase the
F. O. ORCUTT Kay, T. C. S. Berry and Chas. H. Fogg,
COMEDY
OTHERS
DRAMA
For the Bowling Com., Elks Club
who are now endeavoring to go “ Over pamphlets etc., on the above subjects production of eggs and allow' them to
bt put in storage at reasonable prices.
will also he found in the Library.
' THEO. J. FOX the Top” for $500 for Houlton.
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above all, what to do with the surplus pie each shot live thousand dollars a cents a day will make quite a sum if
after he had paid his bills?
Jminute from two billion guns they you persevere for a couple of generaOF SAVING? Why, the average man does not even could get rid of only a traction of this tions.
read the conditions printed on the sum if they kept at it steadily for a
Tw o Growing Bequests
(By Albert W. Atwood)
Of course there are few interesting
Perhaps never in the history of the back of his insurance policy! He does |thousand years!
investworld was so much being said on the not take one-thousandth as much j For many reasons, money does not examples of long-continued
subject of saving as at the present trouble to invest his money so it will j go on earning indefinitely. This being ments and interest accumulation. The
time. If Benjamin Franklin, Samuel Work for him at compound interest as! a finite world, then- are not enough Lowell Institute, in Boston, was foumlSmiles, and all the other famous apost- he does to earn that money—which is j investments for any given sum of ed in 1838 by a bequest of two hundred
lea of thrift, were alive today it is a most curious fact, because money j money to accumulate beyond a certain thousand dollars, with the condition
doubtful if they could add a single works tw e n ty -fo u r hours a day, w i t h - j point. Then, too, the human desire; that ten percent of the income should
word or argument to those which are out getting tired or going on srtike or-no accumulate goes only so far.
It be reinvested and added to the prinbeing presented. Fortunately so much complaining, year a fte r year; t h o u g h 'would never countenance continual ( jpai every year. After only sixtypreaching and exhortation will do some n0 human being w ill or can work that accumulation. And of more practical : seven years the fund amounted to one
importance is the fact that investments million one hundred thousand dollars.
little good; but the waste of ammuni way.
Young men think nothing of spend- are not safe enough to permit money j At his death, in 1790, Benjamin
tion, as It were, is terrific.
People
naturally dislike.to go without com Ing a hundred dollars to buy a set of to accumulate at compound interest ■Franklin left live thousand dollars
leach to the towns of Boston and Philforts and luxuries when they have the books which tries to tell them how to for long periods of time.
money to buy them; and people also increase their business efficiency and j Anyone w ho stops to think soon . adelphia. with a proviso that they
are hardened to sermons, moralizing, salesmanship, and yet remain as ignor- realizes how temorary and finite are |should accumulate for a hundred years
and all the r e s t% the apparatus of ant as babes of how to turn the money most forms of wealth.
at the end of which time he ealculatthat comes from their increased earn-j The Civil War brought an end to|ecj that each legacy would amount to
the preacher.
1 am not in possession of any new ing power into income power. Most j several hundred million dollars’ worth j over six hundred thousand dollars.
or fresh argument that will induce a marvelous of all is the fact that it of slaves. Railroads rendered large, The Boston gift actually amounted to
spendthrift nation to become thrifty. never occurs to them that something investments in turnpikes of no parti- i four hundred thousand dollars at the
cular value; though, some years be- j en(i Qf the century and is now more
1 have no cure-all for what is a very is lacking in their education.
complicated disease. But it does seem
It is most unfortunate that so much fore the coming of the railroads, the than six hundred thousand dollars.
as if too much emphasis has been laid emphasis has been laid by the ever- trustees of Andover Theological Sem The sum received by Philadelphia has
upon mere eloquence, rhetoric and increasing volume of business litera inary had recorded their deliberate not increased so fast.
oratory in the thrift campaign, and ture upon the earning side merely, opinion that turnpikes were the best
Very few of us care whether our
not enough upon the hard-headed prac and so little upon the investing side. investments for the funds confided to money lasts a hundred years or not.
tical question of how well it pays the As an illustration take one course of their care, as they were the “ connect Small sums do actually accumulate
Tunnels and compound long enough for all
individual to save. What is the per business ho|oks: There arte twenty- ing ways between cities.
sonal reward for the man or woman four volumes, and only two of them have destroyed ferry property; and practical purposes, and with as com 
deal with the use of money after it is brewery shares tremble before the plete safety as anyone needs, through
who saves?
of Prohibition.
Property, the mediums of such -institutions as
Truth to tell, there are millions of made. Really this is preposterous; march
men and women who could be made but is it natural. The mechanical and wealth, capital—money—all these die savings hanks and insurance com 
to turn pale at the thought of lost op technical details of investing money just about as rapidly as men and panies. Obviously it is a long, tedious
portunities If only someone in whom are cold, and probably seem to the women.
process to get rich solely through the
A furniture worker, on a wage of medium of compound interest, though
they have trust should suddenly seize young man especially lacking in hu
them by the arm and point out, in a man appeal.
fifteen dollars a week, had saved up a jthe old adage reminds us: I t ’s w h a t
few brief sentences, how they might
hundred dollars, which was on deposit [you save, not .what you earn, th a t
A Neglected A rt
have accumulated a small fortune—
in
the Postal Savngs Bank. He want | makes you rich.
Almost all normal persons are in
or at least a competence—if only they tensely interested in their work, their ed a higher rate of interest, but was
| The simple truth is that, though
had started right.
means of livelihood, even though they afraid to venture. In search of infor saving a;ni investing money at low
do not altogether like it. Work nearly mation the workman wrote to an ac interest rates is a slow and tedious
Wh«n t« Wear Frayed Trousers
There Is no one person, no prophet always brings one into contact with quaintance as follows:
process of getting ahead in the world,
“ The saying is: Money is the slip
or messiah, who can concentrate or others. It consists lagely of human
and only one of several ways, it is far
When you
expiate In his own person this wide- Irelationships and adjustments, It is periest thing on earth.
too much neglected by most people.
•pread dally tragedy of millions.Most always very much alive. Just think have had it once and it gets away from
ptoplo do not realize until middle age, of the marshaling of desirable mental you, there is just one thing on earth
whan It la usually too late, that if they and moral qualities and traits that a to count o n a lw a y s change; change HOW TO R E P U C E COAL IN
had begun to save, eay, a third of their successful salesman or physician or it for something new and different.”
PART BY WOOD
The sensible view to take, and the
earnings in the early twenties, and factory superintendent is urged to de
A .Maine man has solved the pro
had stuck to it, they would have an in velop! As compared with all this, practical one for those who wish to blem for his Hot Water heater.
come in the middle or late fifties equal how insignificant, how absurdly trifling save against a rainy day, or for any
The Fuel Administration has re
te their former earnings. Youth is is the time, effort and thought given purpose or object, is forunate indeed, ceived from a man who has learned
heedless because it ie youth; middle by the same persons to the proper em that money does not go on accumula how to extend his coal by the use of
agl becomes heedless from habit, and ployment for the money they earn! ting forever; because, if it did, a few green wood and at the same time run
efian from despair. War-time thrift We all know men who overwork people would, in time, get all the his hot water heating plant easily and
propaganda w ill no doubt relieve these themselves into nervous breakdowns wealth of the world. Nor is it neces satisfactorily. The following is taken
moral defects to a slight extent; but for a very moderate salay, and who do sary, as the furniture worker seems to from that letter:
not give twenty minutes a week to the think, to keep changing one’s invest
It cannot eradicate them.
ments constantly in order to keep
Wa are urged to save money partly details of saving money.
This ranges all the way up and down them from slipping through one’s fin NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
because the Government needs every
OF MORTGAGE
cent for Liberty Bonds, taxes, savings and through the scale. One man de gers. At least, it is unnecessary for
Whereas, Ellery E. Parker of Oakstamps, and other devices of wartime votes incessant physical effort for ten the small saver to worry or bother
finance. W e are urged to save money long hours a day in a steel mill or in about such measures, however essen field, in the County of Aroostook and
alao, in order that we may buy less of the dreary rounds of a fclerkship, and tial they may be in the care of large State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated June 24, 1915 and recorded in
the things the Government needs— pays no attention at all to his rather sums.
the Aroostook County Registry of
Indeed, the only instances where Deeds at Houlton in Vol. 284, page
that is, we A e asked not to compete meager savings. But the high-priced
with the War and Navy Departments lawyer or manager is just as careless. compound interest can surely be count 31S, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
for the goods and services money buys. I suppose the truth is that the details ed upon to work for long periods of the following described real estate, to
wit:-A certain parcel of land situated
Then, too, we are told to save on food, of saving and investing— such as time are in respect to small sums de in said Oakfield, being the east part
fuel and other articles, for the even walking to the savings bank every posited in savings banks or other of lot numbered thirty-two (32) there
well-guarded
depositories. in, according to the survey and plan
more obvious and simple reason that week, care in depositing money before equally
of Burleigh & Coney made in 1858,
the world Is short of them; and It Is interest dates, care not to withdraw There are countless instances of dor land
hounded and described as follows,
selfish of us to demand our normal money before interest dates, purchas mant accounts and of fogotten pass j to wit: Beginning at a poplar tree on
books
which,
when
found,
mount
up
peacetime share. Vital, patrotic and ing safe mortgages or bonds, care and
the smith shore of Spaulding Lake on
•pftandid as these points are, it seems promptness in investing the interest, to a thousand dollars or so, though the Isaid lot numbered thirty-two (32) at
.to me they become far more effective and vigor and punctuality in remedy original deposit, was for only a few ja point fifty (5m rods north seventyone (7ii degrees west from the west
In reaching people when the individ ing bad investments— seem dreary and dollars. In 1868 the sum of two hun |line of Charles 1). Brown's lot num
ual realises that he is going to benefit without heart or souls as compared dred dollars was placed in a savings bered thirty-four (34); thence run
(IS) degrees
with the vital daily occupation of bank in Lowell, Massachusetts, and ning south eighteen
directly by saving.
withdrawn in 1.913 with enough inter 'across said lot numbered thirty-two
Mr. John Q. Shedd, head of the Mar- earning money.
(52) to the north line of lot numberSaving money is of little use unless est to make the total about two thou ; ed fifty-three t53i; thence south sevahall Field store in Chicago, was re
cently quoted as saying that if young it is persistent, regular and long- sand dollars. The writer happended ;eiity-one (71) degrees east along said
men between eighteen and thirty be continued. Ordinarily saving alone to be sitting at a table ’’<><entlv with north line to the southwest corner of
taught to save there would be precious does not get one anywhere umess per two older men and casually mention ; said lot thirty-four (34): thence northI erly along the west line of said lot
foot men wearing frayed trousers when sisted in for twenty-five or thirty ed the fac t that small deposits are o f ] thirty-four (34) to the south shore of
ten
forgotten
for
many
years,
only
to
they were old; and he added it was years without ceasing. Now men
j Spaulding Lake; thence westerly along
far bettor for a man to wear frayed work without ceasing for the same turn up eventually as quite' sizable j the shore of said Lake to the place of
troutore before thirty than later in length of time; but usually there is sums. Both men said they had per j beginning. Excepting and reserving
j from the premises above described a
life.' But the important thing, he said, variety in their work; the chance of sonally known of such cases, and one certain parcel of land in the north
th e t^ lo own attention was first j promotion, of change of occupation of them had inherited a savings-bank east corner thereof, bounded on the
to the benefits of saving when and location. There is at least a account from an uncle and found north by Spaulding Lake; on the east
he wee a boy and had happened to possibility of these variations, at the when he went to collect it, that several by lot thirty-four (34). which Henry
Fishe.r sold to Charles L). Brown, re
veedf an ertlele tolling what compound worst; and at the best, with many hundred dollars awaited him, thougl ference to his deed to be had. Also ,
people, there is practically a certainty only a few dollars had been deposited. conveying a certain other parcel of
Internet would do.
Dotabtleas thousands of new fortuhes of change and promotion. Almost al In thirty years the daily saving of i land lying south of and adjoining the
would be started and the poorhouse ways in a generation of work there is dime will amount to more than a thou land first above described, and being
the northeast part of lot numbered
sand dollars. Even three or fotu
rolled of most of their future occu some variety, color or change.
fifty-three (53) in said Oakfield and
But saving money is a dreaded mo
pants If every young man of twenty
being fifty'-four (54) rods long from
the east line of said lot numbered
to tills country could be forced to notonous thing. At the best it is only
fifty-three (53) southward and being
gpead live minutes with a cheap lead mathematics, and thirty years is a
the east part of the premises deeded
pendl and a scrap of paper, figuring beastly long time to wait for the re
to Henry Fisher by Benjamin Alexan
where he would he, financially speak- sults of mathematics. At the worst
der on June 17, 1880. Also the sama
tog, at fifty or fifty-five, if he should there is the possibility of a bad in Still retains its supremacy. People premises deeded to Frank and Loretta
put aaMe at compound Interest every vestment and losing the money. still take Hood’s Sarsaparilla be Russell, thence from Frank and Lor
etta Russell to William Driscoll by
waek a fixed number of dollars—not’ There is no variety, color or change.
cause it is an old family friend, has warranty deed dated Apr. 29, 1905, I
The whole process, ai the best, is cut proved its merit to three generations recorded in Aroostook Registry of j
more than five.
And them la not a shadow of doubt and dried from the beginning. It is — in purified blood, expelled humors, Deeds in Vol. 214, page 390. Same j
that tha moat scientific analysis of the natual for human impatience to pre restored appetite, relieved rheuma- deeded to said Ellery E. Parker by
Carrie Kinney Oct. 3, 1912, recorded
satiftt of business success and large fer the pleasures that come from the jtism, banished tired feelings.
in said Registry in Vol. 264, page 397.
}
It
long
ago
became
recognized
as
fortunes, including even such elements present spending of money to the farthe standard blood purifier and to all of which deeds, the records
thereof and all references therein, re
ae tuck*, trickery and fraud, would put distant future pleasures of saving.
general tonic.
It originated in a ference is made;
toMMy to save money ’way up in the
The Slipperiest Thin g on Earth
Boston physician’s successful pre
And whereas, the conditions of said
ttot-ahweat next to what everybody
scription, and comprises medicinal mortagage are broken, now therefore,
The sad thing is that it takes so
fcnew» to be tht'chief causes, which little saving, provided it is regular roots, herbs, barks and berries such by reason of the breach of said condi
are Industry and concentration.
as are often prescribed for ailments tion thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
and persistent, to lead a comparative
lis t to show to theory what small wealth, even in one general ion. In of the blood, stomach, liver and kid said mortgage and give this notice for
that purpose.
itrfrg* Will do, it may he noted that the same way it takes so little spend neys. Buy it in the same style pack
Dated at Houlton, Maine, this
If all the employees of the United ing to lead to poverty. Ingrained age your mother bought it in,—same twelfth day of February, 1918!
fine appearance, same pleasant taste,
JAMES C. MADIGAN, Trustee,
HtntoT Steel Corporation should save deeply in the human race is the
same certainty of good results.
38 By his Attys. Pierce & Madigan.
twa dollars a week, and put it into knowledge of just where the line lies.
alack of the company, they would own As Micawber said, “A man with an
I oontrailtog Interest within ten y.ears. income of one pound a week will
M eed, that thing may come about reach poverty in time if he spends just
aa at least one-sixth of the one penny more than his income, and
do own stock now.
• will reach oppulence if he spends just
Almost every book and article on one penny less.
how to save money has some secret
Another sad fact Is that in provi
to present which Is sure to show how dence and carelessness about saving
to do ft; but 1 am certain there Is no plays right into the hands of those
secret to the fact that most people who are careful. One man’s weakness
toll to save money largely because is another man’s oppotunity. Hettj
they won’t take trouble enough. And Green had perhaps the lowest degre
It is not altogether the people’s fault, of impatience for present inco ne an<
either. They are urged to save— the highest degree of preference fo
^ on need have no Tiixiety about g ettin g a receipted
preached at, sermonized at, exhorted future income on record. As a resul
to save; but they are not Instructed she was able to run a fortune of si
bill when yon pa\ by ch eck — it is a valid receipt.
to the details of saving.
million dollars up to about one hun
B esides, it assures s ifety of fu n d s —it is econom ical and
Wa are told how to save in the dred million without doing a strok
con v en ien t.
household, and all that sort of thing; of productive work, in the ordinar
hut wo are not told, to any extent, sense.
Checking Accounts, large or small, are solicited.
what to do with our money after we
The apostles of thrift, in their zea
Half saved It. Young men attend lec- sometimes talk as if money could g
thiud and take correspondence courses leflnitely. Such an idea is ridiculoi
III p m to Increase their will power, f it were true, one dollar placed b
the^pericma] efficiency and their gen- four or five per cent compound inte
aiul bustoess knowledge. But have !st in the year One, would now ha
pea aver hoard of a young man who nultiplled to many, many times tl
took ft course on what to do with his alue of the earth in solid gold. Som
xaonsy after he had made It?
And, one has figured that if tjwo billion pec

WHAT IS THE USE

THE OLD RELIABLE
BLOOD BUILDER

| Pound for pound dry wood has about ner with coal, and although the weath*
half the heat value of coal, and a cord er has been unusually severe we have
.of hard wood is equivalent to a ton of had ample heat, and with little addi
Icoal.
Foreseeing a probable coal tional inconvenience. The hot coals
shortage and inability to get our drying and igniting the wood and
usual supply, we used no coal at all keeping the cold air from rushing up
at my home last summer, substituting through the wood fire explains why a
wood and kerosene. When it became good, economical fire is maintained.
necessary to start the heater (hot Why a few shovel fulls of coal last so
water) we used nothing but wood up long under these conditions is not so
to December 10, and still kept the clear, but it is a fact. For home use,
bouse comfortable, even keeping a birch sticks of moderate size and hav
bre in the heater all night by filling ing a large proportion of bark burn
it up between 9.00 and 10.00 P. M. the most readily of any non-resinous
Dining the coldest days it was only green wood. Spruce, fir maple and
necessary to (ill the heater up in the beech will make a good fire while
morning, at noon, in the evening and green if a bed of hot coals is main
at bed time. The wood used was prat-j tained on the grate. Of course, dry
tic.ally g ieen mixed wood of moderate
moderate kindlings
kirdlins's are
Pl’P necessary
pppnccarv to
i r\
saa/1I1»
readily
size. We have laid in an ample sup- start a green wood fire.
If a wood
ply of this wood and as the fuel situa- j tire burns too freelv it is only neces»
tion became more acute have adopted sary to check the draught more than
the following practice.
The fire is |when burning coal. This is probably
shaken in the morning until just a the greatest common difficulty with
faint light shows in the ash pit.
A the average person in burning fuel
layer of wood is then packed in as they are not used to. They use the
closely as possible on top of the hot same draught for all fuels and get
coal and five or six inches deep. The satisfactory results only when the
wood is then covered with a few coal dealer supplies them, accidentally
shovel fulls of coal, filling the fire pot or otherwise, with a grade of fuel that
full. The draughts are then kept open fits their particular draught condition.
until the flames begin to show through j Any coal dealer can tell you all about
the coal or until the radiators are suf- the kicks and cussings he gets from
ficiently warm. The draughts are then ■this cause. There are others in this
set to where experience has shown j vicinity who are getting satisfactory
the desired heat will be maintained. . results in the manner I have described.
Ordinarily the fire is not disturbed |who would otherwise be mightily worage'in till night, when the same pro- tried at present.
ceedure is repeated aid the fire is in!
---------------------Who's Who in His House
condition for the night. This charge
"Your wife’s a decided blonde, isn’t,
of fuel, lasts quite as well as if the
sh e '"
fire pot was filled in the usual man“ Yes she usually decides things.”

Protecting Your ChiMron
T h e long, hard sch ool term drains the vitality of grow ing
children and you w onder w hy th ey are listless, puny and pale*
Every sch o o l child will show m arked im provem ent
in h ealth an d g ro w th
given

if

HOTBEMULSION

Its rich, uniform cod liver oil gets into their blood and gives them vim,
snap and zest It creates strength to resist school sicknesses,
overcome pinched faces, sallow complexions and dull eyes.
High authorities have established again and again that cod
liver oil promotes growth and energizes the body and brain.
The imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used in Scott's Emulsion is now
refined in our own American lalx>ratories which guarantees it free from impurities.
Scott dt Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
17-15

A Guaranteed Potash Fertilizer
When you buy Essex Potash Fertilizers you get the best value for
your money. Guaranteed to contain 4% W A TE R -SO LU BLE
Potash, the only kind for potato growers. Potash which ia
W A IT E R -S O L U B L E is absolutely necessary on many Aroos
took farms to make a large potato crop certain.
With potatoes selling at $3-00 to $3.50 per barrel Essex Potash
Fertilizers bring back the additional money invested many times
over. Do not experiment. Buy the Essex brands. Thfy are made
of BLOOD, BONE, MEAT and High Grade Chemicals*

ORDER E A R L Y
General S alesm a n , J. C. MOIR, Houlton. Mo.

E S S E X F E R T IL IZE R C O .. Boston. Mass.
B ranch C onsolidated R en d erin g Co.

The young man who has formed the habit of saving and
right equipment for financial success.

th rift h a s the

You also can equip yourself with theSfe essentials by the
practice of prompt weekly deposits.
BANK

W IT H

US.

MAINE
O n e - Y e a r 7^> N o t
On & 11% basis

Voucher of Payment

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho u l ton .Maine

j

i

C ircu la r on request

Bonbright & Company
Ireorporatcd

K

A

&

K.

Shaw m ut
New York

lTriladelphiit

I..

M A N N I NIL

Bank

MANAGERS

B u ild in g ,

;i:hi«igo

Detroit

Boston
i^adew

II AHOLD P. MARSH, Representative, 1* State St., Hangar

Paris
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mam o f w a r

sharpened by his varied experiences hand, Great Britain has the

utmost were the only ships the Navy had con- sible highway construction, and towns from one center of population or cornwill not lose any of the State aid which merce to another. To quote him: “The
Speaking with an authority growing
He has ridden a bicycle 19,000 miles will be able to do this summer. Ger- ! “ From my visit to the Grand Fleet is due them,” says Chief Engineer construction of branch roads for auto•out of U> knowledge of all the battle
through seventeen countries, and was many is far from anxious to fight the I am aware how sick the British sail- Sargent.
|mobiles or tourists to visit points of
floats of Europe, Sir John Foster
knighted for his services as chairman United States, not because of the or is of cruising the North Sea and
Engineer
Sargent’s
Letter
scenic or historical interest does not
TYmtr of England predicts the end
of the British War-Lectures Commit American land forces and sea-power how heartily glad he would be if the
The letter of Engineer Sargent to appear warranted when there is still
o f the war before the close of the pre
tee, whose purpose it is to inform so much as for fear of the bitterness Germans came out. The Navy is ready, Governor Milliken in regard to road a need for a good network of through
sent year. He is convinced that Gerthose at home of the progress of the that would arise to handicap Germany A part of the fleet is ready to respond work is as follows:
roads in most of the states. Every efauudSf is about to launch a “peace of
war at first hand. He is no stranger in the coming commercial struggle, to that signal, “ the Germans are comComplying
with
your
request
I
sugfort should be made to persuade the
fe n siv e ” with the full strength of her
in the United States, having married There is a great fear among the Ger- ing out,” inone hour; other ships a re'gest that you forward Mr. Sylvester state and county authorities to cornmilitary force in the hope of bringing
an American girl in Seattle, Washing man commercial classes that if the ready to go within two, three, and fo u r. the inclosed information in reply to plete through roads before this latter
her opponents to such a state of warton, and he is scheduled to make a war is prolonged with America in it hours after notice. Such preparation Ihis letter of Feb. 5th; asking if road class of roads is taken u p ”
weariness that a peace equivalent to
lecture tour of this country, when he the result will be very injurious to is required by the regulations, but it |building can not be dispensed with1 General Leonard Wood und
date
a draw may be reached. Sir John’s
is a fact that every one of these ships .luring the com ,ng season.
will tell of the situation on the vari future commercial relations.
of
November
21
1917°
°
ln'
“
"carefully
of observation have been
ous fronts. In an Interview Sir John | “ Let the Germans prepare and make
M rst: At the meeting of the Cham- prepared atatement wlt„
ct
’
ready to go out in half the time resaid:
from
mI1J
their offensive this spring, as they quired by the regulations, so that ber of Commerce of the United States the va|„ e of hlgh
They can not break every British ship to participate in the held at Atlantic City September 21st vlew polnt, urges £
cons„ * %
“ It Is certain now that the Germans surely will.
BETTER THAN
o(
do not expect to win. They are play through. We have the artillery, the action will be away from its post with- last, strong resolutions were adopted oniy the highest gtandard t
WORM TABLETS ing so that they do not lose. The Ger men, and munitions. On the offensive *n two hours from the time that mes- suggesting the prompt improvement pavement, such as are used for city
gome people who are troubled with man rulers want to save their own the Germans must lose five men to our , sage comes.
of public highways.
streets, and calls attention to the fact
worms, or whose children sometimes face and be able to say to their child one. We are ready for the counter- ! “ I should not forget to say that some
A copy of the resolutions it as fol- that in the battle area in France s good
suffer that way, try to get rid of the ren of the present generation as they attack when they have spent their little time ago I was aboard the Warow*;.
macadam road will usually be worn out
trouble by using worm tablets, worm
\Vhereas, it is essential that all the jn twenty-four hours. General Wood
losenges or worm candy. They fail to say of their Jutland defeat, ‘We w on!’ force. We can expect that the Hind- spite, which the Germans claim they
get the quick results that can be obtained
There is a seething movement in denburg tactics of massing against sank in the Jutland fight. They did transportation facilities of the nation strongly urges that we should keep up
with Dr. True’s Elixir, the family laxa Germany which will not result in re one point will be followed.
W e’re give her a hard time and got to her stiould be brought to the highest state our mafn roads and extend roads be
tive and worm expeller.
ready.
Not
until
spring
or
summer
can with shells, but she is now in active of efficiency in order that foodstuffs twee„ centers ot populatlon Just as
In fact Dr. True’s Ellsir, a liquid medi volution, but it will make the Hohenmay be moved most economically from fast as possible
England
say
she
has
reached
the
top , condition.”
The
cine, is positively better than any worm zollerns let democracy come.
the
farm to the market, that manufac- ,
,
of
her
man
power.
Germany
has
been
'
The
commander
of
one
of
the
Gertablets, worm losenges or worm candy. movement has such force that the
This whole question of the impor
’Thsrs is no remedy that can compare Hohenzollems will haye to let the past hers since 1916. She has called man ships sunk in the Jutland battle tured products be moved at the lowest
With Dr. True’s Elixir for quickly ex- Reichstag be converted from a debat all of her 16-year-old boys into the was somewhat in doubt as to whether cost from the factory to the customer tance of highway construction is now
before the Federal Admistration, on
pelling worms, whether they are stomach
he had handled his vessel properly, and
ing society into a body representing armies. We have called no bo}\s.”
worms or pin worms.
request of the Executive Committee
Wheras, The public highways offer
Reprisals for German air-raids may and discussed the matter quite amicBesides that, your stomach is toned up the people with power and authority.
of the American Association of State
and normal aotlon of the bowels is re Then the Allied democracies and the be expected in the spring on an ex- ably with the captain of the British a good, prompt and economical means
stored when you take Dr. True’s Elixir. German democacy will discuss the tensive scale, declares Sir John, who destroyer that sent his ship to the to supplement transportation by rail Highway Officials. That is to say, we
are attempting to have the Govern
It Is a doctor’s preparation, originated
and water therefore be it
by Dr. True and on the market more terms on which they will live in peace. describes the enormous new aircraft bottom. Sir John thus interestingly
ment decide just how important they
“ Resolved, That the prompt improve consider road construction in their
than €0 years.
“ I think the war will end this year. built by England, which will carry 15,- describes he incident:
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative It has to or the Central Powers will 000 tons and a crew of five. It can , “ Curious - those seamen are. I was ment of our public highways is im general scheme of military activity.
and Worm Expeller, pleasantly, easily
make 90 to 100 miles an hour with aboard a British destroyer leader that portant and should be forwarded in
Secretary Houston of the Departand quickly expels worms and makes you not be able to dominate the trouble
sufficient fuel for a flight of eight got up so far under the guns of one of every proper way.”
that
is
stirring
among
the
industrial
feel much better. Remember this when
ment of Agriculture, in a communicayou or your children are troubled with and producing classes. On the other hours time enough to raid Berlin, the big German ships in the Jutland
Second: At the meeting of the Amer- tion to the American Association of
worms. Don’t take those worm lozenges,
The Navy, too, is prepared to do its fight that the guns couldn't be lower- iean Association of State Highway state Highway Officials, has set forth
tablsta or candy that may upset you,
part when the big offensive comes, ed to reach her. The same destroyer Officials, held in Richmond, Va., dur- SqUareiy the policy which he thinks
but use Dr. True’s Elixir that tones and
and
it is firmly fixed in the minds of sank a German ship and pieked up the ing the first week of December, the shouId be foilowed in highway CODr
soothes stomach and bowels and expels
the sea-fighters that they are to meet commander from the water. The Ger- matter of highway work for 1918 re- struction during the war. Secretary
worms.
Lots of people have worms and don't
T h e speediest remedy for sick the German Fleet in a great conclu- man captain was given a bath and ceived very thorough consideration. Houston says: “ So far as it is pracknow it Most ail child
i clothes, and he dined with the the It was the consensus of opinion of the ticable to do so th,s Apartm ent will
headache,
biliousness and indi sive contest. Says Sir John:
ren have worms. Write
“ There has been much criticism that British captain. I asked the British highway commissions of forty states. urge the maintenance of the highways
gestion is a dose o r tw o o f
us for symptoms.
i/Aubu'rn, Main*.
the British Navy does not take the of- captain what he and the German talk- there assembled, that every foot of ajready constructed; the construction
fense, but such criticism can only come ed about during dinner. Strategy, and state highways already built should and completion of those highways
R IG SURPRISE TO MANY IN
from those unfamiliar with conditions. nothing but strategy. They discussed be maintained in the highest degree which are vitally important because
HOULTON
It is to be remembered that the Ger the points of battle just as tho it was of efficiency during the present year, of their bearing upon the war situaman sea-front is very small, while we a game, one of them having lost the and that the construction work should tion or for the movement o f commodi•People are surprised at the IN
have to protect the whole British Isle6 match. The German wanted to know j take up first the closing of gaps in im- tieg; the postponement of all highway
STANT action of simple buckthorn
which are about 1,000 miles around. if he had managed his ship right at proved trunk lines, and that feeders construction relatively less essential
berk, glycerine, etc., as mixed in AdThe German sea-front is magnificently every point; if when the British ship or side roads should be given second or not based upon important military
ler-l-ka. OfflB SPOONFUL flushes the L a rM lS d * o lA a i M t f c h i b f e W d i
guarded
with mines. It is impossible had changed her tactics he should not consideration as far as construction or economic needs. The department
M
a
•vwywhtr*.
laboxw
.
lOc^Sfc*
ENTIRE bowel tract so completely it
to fght over a bed of mines. It is have met her in a way different from is concerned.
felflevee ANY CASE sour Stomach, gas
is preparing to suggest to the state
C U T T H IS OUT—-IT IS W O R T H M O N EY clear the British Navy can not go in the way he chose.
I gathered that
nr oeaMMition end prevents appen- DON’T
Maj. Gen. George \V. Goethals, act highway departments the preparation
MISS THIS. Cut out this slip
dleitie. THE INSTANT, pleasant ac- enclose with five cents to Foley & Co., after the Germans if they persist in the German was satisfied to be assur ing Quartermaster-General, has re- of a schedule of work for the Federal
2836 Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing
th n of Adler-i-ka suprises both doc- your name and address clearly. You will their present tactics. This is not say ed that he had managed his ship right eently stated as reported in the Manu- aid prijects for 1918 in line with this
receive in return a trial package con- ing what might be attempted by air.
at every point, and that it was inevit-; facturers Record published at Balti- policy.”
ied patients. It removes foul . taining
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
ffUMter which poisoned your Stomach |for coughs, colds and croup, Foley Kid
“
Adverse
criticism
of
the
Navy
is
able
he should have lost.
.more, January .11, 1918, I am heartily, it would seem to me wise that towns
—•* Pills
™'Is and Foley Cathartic Tablets.
ney
for
O. F. French A Bon.
due to the fact that the British Navy
TH E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.
|in accord with a P°licy whlch wiI1 Per‘ should make their regular approprfanever reports any good of itself.
STATE AID IN 1918
highway commissioners of the tion for state aid( apply for the same>
Regular successes and achievements
Paul D. Sargent, the chief engineer Ivarious states so to plan their work and then i( Jt is imp03sible to conpass without comment, but every mis of the Maine Highway Commission, in Ithat they will be able to undertake strUct the road, let the joint fund lay
We absolutely remove all craving, de
fortune is reported. In tho six months a communication to Governor Milliken ! the construction of new highways and over fQr expenditure some subsequent
sire or necessity for drugs or alcohol
up to the end of October the Navy had recently says that it would seem to j ot maintaining the existing ones so as year j n this way we shall be providin any form. No pain or suffering un
convoyed 4,500 ships from Scandinavia him wise that towns should make their j t0 relieve railroad congestion."
jng for ajj possible highway construcdergone by the patient. Write, call on
to England without losing a single regular appropriation for State aid, j Major-General Black, chief of engi- tion and towns will not lose any of the
us, or phone for free information.
boat. Between October and January apply for the same, and then if it is j neers of the United States army, in a state aid which is due them.
1, several boats were lost in two con impossible to construct the road, let ■recent letter to the chairman of the
---------------------The Neal Institute, 166 Pleasam: Ave.,
voys. This was reported, and as the the joint fund lay over for expendi- . Massachusetts Highway Commission,
The Daily Don’t
public knew only of the ships lost the ture some subsequent year. “ In this urges the importance of constructing
Portland, Maine, Phone 4216.
DON’T KILL TIME— if you do, it is
criticism was as stringent as tho those Iway we shall be providing for all pos- through roads, that is, roads leading apt to come back and haunt you.

t h is y e a r as traveler, journalist, and lecturer. confldence in what America says she voyed across.

Quick-Acting

Romm's

mis

fio You Drink

A n n o u n c i n g

t h e

A n n u a l

C l e a r a n c e

S a l

Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits___
----------------------------------------— ------------------------------- Commencing —------ --------- ------------—---------------------------------------

Saturday, February 23 to March 6
---------— ---------------------------------------------------------- Ten Days O n ly ---------

--------------- -------------------------------------

Three Hundred and Sixty-three Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits to close out at a great
reduction, every suit up-to-date, every suit as good, or better, than any we can buy
today for a great deal more money.
W e have a large spring stock bought and must clean our racks to make room for
the new goods.
A word to mothers): W e have 150 Boys Suits in odds and ends that we will close
during this ten days sale at practically one-half price. W e guarantee the quality o f our
usual standard.
. Come, benefit yourself, save from $5 to $10 on every suit you buy. W e have extra
stouts, stouts, slims, and longs. Nothing reserved from the sale except blacks and blues.
Remember only ten days, and only 363 suits to close out.
Our usual guarantee
with every suit, should any suit bought prove unsatisfactory, your money will be refunded.

G R E E N ’S
Union Square

“ My Clothier”

Houlton, Me.

f
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ceiving congratulations on the arrival Grange choir; Rec. by Edna Briggs, will be sorry to hear that she had to
When the Day ie Done
of a daughter, Monday night, both responded to an encore; solo by Sarah go to the Aroostook Hospital for treat I have eaten a bale
Crosby; Rec. by Era Watson; solo by ment.
mother and child are doing well.
Of spinach and kale,
Mrs. Iziah Palmer returned to Bos Ada Ross; remarks by O. A. Stanley,
And I've never raised a row.
... (
ton Saturday after a short visit at master of the Montieello Grange.
I have swallowed a can
A FALSE REPORT
home, called here by the illness of
Of mostened bran
Her
her
mother
whose
condition
is
much
A
report
has been circulated by some
hospital in Bangor, Tuesday,
LETTER B
And I feel like a brindle cow.
MONTICELLO
many friends will be glad to learn improved.
Kenneth, the young son of Mr. and person that Geo. H. Benn had boon in I am taking a snack
Guy C. Fletcher went to Augusta,
terviewed by a representative of the From the old haystack
that she is resting comfortably at
Mrs. PYed Carpenter is very ill.
Monday morning. He expects to re
this writing.
MODGDON
Mrs. George Carpenter and Mrs. Food Administration, and a number
In the evening shadows gray.
turn Thursday.
Walter E. Mathews, the popular
Ervin Skofiold is visiting relatives Earle Adams spent Saturday and Sun of barrels of flour seized, charging And I’m glad you bet
Mrs. Joel Wellington gave a pretty
him with hoarding.
At last to get ‘
young attorney of this town, has re in Bangor.
day with relatives in Ludlow.
Valentine party to a number of friends
Air.
Benn
as
everyone
knows
con
ceived many letters from prominent
James
Mooers,
who
has
been
em
Manford Betts has returned to his
To the end of a meatless day.
on Thursday evening.
men from the several towns in this work in Houlton.
ployed in this town for several sum ducts large lumbering operations,
Orrin and Harold Good left Wednes„
.
.
..
x. rr-Ql„ lrio. class pledging him their support in
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. mers, was found dead in one of the having r> camps and employing from
Annual Statement of the
**T morning lor the Naval Training
"
1 , „ ........ .............
the June primaries for nomination to Shirley Lancester is improving.
near-by camps early Saturday morn 80 to 100 men. which must be fed.
A R O O S T O O K C O U N T Y PATRONS M U 
Cftmp8 at Newport, R. I.
He has on hand today 3 barrels of
the next Legislature.
Aubrey Inghram cut his foot badly ing. The cause of his death is as
T U A L F IR E IN S U R A N C E CO.
The Red Cross will meet at the
Fire broke out in the Baptist Par- 1whilo working in the woods last week, yet unknown.
|
For
the year ending Dec. 31. 1917
home of Mrs. R. W. McLeod on W ed
sonage Sunday morning at 10 a, m. I Mrs. Bessie Brown and son were the
A number of the ladies of this town not had many more, because they
ASSETS
nesday afternoon of this week.
Cash in the Houlton Trust
on account of a defective chimney, guests of her aunt, Mrs. B. C. Ingra- will meet this week with Mrs. A. E. could not be bought. He mm
The Southern Ardostook and Penob
j Company
and for a time it seemed that the ham.
$ 1509 t t
Thompson to do some additional work
scot Pomona Grange will meet with
As.seHsments due unpaid
7 6 .«
no
man
could
justly
accuse
Geo.
building
would
burn
in
spite
of
all
e
f-,
Miss
Elizabeth
White
of
Danforth,
for
the
Red
Cross.
Letter
B,
although
Office furniture and supplies
Montieello Grange on Wednesday,!
S85.«t
forts. The community was aroused was the week end guest of Mrs. W. a small town of less than one hund- j Benn of .hoarding when they know the
Feb. 27th.
'
Gross Assets
by the continued shrill whistles from j Moore.
red inhabitants, is well represented |circumstances,
$1,931 I t
Qhas. H. Cheney, who has been on
Premium notes subject to
two
of
the
B.
&
A.
locomotives
which,
The
Red
Cross
Auxiliaiy
will
meet
in
France,
and
the
different
training
It
to his son and daughter in
assessment
$387,23.1. ffS
Miss Geneva Gillin arrived from Deduct all payments and
Kenspe and Nebraska for some weeks, happened to be at the station, and af- Wjth Mrs. M. R. Jackins on Thursday camps, and those who remain at home
ter a sharp little scrap pm up by the afternoon.
are trying to do their bit to help the
assessments
119,468.4S
returned home Friday morning
of relatives and friends.
ne'tollowlDg shipments were made “Bucket Bridgade," the Are was ex-i A iarge cr0wd attended the enter- boys win out.
Balance due on premium
The fourth of the series of enter)Mt week from the Auxiliary to the tinguished before it broke through tainment at the hall on Friday evennotes
$217,706 6ft
EAST HODGDON
Houlton Chapter of the Red Cross: thG outer wallsing and a good time was reported by
L IA B IL IT IE S
Mr. John Grant spent part of last ! the High School will occur Monday U npaid losses
15 sweaters, 4 helmets, 8 prs. wrisComln* t0 the Martin 1heatre on all.
$ 5,168.9ft
[evening, March 4, at the High School Hired money
ters 7 prs. socks, 2 prs.
mittens, 1 Saturday night, Feb. 23rd, is Madge j Wilbur Howard’s team started to week in Caribou.
7,398.5ft
suit* pajamas, 3 comfort
pillows, 7 Evans, the cleverest and prettiest run away Saturday and brought up
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. ‘ auditorium. Those who heard CrawGross Liabilities
$12,8<8.(ft
handkerchiefs’
child actress on the screen, in a de- against a load of logs injuring one Alden Varney, Thursday of this week. ford Adams, the violinist of the last
Risks in force Dec. 31.
'entertainment, know already the qual8aT«nt«en member, fromthl. Orange
drama farin g the title of "The horse very badly.
1917
$ 6,633,203 9ft
Mr. James Taylor of Hodgdon was
, Ry of music to expect. The Musical Risks written during the
▼Mted Littleton Grange,
Saturday Llttle Duchess.” As this attraction isMr. S. A. Duerr of Penn., erecting
visiting his son, Orin Taylor, Sunday.
j Art Quartette have a wide deputation year
1,941,000 00
evening, and all expressed apprecia- a World-Picture Brady-Made the pat- engineer for the United Pump and
Risks terminating during the
Miss
Grace
Todd
of
R.
C.
I.,
was
the
as a group of male artists.
tion for the excellent entertainment rons of tbis theatre will know in ad- power Co., Wisconsin, was a business
year
1.754,801.0ft
guest of Miss Sadie Barton, last week.
and able manner in which the degree vance that
has been admirably cast caiier in town last Thursday,
Net Gain during the year
186,199.60
Unsafe Experiment
Mr. Clarence London has been in
Fire losses during the year
team conferred the Third and Fourth and brilliantly staged and thatthe
Mrs. Jordan who has been the
guest
23,605.10
,. , .
. of ai*v io »»nKiiof .on/1 aiirift miMrino* “ The 0f her daughter, Mrs. Shirley Benn Caribou the past two weeks serving
The party of tourists were watching 1 No. Policies written during year
104T
Degrees on some candidates.
A
Professor X as he exhumed the wrapt j Average annual assessment
bounteous harvest supper was served Llttle Duchess'Ms jH sU n ctfra photo and her sister, Mrs. Ilersey has re- on the jury.
j since company started (20
There
is turned to her home in Caribou.
Miss Sadie Barton is spending this body of an ancient Egyptian.
years per $1,000)
In the dining hall, after which they I)la-V ot ,ll‘' '
" ‘
“
S3 2T
‘‘Judging from the utensils about Average annual assessment
Lewis, the ittle son of Mr. and Mrs. week in Houlton the guest of her aunt,
want home much pleased after, their nothing unpleasant or disagreeable In
last
five
years
him,” remarked the professor, ‘‘this
:it
this production—nothing that anyone Frank Addington, who was taken to Mrs. B. 3. Bell.
visit.
mummy must have been an Egyptian
D IR E C T O R S F O R 1918
could possibly take offense at. It is the Madigan Hospital was operated
The Union Sunday School will meet
D. W. Gilman, Pres.,
Easton
a happy combination of speedy enter upon for appendicitis and is doing) at the home of Mr. Ernest Turney plumber.”
Ernest T. McGlaullin,
Presque Isle
LINNEUS
“
Wouldn’t
it
be
interesting/'
said
tainment and splendid acting.
well.
! next Sunday, Feb. 24.
Ira .1. Porter,
Houlten
Miss Edna Henderson is visiting
a romantic young lady, “ if we could Willard Weston,
The funeral of Mr. Isaac Hutchin- j
Houltow
Airs. Pioronee Dickinson of Union bring him to life?”
o. B. Gridiin,
Caribow
friends in Ludlow.
„
TTll, ,
NEW LIMERICK
son was held at his home on Tuesday)
C a rib o u
Mrs. Samuel Brown of Mars Hill is
Mr Harley McLeod of Crystal was P. M., under the auspices of Monu- j Corner, was the guest of her mother,
“ interesting, but a bit risky,” re- j L. K. Tut t !*•.
A. A. Stewart,
Houltws
turned
Professor X.
‘‘Som ebody,
visiting Mrs. Fred Bither.
calling on friends in town one day ment Lodge, No. 96, F. and A. M., j Mrs. John Grant the past week.
•ft
Mrs. Harry Stimson spent Sunday thia week
Rev. H. H. Marr officiating, prayer j Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson of <might have to pay him for his time.-'
i with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stewart.
Mr. and Mrg Roderick Heed of the was ofliered by Rev. W. B. Crowell. ! Ludlow, were the guests of Mr.
Mr. Avon Tidd of Stockholm, was NUeg Settiement, spent Sunday with Two duets -were rendered by Mrs. j Mrs. Robert Henderson, Sunday.
A W O R D TO M O TH E R S
Mrs. B. J. Bedard, Cowich, Wash.,
calling on relatives here last week. Mrfj * Reed-S parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Benn and Mrs. Perrigo. The flowers
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crane were
says: “ Foley’s Honey and Tar is the best
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Mitchell of Moro w Hatfield.
were profuse and beautiful. The ser- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Trueman I ever used. I always keep a bottle in
the house for the children. A quick
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Young.
Rev j L Wilson held services Sun- vices were largely attended by rela- Stairs in Houlton Saturday and Sun cure
for coughs and colds.” It heals raw,
inflamed surfaces, loosens phlegm, eases
day.
Mr. Geo. Byron *8
^on neA1__0 day afternoon at the Tannery Sschool tives and friends.
hoarseness and difficult breathing, checks
hie home with muscular rheumatism House, quite a large number were
Rev. W. H Dukeson, pastor of the
The friends of Mrs. Alice London racking coughs.
Mr. James Ruth attended Lodge present. The Sunday School is in a Milo Methodist Church and agent for
THE H A T H E W A T DRUG CO.
Meeting in Houlton last Thursday flourjshing condition in spite of the the Lord’s Day Alliance will give an
Pc«itive--Convincing Proof
night.
fhlany so-called remedies for anag»
unusual severe weather this winter illustrated lecture consisting of the
mia are only so in name. Their
Mnk Daniel Stewart and daughter
f o r e s t has been guc!l ag
en_ dnest pictures, in the U. B. Church
era are afraid to prove their glafant b f
MlttJVftUa, returned from reenv e abjG jjjem
no^ mig8 a jjunday this at the Mills on this Wednesday even
telling what their medicines contshL
lMt Thursday
The only way to be honest with dm
winter. Their average has been 40 ing at 7.30 o'clock. The title of this
Many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Al which is an enviable reputation for a lecture is “ The Lord’s Day in Picture
people is to let them know what the*
are paying for. Here is the V to g
fred Kelso are glad to know they are country school, they are fortunate in and Story,” and presents this burning
formula. When the doctor know
F
o
r
men
w
ish
in
g
to
invest
in
Houlton
real
estate,
we
have
to
improving in health.
having a fine staff of officers and question where in the future happi
what a medicine contains, it rsascg
Miss Carr of Canterbury, N. B„ at teachers. Mr. Wilson’s frequent vis ness and greatness of our country is
offer tenements p ayin g from io to 1 2 ^ , clear of expenses, on
to be a “patent** medicine.
tended services here Sunday with its in the past month have been very wrapped up with tremendous power.
T» Cod Liver and Beef Peptones, Iron and
money invested.
’ Manganese Feptonates, Iron and Am
Rev. and Mrs. H. Marr.
A
collection
will
be
taken,
which
will
helpful and are greatly appreciated.
monium Citrate, Lime nad SodaGlyceroQuite a number from this place at
phospbates,
Cascarin.
The Red Cross met last week with be used for the work of the Lord’s Day
tended the funeral of Mr. Isaac Hutch Mrs. C, W, Estabrook, satisfactory League of New England.
Any doctor will tell you that the to*
gradients of Vinol, as named aboWL
inson in Hodgdon last week.
The services at the Baptist Church
work was done in the patch work line,
will enrich the blood and banish onac*
Several o f the young men in town people are responding grandly as in- last Sunday evening were demonstraHamilton-Burnham Block Tel. 196 W
mla and create dtrsngth. When the
spent Friday evening in Byron Bith deed they should in this good cause, ted by power and fervor. It recalled
bkod is pure and ,ich and *ed, the
•Yl c«mp and enjoyed an oyster Blew. andthe ou tlook of the war at thoVre revival scenes of the past. The sub
body is stroiig and robust.
Messrs. Fred Bither, Clarence Bith sent time is everything but hopeful of ject: “ The Sower and the Seed.” made
You can prove this at our expense
\ ^ A R
a v in g s
t a m p s
because your money will be returned
er and Harry Bither attended a lodge its being over for some time yet. Let a deep impression. Following these
HO
AVES
ERVES
if V-'-o! doe - not improve yoi r health.
meeting In Houlton last Thursday us not slacken our pace cr think we linos the pastor next. Sunday evening
HATHEW AY DRUG CO., HOULTOW
night.
have done our bit, but so long as our will preach on “ Where the eyes lin 
Miss Beryle Blackington of Stock- soldiers face the enemy may we con- ger, there the feet f o l l o w . " T h e m o r n 
, spent last week with her grand- glder it a privilege of being able in ing service1 will hi* dovoted to the
galonts, Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart any way to contribute our time, our Every Alombor Canvass, the subject
rafwming home Saturday.
means, our very best efforts of being “ Giving is worship." In the afM u Annie Sawyer who has been , h()ught OIT skllf to the noble cause tornoon the e nnmitteo will visit: every
plpiins with Mr. and Mrs.
au e an(j these are but small compared to home1 of the membership and congre
«ritk the put two weeks has gone to that greater sacpiflce of ,.ivlng oul. gation and all are urged to remain at
■cpKlton with Mrs. W 1 1 s
wrey.
boys to our Country’s call. This Aux- home so as to be met by the commit
U n . Chesley Rogers who has been 1Uary meets th)s Thursday wlth Mrs tee.
Vnry ill with pneumonia was removed Albert Hatfield, print, percale or
lo the Madigan Hospital last Sat gingham pieces are greatly needed.
LITTLET0N
urday, Her many friends hope for a
Rev. J. L. Wilson held services in
upaady recovery.
n v r D R D n n i’
New Limerick on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haxeltine, Mr.
D IliK BKUUflt
Mrs. John Sheehan is confined to the
m i Mrs. Geo. W. Stewart, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Herron of Millinocket, is
house
by erysipelas in her face.
MfS. H. Edw. Kimball spent Sunday:in town for a few days
L.
F.
Hall who has been conflend to
LotUlUlilnf with Mr. Henry Adams and | Red Cross will meet with Mrs
the house for four weeks is gaining,
|yU)y u d enjoyed the music on th e,tie Carpenter, Thursday.
$ 1 . 5 0
P A Y S
F O R
O N E
Y E A R
* player piano.
Since the rain the snow-shoeing j Friends of Asbury Stockford will re
Misses Mabel and Nettie Stoddard (in the fields is fine, but rough in the gret to know he is ill with typhoid
fever.
stlahrated their birthday on Monday forests
Miss Alta Tracy has been spending
Mrs.
J.
S,
Lilley,
Island
Falls,
is
in
right, Feb. 11th, by giving a party at
a week af. the home of her aunt, Mrs.
town
visiting
her
daughter,
Mrs.
P.
thttr home to a number of their
It publishes “ all the local news th at's fit to
Wm. McCordic.
friends, and a pleasant evening was O. Lougee.
Mrs. Norman Craig and little daugh
Mrs. G. E. Crosby, Oakfleld, was in
print”.
spent together.
ter,
Dora, who are ill with typhoid fev
▲ party of 35 enjoyed an oyster town recently the guest cf her par
slew in Frank Wright's camp last ents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. McLaughlin. er are both much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hogan of Houl
It contains the news about your town, and
W. W. Townsend who has been
flnturday night, a sled load from Lin
ton, spent Sunday with Mrs. Hogan's
spending
several
months
in
Boston
ares'rod one from Hodgdon made up
what your neighbors are doing.
the party and an enjoyable evening with relatives and friends, has return parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hall.
Owen
Libby
of
Easton
recently
ed home.
spent together.
Mr. Isaac ^Sawyer lost his home by Those who were in Houlton Friday spent several days with his wife who
It contains many bargains in the advertising
An on Friday night. Most of the were, Mrs. F. O. Crock, Mrs. A. N. is staying with her parents, Mr. and
j
columns, especially in the classified, where
fnmtture down stairs was saved ex Reed, Mrs. R. E. Stevens and Mrs. H. Mrs. J. L. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hare of MonE.
Cookson.
empt Mrs. Black’s organ, but their
you can more than save the price of the
Enoch White who is attending R. ticello and Ransford Libby of Mars
bidding and clothing were all lost. Mr.
and Mrs. Lyman Black lost all their C. I. in Houlton, passed the week end Hill were recent guests at the home
paper.
fnrittaie which was stored there. The in town with his parents, Mr. and of J. H. Wolverton.
E.
B.
Lilley
had
charge
of
the
F.
B.
AN Is snpposed to originated from Mrs. J. M. White.
an overheated drum in an up-stairs .Mrs. R. H. Howard who has been Sabbath School onSunday, as the Sup
It contains interesting articles regarding
ism , and was discovered about 8 P. visiting her daughter, Mrs. Geo. Rob erintendent, Chas. B. Porter, is attend
ing
the
Boys’
Conference
at
Portland.
If. With each a strong wind blowing ertson of Millinocket, for th few weeks
what is going on in the world, and many
The meeting of the Red Cross on
II n m e d almost impossible to save returned home Saturday.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Patrick
interesting anecdotes of the war.
ton tarn and stable but luckily the
Murphy was well attended and much
taflnC Mew the flames in opposite dlrec
LUDLOW
The potatoes and other things Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Thompson were work accomplished. The next meet
ing will be held on Feb. 21, at the (
It is now. alw ays has been and alw ays will be
» ealhur were ruined.
callers in town Sunday.
Grange Hall, at fen o'clock A. M.
Mrs. Thomas Hamilton is suffering
a Booster for Houlton and its interests.
Everybody welcome.
with a severe attack of La Grippe.
QAKFIELD
Mr. Brokenshire, Field Secretary
Mr. Harry Wilson of Houlton, spent C. P. Small was a passenger on for Maine «>f the Lord’s Day League of
The wife and the children w ill enjoy it even
Monday morning’s train for Augusta.
Afridsy with friends in Oakfleld.
New England, wili give a lecture at
Mrs. L. F. Bishop and son Ralph, Mrs. Stanley McCain is able to be the F. B. Church on Monday evening,
more than other members of the family.
spsnt Wednesday and Thursday with out again after a few days confine Feb. 18. The lecture will be illustra
ment to the house.
frltids in Honlton.
ted with many beautiful views.
A
Mr. W. A. Babcock was at the Mad- During the past week the following free-will offering will be taken.
Man Hospital Friday, tor treatment young men have enlisted, Byron Hand,
The regular meeting of the Little
Amp Ms arm, resulting from vaccina- and Hastings McGowan.
ton Grange was held on Saturday
Mrs. George Carpenter and Mrs. evening. There were present 130
Mr. Wilbur Garcelon, engineer on Earl Adams of Hammond spent Sun including visitors from Montieello
the B. A A R. R„ Is confined to his day with Mrs. B. E. Rideout.
Grange, 7 candidates were instructed
homo for a few days, paving jammed O. L. Thompson who recently had in the 3rd and 4th degrees and 3 ap
hfli foot badly one day last week. •
his fine herd of cattle tested found plications for membership received.
“Over the Top,” by Arthur Guy them all In the best of he alth.
After the Harvest supper, the follow
■apey, can be obtained at the Oak
Mr. and Mrs. James W ebb and ing program was given: Song by the
fleld Drug Store, also “My four years family were Sunday guests of Mr.
in Germany,” by James W. Gerard.
and Mrs. W. R. McCain, New Lime
N O W IS T H E T I M E T O BE C A R E F U L
Mr. W. G. Briery, travelling sales rick.
Avoid imitations or substitutes, get
man for Parker A Thornes Co., of
The next Red Cross meeting will the genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar, and
you
a cough medicine you can de
Peflland, was registered at the Com- be held at the home of Mrs. Hadley pend have
upon. It gives prompt relief, clears
merdal House one day this week.
Tidd, all members are requested to throat, loosens phlegm, soothes, heals.
Checks coughs, colds, whooping cough,
Mrs. N. 0. Martin underwent a ser be present.
la grippe, bronchial coughs. Contains no
ious surgical operation at a private
Mr. and Mrs. John Craw ford are re- opiates.
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REASONS

Why you should have the Houlton Times
come to your home every w e e k --------
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All this costs less than 3 cents per week

THINK IT OVER

Subscribe today— Be Informed tomorrow

TH E H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO.

